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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this study was to apply optimal control techniques to de
termine the optimal harvesting strategies that would ensure the sustainability ot

the Sardinella aurita for future generations. In this vein, the Gordon-Schaefer
bioeconomic model was employed to aid in the analyses. The model was initially
analysed using three different rates of harvest; constant, proportional and periodic.
Also reviewed were the Craven model, the Goh model, the optimal yield model

and the model with effective utilisation factoi. The models weie subjected to
bifurcation analyses to determine the .stability properties; and the static reference
points, maximum sustainable yield (MSY), maximum economic yield (MEY) and
open access yield (GAY), computed. Also determined was the dynamic reference
point, optimum sustainable yield (OSY). An original model incorporating the to
tal allowable catch (TAG) showed that, for the binding constraints, the resource

should be harvested if and only if the maiginal net revenue of harvest

suit of applying the maximum effort exceeds the difference of the shadow price
of fish stock and the shadow price of the TAC. The model developed to simulate
the effects of illegal fishing practices on fish stocks revealed that the increased
catchability induced by the illegal methods severely depletes the stocks, to as low
less than half of the carrying capacity in finite time. Employing a dynamic effort,
predator-prey model with reserve area and critical biomass level, the optimal fish-

•r^Hirntpq that the critical biomass level must be set at the MSY leveling strategy indicates inai

in order to attain sustainability of the resource. In general, all the models indicate
that the optimal fishing effort must be set at the OSY level; estimated at 351,328
trips annually at a discount rate of 15%, provided the initial fish stock size is at
least 554,654 tonnes. Recommendations are offered to the Fisheries Commission.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The fishing industry in Ghana is dominated by the artisanal sector, which ac

counts for over 80% of the fishing population and contributes up to 70% of the

landed catch. Presently, the catches emanating from the sector have been dwin

dling and some fisheries experts have characterised the situation as approaching

a crisis. Therefore, there is the need to equip the Fisheries Commission with the

necessary technical tools to effectively manage the situation before it reaches a

full-blown crisis.

The aim of the re.search is to employ Optimal Control Theory in conjunction

with Systems Simulation Approach, as advocated by Manetsch and Park (1982)

and Seijo, Defeo and Salas (1998). The approach involves: a clear definition

of fishery information needs; fishery characterisation, in terms of resource and

fishing effort dynamics, ecological and technological interdependencies and man

agement instruments; mathematical modelling of the fishery components or sub

systems; data to fit equations of the mathematical model; development ot a com

puter model to solve numerically the mathematical model; stability and sensitivity

analyses for the computer model; model validation; evaluation of the bioeconomic

impacts of alternative management strategies.

Background to the Study

The study focuses on the optimal harvesting of a renewable resource, more

specifically a fishery resource, in order to ensure its sustainability for future gen

erations. 'Optimal' is a loaded word. It is important for one to realivSe that what

strategy is deemed optimal entirely depends on the specification of a performance

criterion (Clark, 2010).

Once upon a time, there existed a myth about the inexhaustibility of marine re

sources. Gordon (1954) has asserted that during the latter part of the 19th century,



Scottish fishery biologist W. C. Macintosh, and the evolutionist, T. H. Huxley,

argued strongly against all restrictive measures on the basis of the inexhaustible

nature of the fishery resources of the sea. Huxley, in 1883, (as cited in Gordon,

1954) asserted that:

The cod fishery, the herring fishery, the pilchard fishery, the mackerel

fishery, and probably all the great fisheries, are inexhaustible: that is

to say that nothing we do seriously affects the number of fish. And

any attempt to regulate these fisheries seems consequently, from the

nature of the case, to be useless (p. 126).

However, rapid human population growth coupled with technological advances

has resulted in increasing demand for resources, thereby leading to heavy exploita

tion. As Clark (2010) acknowledges, in the particular case of marine fisheries,

depletion of fish stocks has gradually extended from readily accessible near-shore

to remote offshore populations. Large-sized, valuable species have been progres

sively overfished or eliminated (Myers & Worm, 2003), in a process that Pauly,

Christensen, Dalgaard, Froese and Torres (1998) have called 'fishing down the

food web'.

The 1992/93 collapse of the Atlantic cod fishery in Canada heralded the end

of 500 years of plentiful cod harvests, which had provided European nations such

as England, France and Spain with a major source of animal protein for over five

centuries (Clark, 2010).

The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAG) analysis

of assessed fish stocks shows that the share of stocks within biologically sustain

able levels has exhibited a downward trend, declining from 90% in 1974 to 68.6%

in 2003. Thus, 31.4% of fish stocks were estimated as fished at a biologically

unsustainable level and therefore overfished. Also, of all the fish stocks assessed

in 2013, 58.1% were fully fished and only 10.5% underfished (FAQ, 2016).

Mullon, Freon, and Curry (2005) underscore that the fear of rapid depletion of

fish stocks due to overexploitation is increasing and genuine. Analysis of 1,519



main series of the FAO world fisheries catch database over the last 50 years reveals

that 366 fisheries' collapses occurred, that is nearly one fishery out of every four.

According to the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture Development (MO-

FAD) (2016), the Ghana fisheries sector comprises three areas—marine, inland

and aquaculture. While aquaculture and inland fisheries are mainly small scale,

the marine are a combination of small and large scale industrial fisheries. Fisheries

resources are obtained from the capture and culture environments. Capture fish

eries comprise fish from the wild, which includes the sea, lagoons, lakes, rivers,

streams, dams and reservoirs, constituting 90% of total fish production; while the

remaining 10% is made up of culture fisheries, which includes farming or growing

fish in ponds, lakes and cages.

The sector plays an enormous role in the socioeconomic development of the

countiy. It serves as a major source of employment, wealth creation and liveli

hood, among others, especially for coastal and inland communities. The sector

has served and continue to serve as the economic backbone of many adjoining

communities for centuries. Employment generated by the sector is over 2.7 mil

lion of the population (Ghana Statistical Service [GSS], 2014). This comprises

fishers as well as boat owners, boat builders, processors of landed fish and other

ancillary jobs. It essentially provides over 70% of the total fish requirements and,

by extension, the bulk of the country's protein requirements (MOFAD, 2016).

Furthermore, the sector contributed positively to the nation's objective of pro

moting food security, improved foreign exchange earnings and sizable individ

ual incomes. Production of fish domestically totalled 451,099.4 metric tonnes

(or simply, tonnes), which include 320,221.4 tonnes of marine capture (71.0%),

nearly 86,268.3 tonnes of inland capture (19.1%) and 45,610 tonnes of aquacul

ture (9.9%) in 2015. To supplement domestic production, 145,910.3 tonnes of fish

valued at US$120,443,785 were imported into the country. In terms of foreign

exchange earnings accruing to the country, an estimated 53,750 tonnes of fish and

seafood were exported, generating US$309,790,723.90 (MOFAD, 2016).

The marine fishery sector in Ghana comprises three main sub-sectors; namely.



small scale (for artisanal or canoe), semi-industrial (for inshore) and industrial

(Nunoo, Asiedu, Olauson & Intsiful, 2015). As already alluded to, the marine

sector is the most important of all the fisheries sectors, accounting for 71% of

domestic fish production. Also, among the sub-sectors in the marine sector, the

artisanal fisheries are prominent. Out of the estimated 135,000 fishers in the ma

rine sector, up to 124,000, constituting 92% are artisanal fishers (Republic of

Ghana Fisheries & Aquaculture Sector Development Plan [FASDPJ, 2016).

The artisanal fisheries are characterised by the use of several fishing gears

operating from dugout canoes carved out of a single log of wood species called

'wawa' (Triplochiton scleroxylon) and 'Onyina' {Ceiba petendra). The preferred

gear of the fishermen are purse seine, beach seine, gill net, and lobster net, among

others. There are more than 12,700 canoes operating in 315 landing beaches and

190 fishing villages producing between 75 and 80% of the total marine produc

tion (Akyempon, Bannerman, Amador & Nkrumah, 2013; Bannerman & Quartey,

2006; Nunoo et aL, 2015).

The artisanal fisheries are dominated by the small pelagic species, which in

clude round sardinella (Sardinella aiirito), flat sardinella (Sardinella maderensis),

chub mackerel {Scomber japonicus) and anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus). The

round sardinella (hereafter referred to as sardinella) forms the bulk of the small

pelagics and does well when the temperatures are below 26 °C (MOFAD, 2016).

The sardinella fishery has a long history in Ghana and it is very important both

socially and economically. Investigations have shown that sardinella is influenced

by climatic and oceanographic conditions; and it is seasonal and most abundant

during the period of the major coastal upwelling (July to September), although ju

veniles are fished throughout the year. The minor upwelling .season, which usually

lasts tor only three weeks, normally begin in December or January and end, by

the latest, in February. Therefore, there are two fishing seasons for the sardinella

(Koranteng, 1991).

Presently, the sardinella fishery teeters on the verge of collapse. The annual

catch has plummeted year after year while the number of artisanal fishing canoes



has risen year after year due to the open access nature of the fishery. Annual catch

tell to just over 17,000 tonnes in 2012 from a high of 120,000 tonnes just a dozen

years earlier. Therefore, from all indications, the sardinella fishery is in a state of

crisis since this is the longest period of decline after the start of heavy exploitation

of the resource (USAID/Ghana SFMP, 2015).

In light of the numerous challenges confronting the sardinella fishery in Ghana,

it is imperative to develop a bioeconomic model to help address these challenges;

and optimal control theory provides a tool in this direction.

Optimal control theory is a powerful mathematical tool that can be used to

make decisions involving complicated biological scenarios. For example, what

percentage of the population should be vaccinated as time evolves in a given epi

demic model to minimise the number of infected and the cost of implementation

of the vaccination strategy? The desired outcome or objective depends on the

particular scenario. Most of the time, the problem will include trade-offs between

two competing interests. For instance, consider minimising a certain harmful virus

population while keeping the level of the toxic drug administered low. Such a case

could be modelled as a system of ordinary differential equations involving both

levels of virus and drug as functions of time (Lenhart & Workman, 2007).

The behaviour of the underlying dynamical system is described by a state vari-

able(s). It is assumed that there is a way to steer the state by acting upon it with

an appropriate control function(s). The control enters the system of ordinary dif

ferential equations and affects the dynamics governed by the state system. The

goal is to maximise (or minimise) a given objective functional by adjusting the

control. Often times this functional will delicately balance the desired goal with

the required cost to reach it. The cost referred to here may not necessarily rep

resent money but may include side effects or damages as a result of applying the

control. Generally, the objective functional depends on one or more of the state

and control variables; and most of the time, the objective functional is represented

by an integral of the state and/or control variables (Lenhart & Workman, 2007).

Kirk (1998) summarises the requirements for the formulation of an optimal



control problem as:

1. A mathematical description of the process to be controlled.

2. A statement of the physical constraints.

3. Specification of a performance criterion.

Applications of optimal control are many and varied; not excluding resource

management, economics, management sciences, chemical and electrical engineer

ing, aircraft guidance and control systems, science of human locomotion and the

control of epidemics. In the context of natural resource management of which

fisheries form an integral part, the study considered optimal control models with

three different harvesting strategies.

Statement of the Problem

Given the importance of the sardinella fishery to the socioeconomic develop

ment of the country vis-a-vis its current near collapse status, there is the need to

develop a bioeconomic model to provide answers to all concerned stakeholders in

the fishing industry. A bioeconomic model not only models the biological popula

tion dynamics of the resource but also provides an economic perspective through

cost-benefit analysis of the model.

The goal of the research was to use optimal control techniques to assess the

impact of three harvesting scenarios—constant rate harvesting, proportional rate

(or constant effort) harvesting and periodic rate (or seasonal) harvesting on the

fishery. Additionally, the impact of technology on the harvesting process was

analysed; as well as analysing a model incorporating diminishing returns due to

inadequate storage facilities when there is a bumper harvest.

Furthermore, while the effects of climatic conditions induced by global warm

ing on the decline of the sardinella fishery could not be discounted, excessive

exploitation by fishermen through the use of fishing gear with unapproved mesh

sizes and also the use of attractants (light fishing) exacerbate the problem. To



investigate this claim, sensitivity analysis was performed on the catchability pa

rameter in the model. Finally, a predator-prey model of the sardinella fishery is

analysed and discussed.

Objectives

The overall objective of this study was to determine the sustainable harvest

ing strategies that could be applied to the Ghana sardinella fishery through the

application of optimal control techniques and procedures.

In order to achieve the desired goal of ensuring the sustainability of the re

source, the following were the specific objectives:

1. To develop autonomous and non-autonomous mathematical models

representing the sardinella growth and harvesting dynamics.

2. To perform a qualitative analysis of the models through bifurcation

techniques.

3. To investigate the performance of linear and quadratic controls in

an optimal control model.

4. To derive and analyse the necessary conditions for the models to

be optimal.

5. To determine the sufficient optimality conditions for the models.

6. To determine the equilibrium points, local and global stability of

the predator-prey model.

7. To perform numerical simulations for easy analysis and discussion

of the models.

Methods

The exponential and logistic growth functions were employed for the state

dynamics of the resource while the objective functional would, generally, be to
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maximise the discounted present value of future net revenues or profits.

Direct computation as well as computer resources was applied in the analy

ses. The software employed included Matlab, Maple, Matlab-interface software

dfieldS and pplaneS (created by John Polking) and DT^X.

Simulations were carried out on Matlab using the Forward-Backward Sweep
method outlined in Lenhart and Workman (2007). The method uses a Runge-

Kutta fourth order routine in which the state equation is solved forward in time

and the adjoint equation backward in time using an initial guess. At the end of

each Iteration, the control is updated using the derived formula for the optimal

control; and the iterations continue until convergence is achieved. This is for one

state variable and one control function, but it is easily extended to cover situations

of multiple states and controls as well as states with both initial and terminal levels

fixed, and also for bounded controls.

The actual computer codes used in the simulations were originally devel

oped by Lenhart and Workman (2007), and diligently modified to suit the par

ticular models investigated in this study. In all the simulations, the performance

criterion—the value of the objective functional—is computed using the trapz func

tion in Matlab.

Scope of the Study

The area of study encompasses the entire coastline of Ghana, estimated at 528

km long with an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of 218 km^ and a continental

shelf of 23,700km^ (Minta, 2003). However, the artisanal fishermen who largely

exploit the sardinella stocks operate within the Inshore Exclusion Zone (lEZ),

which covers the coastal waters between the coastline and the 30-meter depth

contour or six nautical miles offshore limit, whichever is farthest (Nunoo, Asiedu,

Amador, Belhabib & Pauly, 2014).

Regarding the mathematical modelling employed in the study, only deter

ministic continuous-time, ordinary differential equations were considered. This
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included both autonomous and non-autonomous models. Most of the models

are one-dimensional, except the catch-quota model and the predator-prey model,

which are two-dimensional systems of ordinary differential equations.

Justification of the Study

The study is intended to provide stakeholders in the fishing industry, namely

government, fishers, conservationists and academics, with a science-based tool for

sound decision making regarding the current unenviable situation of the sardinella

fishery.

Most of the models reviewed in connection with the sardinella fishery use of

discrete-time, difference equations. However, sardinella stocks and all associated

activities like growth and harvesting do not only occur at discrete points in time

but can be monitored at any point in time. Hence, the preference for continuous-

time, differential equations to model the fishery in order to bring out new and

interesting perspectives regarding the fishery.

This study will spur on other academics and researchers to undertake similar

activities to help arrest the decline and near-extinction of the all-important sar

dinella fishery, not only in Ghana but also across the entire coast of West Africa,

since the sardinella is highly migratory and is a shared resource among countries

in the subregion.

Organisation of the Study

This piece of research work consists of nine chapters. Chapter One deals with

the background to the study, where a brief description of the marine fishery sector

in general and the artisanal fishery sub-sector in particular is presented. Also

mentioned is the sardinella fishery, the focus of the study, as well as the main

mathematical tool used in the analysis—optimal control theory. The chapter also

includes the statement of the problem, the research objectives, the methodology

employed, the scope and limitation of the study and the organisation of thesis.



In Chapter Two, the relevant literature on modelling and optimal management

of fishery resources is presented. This gives an insight into how various authors

and researchers confronted the problem of not only harvesting a renewable re

source but also ensuring its sustainability for posterity. Some concepts on math

ematical modelling and theory underlying the optimal control of resources are

explored in Chapter Three.

Chapter Four looks at determining the optimal scheme with proportional rate

(or constant effort) as the harvesting strategy. Also explored are the effects of ille

gal, unreported and unregulated (lUU) fishing on the sardinella stock; especially,

the use of unapproved mesh sizes as well as attractants in fishing.

Regarding Chapter Five, the analysis of the fishery to determine the optimal

harvesting strategy using constant harvesting is outlined. Periodic rate (or sea

sonal) harvesting of the resource is also investigated in this chapter. A predator-

prey model is presented is Chapter Six. This models the sardinella as prey un

dergoing predation by man. Finally, Chapter Seven presents the summary, con

clusions, and recommendations for the Fisheries Commission borne out of the

research.

Chapter Summary

The introductory chapter has laid out the background to the study by provid

ing the current unenviable situation of the artisanal fisheries. However, given the

importance of the artisanal fishermen to the socioeconomic development of the

country, the goal of the research is to use optimal control techniques to assess the

impact of harvesting on the sustainability of the sardinella fishery.

The chapter has given the background to the study, as well as providing the

statement of the problem and the objectives of the research. Also covered in

this chapter are the methods, scope and justification of the study. Finally, the

organisation of the study, which gives an overview of all the seven chapters, is

provided.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter deals with the review of the relevant literature pertaining to the

field of study. Mathematical models of fishery resources as well as models pre

sented in the form of optimal control problems will be reviewed and discussed.

Modelling and Optimal Management of Resources

According to Clark (2010), models come in every size and form, from verbal

descriptions and mathematical equations to large-scale computer models. How

ever, one feature shared by all models in the life and social sciences is that they

constitute abstractions and simplification ot the real world. As a matter of tact,

any model that merely duplicated reality (if such were possible) would be all but

useless, at least in terms of providing insights.

Even though desirable and inevitable, model simplicity comes with a cost

the model may turn out to be seriously flawed in some respects. A well-chosen

model may provide insightful or convincing explanations ot some phenomenon,

but nevertheless be completely misleading in other ways. The inherent danger

is that such a model will become uncritically accepted in applications for which

it is not intended (Daly & Cobb, 1989). Therefore, every modeller has a moral

obligation to think about and publicise the underlying assumptions and limitations

of his or her model (Clark, 2010).

An optimal control problem is an extension of a mathematical model in the

sense that a performance criterion is specified for a given model, as pointed out

by Kirk (1998) in the first section of Chapter One. Lenhart and Workman (2007)

further explained that the performance criterion is called an objective functional,

which is usually an integral of the state and/or control variables. The goal is seek
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an optimal conlrol(s) that will maximise or minimise the objective functional sub

ject to the state dynamics of the formulated model. In general, the maximisation

is sought for net revenues or profits and the minimisation for costs.

Modern applications of optimal control theory have roots in the classical model

proposed by Gordon (1954) and Schaefer (1954), known as the Gordon-Schaeter

bioeconomic model. As the name of the model suggests, it combines both eco

nomic and biological parameters in the model. The economics aspect of the model

is due to Gordon while the biological aspect is credited to Schaefer. This pioneer

ing model was static in nature; that is, it was time-invariant or time-independent.

To further elucidate, the model only looked at the steady-state conditions (also

known as equilibrium conditions) of a resource under harvesting and not the evo

lution over time.

Schaefer (1954) notes that the population ot marine fish under exploitation by

a fisher may be influenced by a great number of factors in the complex biological

system of which it is a part. Of these, however, only one, predation by man is

capable of being controlled or modified to a significant degree by regulating the

activities of man. Any management or control of the fishery, to the extent that

this may even be possible, must, therefore, be effected through the activity of the

fisherman.

Management of a fishery has at its cornerstone the modification or limitation

of the activities of the fisherman in order to realise a change in fish population, or

the catch, or both, which in some way is preferable to which would obtain if the

fishermen were allowed to operate unregulated (Schaefer, 1954).

In the pioneering work by Gordon (1954), the author acknowledged that the

major goal of the study was to examine the economic theory of natural resource

utilisation as it related to the fishing industry. The argument advanced was that it

appeared most of the problems associated with the words 'conservation , deple

tion' or 'overexploitation' in the fishery were, in reality, manifestations of the fact

that the natural resources of the sea yielded no economic rent. The term economic

rent may be viewed as the regular income derived from an endurable resource; it
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also refers to the net income (also known as net revenue) or profit (Clark, 1973).

Fishery resources, by and large, are treated as common-property, thereby cre

ating lots of problems for all stakeholders involved with the industry. Clark and

Munro (1975) demonstrated that, with the aid of optimal control theory, fisheries

economics can without difficulty be cast in the framework of capital theory, and

yielding results that are both general and readily comprehensible.

Having found inadequacies in the static Gordon-Schaefer model, they devel

oped a dynamic linear autonomous model; where the static version of the fish

eries economics model was seen to be the equivalent of the special case of the

dynamic autonomous model. The model was then extended, first by making it

non-autonomous in the price and cost parameters and second, non-linear, in the

sense that the objective functional was made a non-linear function of the control

variable—rate of harvest.

Explaining further, Clark and Munro (1975) stated that there was a recogni

tion, virtually from the time of its inception, that fisheries economics like other

aspects of resource economics, should ideally be cast in terms of capital theory.

The fish population, or biomass, can be viewed as a capital stock in that, like

'conventional' or man-made capital, it has the capacity for yielding sustainable

consumption flow through time. As with conventional capital, today's consump

tion decision by its impact upon stock level, will surely have implications for

future consumption options. Thus, the resource management problem becomes

one of selecting an optimal consumption flow through time, which in turn implies

selecting an optimal stock level as a function of time.

In their study of the linear autonomous model, they found the existence of

an optimal stationary equilibrium, determined by a generalised 'modified Golden

Rule'. The golden rule of capital investment (investment is simply increasing the

stock of capital) says that the stock of capital should be increased (or if necessary,

decreased) until marginal productivity equals the rate of discount, or rate of inter

est. The general bioeconomic rule could thus be referred to as a modified Golden

Rule in the sense that the modification (marginal stock effect) reflects the fact that
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the unit harvest costs are a decreasing function of stock size. The optimal man

agement policy that emerged out of the study was that of following the bang-bang

feedback control law: adjust the stock toward the stationary equilibrium as rapidly

as possible. The bang-bang control is so-called because the optimal values of the

control variable lie at its extremals. Therefore, the control variable switches (or

bangs) from the lower value (usually zero) to an upper value denoting the allow

able maximum for the control. Also, a harvest strategy in which the rate of harvest

is a function of the current size of the resource is known as a feedback strategy

(Clark, 2010).

Goh (1969) was among the first to apply optimal control theory to the man

agement of a fishery resource. However, the model formulated was not a bioeco-

nomic model per se, as the objective functional was an integral of only the control

variable, the catch (also referred to as the yield or the harvest). Thus the perfor

mance criterion was to maximise the total catch over a period of time subject to

the resource dynamics, which were modelled by a logistic growth function. The

constant rate harvesting optimal control model yielded both singular and bang-

bang approaches as the probable optimal rate of harvest since the problem was

linear in the control variable.

Among the pioneering articles on fishery regulation was one authored by Palm

(1975). The paper attempted to show how optimal control theory could be used to

formulate a regulatory scheme for fisheries. The regulatory mechanism identified

in the study was a limit imposed on fishing effort. The study also showed that

static optimisation methods, such as maximum equilibrium yield analysis, need

to be supplemented by dynamic methods such as optimal control theory, which

takes into account the variable nature of a fishery. The dynamic analysis is used

to show that the quantum of a limit on effort should be a feedback function of the

state variables of the fishery. The concept of the Linear-Quadratic Optimal Control

Problem was also introduced as a mechanism for devising such a feedback control

scheme for fishery regulation. The paper started with a single-variable logistic

model, and the analysis was later extended to a model containing three variables
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to show how the techniques employed in the single-variable case could easily be

applied to the general multivariate case.

Palm (1975) maintains that the need for fishery regulation is apparent and will

become even more so with the establishment of resource management zones off

the coasts. Regulatory mechanisms include catch quotas and limits on fishing

effort (number of boats permitted entry into the fishery, number of fishing days,

reserve areas, mesh size of fishing gear used, and so on). Therefore, a mathe

matical model of a fishery that includes both biological and economics factors is

useful for determining the best regulatory strategy.

Elaborating further. Palm (1975) stressed that much of the analysis of fisheries

was based on the concept of equilibrium. However, equilibrium is an idealisation

and is never actually encountered in reality because continually changing environ

mental influences act as disturbances which displace the system from its equilib

rium condition. For systems that are unstable, this is disastrous as equilibrium is

never regained; and for systems that are stable with large time constants, the retuin

to equilibrium might take so long as to negate the assumptions and usefulness of

the equilibrium analysis. Therefore, as already alluded to, static or equilibrium-

based analysis should be supplemented with dynamic methods which take into

account the complex nature of the fishery.

Dubey and Patra (2013a) proposed a two-dimensional resource model to study

and analyse the effects of crowding. The renewable resource was being utilised by

the human population for its growth and development while taking into account

the consequences of crowding. Variables representing the resource and population

were modelled using the logistic equation. The intrinsic growth rate and carrying

capacity of the resource stock were modelled as decreasing functions of the popu

lation, while the intrinsic growth rate and carrying capacity of the population were

modelled as increasing functions of the resource stock. In other words, the inter

action between the resource and the population effected a decrease in the resource

stock and an increase in the size ot the population. Furthermore, the resource

stock was assumed to be harvested at a rate proportional to the size of the stock
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and of the effort expended in harvesting. The biological and bioeconomic equilib

ria of the system were analysed and discussed. Global stability behaviour of the

positive equilibrium point was also analysed and discussed through output feed

back control. The objective functional employed in the study was the discounted

present value of future net revenues, which was to be maximised. Pontryagin's

maximum principle was used for the analysis and afterwards numerical simula

tions were carried out to validate theoretical results.

In yet another study, Dubey and Patra (2013b) proposed a three-dimensional

optimal control model of a renewable resource utilised by a population with tax

ation as the control instrument. The model is similar to the earlier one (Dubey

& Patra, 2013a) discussed. However, in this model, the additional third variable

representing harvesting effort is assumed to be dynamic and not static as in the

earlier version. Also, the harvesting effort (or fishing effort) served as the control

for the earlier model but in this current paper, the control variable is the taxation

imposed on the harvested stock of the fishermen by the regulatory agency. As

in the previous model, the equilibria and stability dynamics of the model were

analysed and discussed. The objective for the regulatory agency imposing the tax

is to maximise the discounted net revenues accruing to society from the fishery

subject to, of course, the state dynamics as well as the bounds placed on the tax

ation control. It is of interest to note that the control does not explicitly appear

in the objective functional as the effect of the taxation on the fishermen by the

agency is cancelled out for the mutual benefit of the larger society. The control

only manifests itself in the dynamic harvesting effort. The necessary conditions

for optimality of the model were derived using Pontryagin's maximum principle.

Numerical simulations were again performed to give meaning to theoretical re

sults. The simulation process yielded the optimal tax policy for the model. It was

shown that if the resource stock, population and harvesting effort were kept along

the optimal path, the resource and population can be maintained at an appropriate

level.

A bioeconomic model of a fishery with variable price was studied by Mansal,
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Nguyen-Huu, Auger and Balde (2014). The model described the time evolution of

the resource, with fishing effort and price assumed to vary with respect to demand

and supply. The supply is the instantaneous catch while the demand function is

assumed to be a monotonic decreasing function of the price. It was shown that the

generic market price equation can be derived and solved to provide the nonlrivial

equilibria of the model. Further, the market price equation was also shown to have

one, two or three equilibria; and their local and global stability investigated. Also,

the market price equation was then extended to two cases: an age-structured fish

population and a fishery with storage of the resource.

Kar and Misra (2010) proposed a resource-based stage-structured model with

selective harvesting of mature or adult species. The model involved three vari

ables, the plankton, juveniles and adults. The fish population was stage-structured

such that the juveniles lived off the adults who in turn fed on the plankton, which

was assumed to follow a logistic law of growth. Another key and novel feature of

the model was the inclusion of the universally prevalent intraspecific interference

competition in the consumer growth dynamic (Kuang, Pagan & Loladze, 2003).

This competition is assumed to induce additional deaths only to the adult subpop-

ulation, and the increased death rate is proportional to the square of the adult sub-

population. The terms describing the competition refer to either self-limitation of

consumers or the influence of predation. Self-limitation is known to occur if there

is some other factor (other than food) which becomes limiting at high population

densities. It was also assumed that only the adults were subjected to harvesting,

which was proportional to the harvesting effort and size of the adult subpopula-

tion. Stability and permanence of the system were analysed and discussed. The

goal was to maximise the discounted net revenues from the harvested adults. Fur

thermore, the maximum sustainable yield, maximum economic yield and optimal

sustainable yield for the model were obtained. Different tax policies were then

discussed that led to the attainment of the aforementioned reference points. The

results were portrayed in the form of plotted figures.

The issue of a reserve area or a marine protected zone in fishery, where fish-
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ing is completely prohibited or closely monitored, is controversial and has been

studied by many authors (Bonocoeur, Alban, Guyader & Thebaud, 2002; Hilborn,

Micheli & De Leo, 2006; Holland & Brazee, 1996; Kar & Matsuda, 2008; Lauck,

Clark, Mangel & Munro, 1998; Neubert, 2003; Pollacheck, 1990; Rodwell, Bar-

bier, Roberts & McClanahen, 2002; Sanchirico & Wilen, 1999, 2001, 2005).

Dubey, Chandra and Sinha (2003) have investigated an optimal control model

involving a fishery with reserve area. The two-dimensional model represented the

two zones of the fishery: a free fishing zone and a reserve zone were fishing was

strictly prohibited. The variables in the model therefore represented the subpop-

ulation densities of the same fish population inside the unreserved and reserved

areas. Migration offish from either zone was made permissible in the model. The

growth of fish in each zone was assumed to obey the logistic growth function.

Fishing was only allowed in the unreserved area, harvested at a constant fishing

effort. Thus the catch per unit effort (CPUE) in the fishery was proportional to

the unreserved area's population density. Biological and bioeconomic equilibria

of the system were obtained, and criteria for the local and global stability of the

system derived. The objective was to maximise the discounted net revenue from

harvesting the fish from the unreserved area. The optimal harvesting policy was

also discussed using Pontryagin's maximum principle. The study showed that

even if fishery is exploited continuously in the unreserved zone, the fish subpop-

ulations of the zones can be maintained at an appropriate equilibrium level in the

habitat.

Freedman (1984) studied persistence on three interacting predator-prey pop

ulations. In the paper, the author considers a class of deterministic models of

three interacting populations with a view towards determining when all of the

populations persist. In analytical terms, persistence refers to the scenario where

liminf,_^ooA-(r) > 0 for each population x(t); in geometric terms, this means each

trajectory of the modelling system of differential equations is eventually bounded

away from the coordinate planes. The class of systems considered in the study

allowed three level food webs: two competing predators feeding on a single prey,
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or a single predator feeding on two competing prey populations. As a corollary to

the last case, the study shows that the addition of a predator can lead to persistence

of a three population system; where without a predator, the two competing popu

lations on the lower trophic level would have only one survivor. Kolmogorov-type

basic models are used in the study, and the results obtained improved on several

previous theorems on persistence.

In a study on fish management and harvesting strategies using the logistic

growth model, Laham, Krishnarajah and Shariff (2012) considered two harvest

ing strategies, constant harvesting and periodic harvesting. According to Idels and

Wang (2008), constant harvesting refers to the situation where a fixed number of

fish is removed each year, while periodic harvesting (also referred to as seasonal

or oscillatory harvesting) depicts the scenario where the harvest varies from sea

son to season; and if in some season fishing is stopped, the amount of fish might

be able to increase again. Laham et al. applied the single-variable model to tilapia

fish farming in Malaysia. The periodic harvesting function considered in the study

was piece-wise constant having a period of 12 months; and the harvesting and no

harvesting duration was six months apiece. The maximum sustainable yield for

the model was obtained and discussed with the aid of plotted figures. The find

ings of the research showed that, comparatively, the better strategy was periodic

harvesting as it allows for the growth of the fish to be unhindered during the no

harvesting period.

According to a study by Kar and Chakraborty (2010) on effort dynamics in

a predator-prey model with harvesting, setting up the correct marine reserve is

qualitatively similar to setting the correct total allowable catch, or of fisheries

tax rate. However, the main difference is that the knowledge base for setting the

reserve is probably substantially weaker than the more traditional controls.

In the study, they have considered a fully dynamic model of an open access

fishery where the level of fishing effort expand or contract according as the dis

counted net revenue to the fisheries is positive or negative. This type of model,

reflecting the dynamic interaction between the net revenue and effort in a fishery,
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is called a dynamic reaction model. The model has three state variables: prey,

predator and fishing effort. The growth dynamics of the prey are modelled by

a logistic equation; and the predator-prey interaction is not the traditional direct

product term, but a Holling-type response function—a limited growth function—

called the Michaelis-Menton kinetics (or Monod). The intraspecific interference

competition is also introduced among the prey species. This predator-prey type

optimal control fishery model incorporated a partial closure of prey species. The

steady states, local and global stability of the system were determined, as well as

examining the dynamic behaviour of both species. The optimal harvesting policy

was formulated and solved with the aid of Pontryagin's maximum principle. With

numerical examples, simulations were performed to illustrate the results.

Hanson and Ryan (1998) studied an optimal harvesting model with both pop

ulation and price dynamics. They considered the effects of large price fluctuations

on the computed harvest strategy for a randomised Schaefer model. Both prices

and population size were assumed random with both background (Wiener) and

jump (Poisson) components. Population fluctuations were assumed to be density

independent; in other words, relative changes were not functions of population

size. The model assumed quadratic cost with no inflationary effects. Stochastic

dynamic programming was employed to find the optimal harvesting effort and

discounted net revenue for a realistic set of bioeconomic data for Pacific halibut

fishery. It was found that inflationary effects had a pronounced influence on the

optimal net revenue, even in a hazardous or disastrous environment. However,

optimal harvesting effort levels were much less sensitive to inflationary effects.

In their research on harvesting fisheries management strategies with modified

effort function, Idels and Wang (2008) identified five standard fishery harvesting

strategies: constant harvesting, proportional harvesting, proportional threshold

harvesting, seasonal harvesting and rotational harvesting. In traditional fishery

models, fishing effort is simply expressed as a function of time. However, this

does not address the effect of fish abundance on fishing effort (Murray, 2003).

That is, for higher densities of fish, there is the expectation that less effort will
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be expended per unit of harvest. Therefore in their paper, based on a canonical

differential equation model (Schaefer model), they developed a new fishing effort

that relied on the density of fish population. In other words, the fishing effort is

assumed to be a function of the population dynamics of the fishery. The study

showed that a control parameter—the magnitude of the effect of the fish popu

lation size on the fishing effort—changes not only the rate at which the popula

tion approaches equilibrium but the equilibrium values themselves. To investigate

the consequences of the different harvesting strategies aforementioned, qualitative

analyses and numerical simulations were employed.

A bioeconomic model of a single-species fishery was the subject of study by

Kar and Matsuda (2008). The research work examined the impact of the creation

of marine protected areas from both economic and biological perspectives. In par

ticular, they examined the effects of protected patches and harvesting on resource

populations. The two-dimensional model had variables representing the nature re

serve and harvesting reserve sub-ai'eas of the population's habitat area. A logistic

growth model was employed with each subpopulation possessing its own carry

ing capacity, which is proportional to its distribution area. It was assumed that the

fish are free to migrate between the two patches of the fishery, as well as within

each of them. The objective was to maximise the discounted net revenue from

the harvest of the fish in the harvesting reserve sub-area subject to the population

dynamics of the system and the bounds placed on fishing effort. The steady states,

local and global equilibria were obtained and analysed. They concluded that the

protected patches are an effective means of conserving resource population, even

though extinction cannot be ruled out in all cases. The optimal equilibrium harvest

policy was discussed, and explanations proffered for the economic and biological

interpretations of the results.

In their paper. Fan and Wang (1998) examined the exploitation of a single pop

ulation modelled by time-dependent logistic equation with periodic coefficients.

Almost all known models assume that the intrinsic growth rate and carrying ca

pacity of the population are independent of time, but in the real world the natural
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growth rates of many populations vary with time; for example, due to seasonality.

Thus the proposed model is non-autonomous in the intrinsic growth rate and car

rying capacity parameters. They showed that the time-dependent logistic equation

has a unique positive periodic solution, which is globally asymptotically stable for

positive solutions, and also obtained its explicit representation. Furthermore, they

chose the maximum sustainable yield as the management objective and investi

gated the optimal harvesting policies for constant effort harvest and periodic ef

fort harvest. The optimal harvesting effort that maximised the annual sustainable

yield, the corresponding optimal population level, the corresponding harvesting

time-spectrum and the maximum sustainable yield were determined. Also, ex

plicit expressions were obtained in terms of the intrinsic growth rate and carrying

capacity of the given population. The interesting and brief results obtained in the

study generalise the classical results of Clark (2010) for a population described

by an autonomous logistic equation in a renewable resource management.

Keesom, Macrae, Uhlig and Wang (2010) investigated sustainable harvesting

rates in a model, which was compiled as a technical report. The report was to

determine and propose a model by which an optimal harvesting frequency could

lead to the maintenance ot a steady population ot Alaskan salmon. In order to

do so, they looked at the growth rates of the salmon population as well as death

rates due to harvesting and other factors. Some mortality factors are known to

be age-dependent (for instance, only adult fish have been found to cannibalise

young fish), so they considered the overall Alaskan salmon as two subpopulations

of adults and juveniles. A differential equation to model the population dynamics

of the adult and juvenile fish was obtained. They also considered the periodic

nature of harvesting in the salmon fishery. Every year, the harvest target is the

adult fish that return to reproduce; for the spawning salmon is considered by hu

man consumers as a delicacy. Because the mating season occurs annually and

around the same time, harvesting can be represented by a constant trigonometric

function whose amplitude and frequency represent the harvesting rate limit and

the frequency per unit time, respectively. Thus a non-linear differential equation
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with an oscillatory harvesting component of the salmon population was obtained.

The model was solved numerically using Euler's method of approximation, and

the results analysed and discussed.

In a research article by Hasanbulli, Rogovchenko and Rogovchenko (2013),

they studied the dynamics of a single-species population in a fluctuating environ

ment under periodic yield harvesting. The underlying model was logistic with

the growth rate, carrying capacity and harvesting rate all periodic. They obtained

positive estimates for positive attracting and repelling periodic solutions and de

scribed behaviour of other solutions. Extinction and blow-up times are evaluated

for solutions with small and large initial data; dependence of the number of pe

riodic solutions on a parameter associated with the intensity of harvesting is ex

plored. As the parameter grows, the number of periodic solutions changes from

two to zero. They also found bounds for the bifurcation parameter whose value in

practice can be efficiently approximated using numerical techniques.

Akpalu and Vondolia (2011) explored a model of spatial fishery management

in developing countries. The understanding is that fishers in developing countries

do not have the resources to acquire advanced technologies to exploit offshore

stocks. As a result, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNC-

LOS) requires countries to sign partnership agreements with distant water fishing

nations to exploit offshore stocks. However, for migratory stocks, the offshore

may serve as a natural marine reserve (or a source) to the inshore (or a sink);

hence the partnership agreements generate spatial externality. According to Clark

(2010), an external cost or externality is a cost imposed on society or a subset of

society by the action of an individual or firm. For example, the Black Sea, once

a major food source for Middle Eastern civilisations, is now virtually devoid of

fish (besides being shunned by tourists), as a result of industrial pollution from

the rivers Danube, Dniester, Dnieper and others (Woodward, 2000).

Furthermore, Akpalu and Vondolia (2011) emphasise that the differences in

abundance of fish stocks in habitats are important for ecosystem resilience since a

biomass collapse in one habitat could be revived by the inflow of biomass from the
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adjacent habitat. According to Elmqvist et al. (2003), response diversity among

species in an environment is a crucial requirement for ecosystem resilience, and

it is required to overcome the temporal and spatial variations in disturbances for

continuous provision of ecosystem services and for reorganisation. Therefore, any

management strategy that fails to recognise the sub-stock diversity may as a con

sequence lead to overestimates of stock levels, harvest potential, and subsequently

the collapse of fisheries resources (Sterner, 2007).

Bioeconomics of commercial marine fisheries of Bay of Bengal was the fo

cus of study by Habib, Ullah and Duy (2014). The paper aimed to assess the

sustainability of current level of fishing effort as well as possible changes driven

by anthropogenic and climatic factors. Therefore, the commercial marine fish

eries of the Bay for the period spanning 1985 to 2007 was analysed with the help

ot the static Gordon-Schaefer bioeconomic model. Static reference points such

as open access equilibrium (also referred to as bionomic equilibrium), maximum

sustainable yield and maximum economic yield are established from parameter

values obtained from the study of the fishery. Sensitivity analysis simulating the

effects of potential anthropogenic and climatic factors is performed on the intrin

sic growth rate and carrying capacity of the Bay fishery under the aforementioned

reference points. The results from the study showed that the fishery is not bio

logically overexploited; however, it is predicted to be passing through a critical

situation in terms of achieving the desirable reference points in the near future.

Higher fishing effort and inadequate institutional and legal framework have been

the major bottlenecks for the proper management of the Bay fisheries, and these

may lead to the fishery becoming more vulnerable to the changing marine realm

as a result of the anthropogenic and climatic factors. The study therefore calls for

policy intervention to restore the stock from the current high fishing pressure that

would eventually lead to the depletion of the resource.

A bioeconomic model with logistic growth in which a social planner uses

landing tax (ad valorem tax) to internalise the spatial externality was studied by

Akpalu and Vondolia (2011). The goal of the landing tax is to maintain the off-
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shore stock at a reserve level or maximise the fishery manager's net benefit. The

results of the study indicated that the tax must reflect the biological connectivity

between the two patches, intrinsic growth rate, the price of fish, cost per unit ef

fort and social discount rate. The findings are empirically illustrated using data on

Ghana.

Kaplan and Smith (2000) considered a model relating to optimal fisheries man

agement in the presence of an endangered predator and harvestable prey. The pa

per analyses the presence of an endangered predator that competes with humans

for a commercially viable prey. Because traditional predator controls are not pos

sible when the predator is endangered, the study rather focuses on harvest effort

controls over the prey's habitat as a means to sustain the predator-prey relation

ship and sustain the economic viability of the fishery. The management model

employed is based on optimising fishery rents subject to maintaining a growing

predator population. The authors explored optimal management decisions along a

singular path, with and without a predator constraint, and demonstrated the need

to consider the predator-prey relationship explicitly. In addition, they derived an

expression for the shadow price of the endangered predator along the singular path

in terms of the opportunity cost ot fishery rents. To illustrate the results, the model

was applied to the contentious California sea otter-urchin system and the related

urchin fishery.

Optimal impulsive harvesting policy for a single population was the subject

of study by Zhang, Shuai and Wang (2003). In the paper, they considered the

exploitation of a single population with dynamics modelled by the autonomous

logistic equation under impulsive harvesting. By some innovative methods, they

analysed the impulsive harvesting population model and obtained the explicit ex

pression for the existence and global attractiveness of impulsive periodic solutions

for both constant yield and proportional harvesting. The management objective

was the maximum sustainable yield, and the two harvesting policies were investi

gated under the reference point. The optimal harvesting effort that maximises the

sustainable yield per unit time as well as the corresponding optimal population
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levels was determined. The findings from the study indicate that the continuous

harvesting policy is superior to the impulsive harvesting policy; however, the latter

is more beneficial in the sense that it is easier to implement in practice.

Lleonart and Merino (2009) proposed the concept of immediate maximum

economic yield (IMEY) as a realistic fisheries economic reference point. They

contend that unregulated or poorly managed fisheries tend towards overexploita-

tion, but fisheries rent does not completely dissipate when immediate rent max

imisation is sought. The principle of immediate rent maximisation is the basis of

the derivation of a classical model, and has led to the definition of a relationship

in a catch-and-effort diagram referred to as the dynamic immediate maximum

economic yield (DIMEY) curve. For any initial biomass, if the economic rent

in the immediate harvesting season is maximised, then the harvesting effort and

catch strategy follow will be located on the DIMEY curve. The DIMEY curve

is not only used for dynamic simulation but also used to identify the new refer

ence point, IMEY, which is proposed as a more realistic reference point than the

classical open access solution often advocated for in unregulated fisheries. IMEY

properties are described and compared in the yield-and-effort diagram with tradi

tional reference points—maximum sustainable yield, maximum economic yield

and open access yield. Theoretical conclusions are compared with empirical evi

dence provided by the red shrimp fishery off Blanes, Spain (NW Mediterranean).

Observed catch-and-effort records are plotted and the results show that they are

positively correlated with the DIMEY and the IMEY.

In a study, Udumyan, Ami and Cartigny (2010) integrated habitat concerns

into the classical Gordon-Schaefer model. The traditional Gordon-Schaefer model

only considers the resource stock dynamics of the fishery while assuming a con

stant carrying capacity. They proposed an extension to the model that incorporates

the dynamics of the carrying capacity as an indicator of the changes to the marine

habitat. Recent studies by several authors support this notion (Pikitch etal, 1998;

Powers & Monk, 1988; Worm et at., 2006). According to these authors, ecosys

tem attributes must be integrated into management, and successful management
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cannot be achieved without a clear understanding of the biological processes at an

ecosystem level.

The research work by Udumyan et al. (2010) yielded two major findings.

First, they demonstrated that habitats matter, by showing that the main outcomes

ot the Gordon-Schaefer model are dramatically altered if habitat concerns are in

cluded in the analysis. Second, through a heuristic model and simulations, they

showed that the extended model provides an appropriate framework to analyse the

putative contributions of marine protected areas and artificial reefs.

According to Koranteng (1994), sardinellas were caught mainly with beach

seines and various types of gill nets, the most important of which was the 'ali* net.

This net has been used in Ghana since about 1850, and was the most important of

all fishing gears used in the sardinella fishery (Lawson & Kwei, 1974).

it is of interest to note that when the ali net was first introduced, the local chiefs

in the fishing communities foresaw its long-term destructive tendencies and there

fore enacted bye-laws to prohibit its use. However, they were firmly opposed,

paradoxically, by then Colonial Government which saw no adverse effects in the

use of the net. In fact, according to Walker, (as cited in Akpalu, 2002), the Colo

nial Secretary of Agriculture in 1934 sent a memo to the Provincial Commissioner

of Winneba seeking to bar the chiefs from enforcing the bye-laws on the use of

the ali net with the key statement, "the best fishing net is the one that catches the

most fish" (p. 12).

The Secretary of Agriculture's memo drew inspiration from an earlier ruling

in a case Colony vs Local chiefs delivered by the Colonial Chief Justice. Walker

(as cited in Akpalu, 2002) stated that Justice Griffith remarked that:

... if [I] thought for a moment that the use of the Ali nets did tend to

injure a fishing industry [I] would advise the defendants to apply to

the government to legislate, but with the experience of practically the

whole civilized world against that view, [I] did not hesitate to say that

the Government should rather encourage than discourage the use of

the Ali net (p. 11).
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Furthermore, it became necessary to develop a more effective and efficient

fishing net within the sardinella fishery since the ali net, a gill net, was found to

be inadequate for harvesting schooling fish like sardinellas.

Koranteng (1994) further emphasised that the introduction of synthetic materi

als in the manufacture of netting contributed to a large extent in the quest for better

fishing gears. Bigger and more durable nets were constructed that required less

frequent mending. A surrounding net known locally as 'watsa' was developed.

The watsa was modified into a purse seine net (Doyi, 1984). This was further

developed into a new seine net called 'poli' which contains small-sized meshes

made up ot thinner twine. Doyi states that, whereas the watsa was constructed

with only 50 - 60 mm mesh netting made of twine of 0.50 mm diameter, the poli

net had mesh and twine sizes of 10 - 13 mm and 0.33 mm, respectively.

As previously mentioned, the cirtisanal fishery sector is open access with mini

mal regulatory framework. This open access nature of the fishery breeds unhealthy

competition among the fishermen, with the mentality of each fisherman being, "If

I don't catch the fish, someone else will or might!" (Stavins, 2012). It is therefore

not surprising that faced with dwindling fish stocks, individual fishermen would

go to extremes to outperform the competition. These extreme measures include

use of under-sized mesh gears, light fishing, explosives like dynamites and chem

icals.

To buttress this fact, Koranteng (1998) says it is common practice for fishers

operating in an over-exploited and usually unmanaged or poorly managed fishery

to use smaller-sized meshes as a means to increase their catch. Pauly, Silvetre

and Smith (1989) and Pauly (1994) describe such a scenario as Malthusian over-

fishing, which is a situation where poor fishers, faced with declining catches and

lacking any other alternative, initiate wholesale resource destruction in their effort

to maintain their meagre incomes. Pauly et al. give the symptoms of Malthusian

overfishing (in order of seriousness) as:

1. use of gears and mesh sizes that are not sanctioned by government;
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2. use of gears not sanctioned within the fisherfolk communities;

3. use of gears that destroy the resource base; and

4. use of 'gears' such as dynamite or sodium cyanide that do all of the above

and even endanger the fisherfolks themselves.

The practice of such unapproved and illegal fishing methods by artisanal fish

ers in Ghana results in the gear catching substantial quantities of young fish of all

species, as well as destroying the fish habitats. This situation is aggravated by the

fact that there is market for all sizes of fish in Ghana; therefore, there appears to

be some benefit, even if marginal, in catching juvenile fish (Koranteng, 1998).

The few Government regulations on the artisanal fishery sector include adher

ence to a minimum mesh size of 25 mm, approximately one inch, in stretched

diagonal length (Akpalu, 2002). This regulation has been wantonly disregarded

by the fishermen, rendering it ineffective. The main argument advanced by the

fishermen is that the minimum size of 25 mm in stretched diagonal length cannot

catch some of the targeted species like anchovies. Thus, they continue to use the

ali/poli/watsa net of mesh size 10 mm to disastrous consequences for the artisanal

fishery sector (Akpalu, 2002).

Chapter Summary

The literature that has been reviewed for the study ranged from one-dimensional

to multi-dimensional models. Most of the models were subjected to stability anal

ysis and the equilibrium points determined.

The classical Gordon-Schaefer bioeconomic model was studied in depth, as

well as the current modifications to the model. Pontryagin's maximum principle

was employed in determining the optimality of the models. The optimal control

in most instances was singular, with a few cases being bang-bang. Simulations

were carried out on the models that yielded interesting results.

However, there were hardly any models on the artisanal fishery in Ghana. This
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research therefore fills the gap by reviewing the existing models as they apply to

the sardinella fishery, and also coming up with original models to study the fishery.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODS

Introduction

In the application of optimal control theory, there is the need to review some

of the concepts and background theory that underpin the optimisation process.

Therefore, a review of some definitions and concepts in dynamic optimisation was

carried out in the first section of this chapter. The classical approach to dynamic

optimisation problems is the calculus of variations. A review of this optimisation

technique, the forerunner to modern optimisation tools, was performed in order

to better appreciate the concept of optimal control theory. The concluding part

of the chapter was devoted to techniques that ensure the successful application of

optimal control theory.

Definitions and Concepts

The definitions and concepts necessary for the implementation of optimal con

trol theory are presented in this section.

Definition 3.1. Consider the following first order autonomous differential equa

tion dx/dt = g{x,if) :

(i) If g{x* .jj) = 0, then x = x* is an equilibrium solution to the differential

equation. Therefore, x* is an equilibrium point.

(ii) Ifg^^{x*,p) 0, then x = x* is a hyperbolic equilibrium point.

(iii) If gx[x*,p*) = 0, then x = x* is a nonhyperbolic equilibrium point, where

p = p* is the bifurcation point.

(King, Billingham & Otto, 2003)
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Definition 3.2. A dynamical system that contains one or more nonliyperbolic

equilibrium points is said to be structurally unstable.

(King et ai, 2003)

This means that a small perturbation, not to the solution but to the model itself

in the form an addition of a small extra term to g{x.p), can lead to a qualitative

difference in the structure of the set of solutions; for instance, a change in the

number of equilibrium points or their stability.

Definition 3.3. A differential equation dx/dt = f{t,x) has period P if for all t and

X,

f(t + P,x)=fit,x).

A solution x{t) of such a differential equation is periodic, or has a periodic cycle,

if for all t,

x{t + P) = A'(?) .

(Benardete, Noonburg & Pollina, 2008)

The existence of periodic cycles for sufficiently small perturbations can be

rigorously justified by the following theorem, which can be applied more widely

to other cases where the parameters of an autonomous equation are allowed to

vary periodically in time.

Theorem 3.1, Let dx/dt = g(jc) be an autonomous differential equation with

^(;c*) = 0, g'(x*) 7^ 0, and .;ri(^) = ;r* the resulting hyperbolic equilibrium so

lution. Consider dx/dt = f{t,x) where f{t,x) is periodic in t with period P. If for

all (/,x), |/(^x) -g(x)|, and |/;(/,x)| are sufficiently small, then

there exists a periodic solution X2[t) of the non-autonomous equation that stays

arbitrarily close to the solution xi{t) of the autonomous equation.

(Benardete et al, 2008)

In the language of dynamical systems, the theorem states that a hyperbolic

equilibrium solution of an autonomous differential equation is structurally stable;

that is, it persists as a periodic cycle under small perturbations of the parameters.
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Hyperbolicity and structural stability remain important themes in pure and applied

treatments of more complex higher dimensional systems (Benardete et ai, 2008).

Bifurcation theory

Consider the following first order differential equation x' = /(x,//). It is of

interest to look at this equation with respect to the change in parameter fj. There is

the realization that, very small changes in the parameter can produce large changes

in the qualitative behaviour of the solutions. The systematic study of these phe

nomena is referred to as bifurcation theory.

In particular, we see that there are certain values of jj where there is a quali

tative change in the dynamics of a dynamical system. Such a point is known as a

bifurcation point (or a bifurcation value) of the system.

Observe that by the implicit function theorem, the number of equilibrium

points can only change at a point (x*,ju*) if /(x*,^*) = 0 and = 0.

In other words, x* must be a nonhyperbolic equilibrium point and iJ* becomes the

bifurcation value, so that (x*,/j*) becomes the bifurcation point (Teschl, 2012).

We shall study the three most common types of bifurcation. These are the

saddle-node, transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations. The following theorems on

bifurcation can be found in King et cil. (2003). For proof and other details, see the

referenced text.

Theorem 3.2 (Saddle-node Bifurcation). Consider the first order differential equa

tion

with /(O.O) = /x(0,0) = 0. Provided that fjj{0,0) 7^ 0 and /vjc(0,0) 7^ 0, there

exists a continuous curve of equilihrium points in the neighhourhood of (0,0),

which is tangent to the line p = 0 there. In addition,

(i) '/^(0^0)/u (0,0) < 0, then there are no equilibrium points in the

neighbourhood of {0,0) for p < 0, while for p> 0, in a sufficiently small

neighbourhood of (0,0) there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points.
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(ii) ifMo.o)fAO-0) > 0, then there are no equilibrium points in the

neighbourhood of {0.0) for p> 0, while for p < 0, in a sufficiently small

neighbourhood of (0.0) there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points.

If/v.r(0,0) < 0, the equilibrium point with the larger value of a: is stable while

the other is unstable, and vice versa for /v.r(0,0) > 0.

Any first order system that undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation, in other words

one that contains a bifurcation point where two equilibrium solutions meet and

then disappear, can be written in the form

X =p-x^

in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation point. The equation x' = p — x" \s known

as the normal form for the saddle-node bifurcation. For p > 0, there are two hy

perbolic equilibrium points at a: = ±y/p, while for ̂  < 0 there are no equilibrium

points. When p = 0, x" = —x^ and x = 0 is a nonhyperbolic equilibrium point.

The point ̂  = 0, a' = 0 is the bifurcation point because the qualitative nature of the

solution changes there.

Theorem 3.3 (Transcritical Bifurcation). Consider the first order differential equa

tion

x' = f{x,p)

with /(0,0) = /t(0,0) = /^(0,0) = 0. Provided rtor/„(0,0) 5^ 0 and /^(0,0) -

/xy(0,0)/;,^(0,0) > 0, there exists two continuous ciityes of equilibrium points in

the neighbourhood of (0,0). For each p^O there are two hyperbolic points in

the neighbourhood ofx = 0. ///u (0,0) < 0, the equilibrium point with the larger

value ofx is stable, while the other is unstable, and vice versa for fxx{0,0) > 0.

Consider the normal form of a system that undergoes transcritical bifurcation,

X = px-x^.

This system has two equilibrium points at a* = 0 and x = p. When ̂  = 0 we

again have the nonhyperbolic equilibrium point given by a' = —a^, while when
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jj^O there are always two equilibrium points. In this case,

dx' ^ i
— =n-2x= <

at .r = 0,

and hence,

stable for jU > 0,
JT = // IS \

unstable for < 0;

unstable for > 0,
X =-JJ IS {

stable for ̂  < 0.

At the bifurcation point, these two equilibrium solutions pass through each

other and exchange stabilities, so this type of bifurcation is often called exchange

of stabilities. That is, when /j = 0, the two equilibrium points of x coalesce into a

single semi-stable equilibrium point at x = 0.

Theorem 3.4 (Pitchfork Bifurcation). Consider the first order differential equa

tion

x' = /(x,A/)

with /(0,0) = /v(0,0) = /^(0,0) = /xv(0,0) = 0. Provided that /^v(0,0) ̂  0

and /xvjc(0,0) ̂  0, there exists two continuous cur\>es of equilibrium points in the

neighbourhood of {0,0). One curve passes through (0,0) transverse to the line

p = 0, while the other is tangent to p = 0 at x = 0. In addition,

(i) if f/jx{0,0)frxA0,0) < 0, then, close to (0,0), there is a single equilibrium

point for p < 0 and three equilibrium points for p > 0.

(ii) if f^{0,0)fxxx{0,0) > 0, then, close to (0,0), there is a single equilibrium
point for p>0 and three equilibrium points for p < 0.

If fxxx(0,0) < 0, the single equilibrium point and the outer two of the three

equilibrium points are stable, while the middle of the three equilibrium points is

unstable, and vice versa for /xy.v(0,0) > 0.

Consider the normal form of pitchfork bifurcation,

x' = px- x''.
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This has a single equilibrium point at jc = 0 for < 0, and three equilibrium

points at .r = 0 and j for > 0. The bifurcation at j = 0, = 0 is called

a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. A similar bifurcation, in which the two new

equilibrium points created at the bifurcation point are unstable, is the subcritical

pitchfork bifurcation, with normal form

X = fJX+X^ .

Comparison theory of differential equations

Since a whole class of differential equations cannot be solved explicitly, it is

essential to have a method of placing bounds on the solution of a given equation

by comparing it with solutions of a related equation of much simpler solvability.

For example, we want to solve the initial value problem

x' = , x{0) = 1.

This is a rather difficult non-linear differential equation, and the properties

of its solution are not immediately obvious. However, since 0 < ̂ < 1 for

0 < / < oo and 0 < A" < oo, it would seem reasonable that 0 < y < 1. Integrating,

we have the solution of the initial value problem trapped in the range 1 <x< \+t

(King et a/., 2003).

Definition 3.4. A function f(t,x) satisfies a one-sided Lipschitz condition in a

domain D if, for some constant k,

X2>Xi f(t,X2)-f{t,Xi) <k{x2-Xi)

for some (^-^2) ̂  ̂  ■

(King et al, 2003)

If o{t) is differentiable for t > a, then o'{t) < k is referred to as a differential

inequality. Note that if a'(r) < 0 for t >a, then a'(r) < 0(^7).

Lemma 3.1. If a(/) is a differentiable function that satisfies the differential in

equality o'{t) < kC5{t) for some t e [a,b] and some constant k, then it follows that
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a(/) < o{a)e^^' fort 6 [a.b].

(King et ai, 2003)

For example, if A' is a positive function and x' < —x, we want to show that

x(/) < x{0)e~' for t > 0. Furthermore, x{t) < x{0).

Invoking Lemma 3.1, let x{t) = a{t) for / G [O.oo). Then x' < -x implies

k = Hence a:(/') < A:(0)e~V Furthermore, sincey < 0, x{t) < a:(0).

Theorem 3.5 (Picard-Lindelof). Assume that f : D Rf, is continuous on D,

where (/o^^'o) ̂  D, with D a non-empty open subset of R x R^, and satisfies the

Lipschitz condition

\f{t,x)- f{t,y)\ <^-n|x-.v|

on each rectangle Q.(Z D. Then there exists a unique solution to the initial value

problem

dx . , , .^ =/(LA-), ,T(ro) =^0

on ! = {to — a, ro + a), where a,b are chosen arbitrarily small so that for the

rectangle centred at (?0:^o)» ̂ o,b C D

(where Q.nj,^{{i,x): \i-io\<(t.\x-xo\<b], a,b>0)

and

a = min I , where 5 = max |/(?,;r)|

the maximum over (/,a:) G ̂2^,^ •

(Lukes, 1982)

Well-posed problems and mathematical models

We shall consider the particular case of a one-dimensional differential equa

tion. In addition to uniqueness, another fact worth considering is that solutions of

the differential equation

^ =/(L-^) (3.1)
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depend continuously on the initial value ̂ "(^7); that is, if xi(/) and X2(t) are two

solutions of Equation (3.1) on the interval 0 < / < T such that the initial values

A'i(a) and X2(a) are sufficiently close to one another, then the values of A-i(r) and

A2(0 remain close to one another. In particular, if |Ai(n) — A2(^7)1 < 5, then from

the uniqueness result (where k is the Lipschitz constant),

0< ki(')--f2(')l < lxi(a)-X2(a)\/^''''' (3.2)

implies that

for all r with a <t <T. Obviously, we can make e as small as we wish by

choosing 6 sufficiently close to zero. The continuity of solutions ot Equation (3.1)

with respect to initial values is important in practical applications where we are

unlikely to know the initial value xq = x{n) with certainty. For example, suppose

that the initial value problem

^ = f{t,x), x(a)=xo (3-3)
at

models a population for which we only know that the initial population is within

5 > 0 of the assumed value aq. Then even if the function j{t,a) is accurate, the

solution a(0 of Equation (3.3) will only be an approximation to the actual pop

ulation. But Equation (3.2) implies that the actual population at time t will be

within of the approximate population A(r). Thus, on a given closed in

terval [^7. T], x{t) will be a close approximation to the actual population provided

that 5 > 0 is sufficiently small. An initial value problem is usually considered

well-posed as a mathematical model for a real-world situation only if the differ

ential equation has unique solutions that are continuous with respect to the initial

values. Otherwise, it is unlikely that the initial value problem adequately mirrors

the real-world situation (Edwards & Penney, 2004).
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Stability in the phase plane

A large plethora of natural phenomena can be modelled by two-dimensional

first order autonomous systems of the form

^^=/i(:C|.a-2), (3.4)
at

dX2 ^ f s
=/2('Vi.A-2).

Definition 3.5. An equilibrium point (also known as a critical point, a fixed point,

a stationary point, or a steady state) of the system (3.4) is a point (a:|, xj)

that

/i(aI,a5) = /2(a1,a1) = 0.

(Edwards & Penney, 2004)

If (a'p xj) is an equilibrium point of the system, then the constant-valued func

tions xi(r) = Xj, X2(0 = X2 satisfy the equations in the system (3.4). Such a

constant-valued solution is called an equilibrium solution.

Definition 3.6. An equilibrium point of the autonomous system (3.4) is said to be

stable provided that, if the initial point (xio,X2o) is sufficiently close to (xpX^

then (xi (0,X2(0) remains close to (x*, x^) for all t > 0.

Thus for an initial point xq = (xiOiX2o) ond a solution x(/) = (xi(t),X2(0)'

the equilibrium point x* = (x^, x^) is stable provided that, for each e. there exists

5 > 0 such that

|jq_;c*|<5 implies |x(r)—x'|<e forallt>0.

(Edwards & Penney, 2004)

An equilibrium point x* is called unstable if it is not stable.

Definition 3.7. The equilibrium point x* is called asymptotically stable if it is

stable and, moreover, every trajectory that begins sufficiently close to x* also ap

proaches X* as t oo.
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That is, there exists 5 > 0 such that

ko — I <5 implies lim A*(r) = ;c*.
t—^oo

provided x{t) is a solution with a'(0) = atq •

(Edwards & Penney, 2004)

Linear and almost linear systems

We shall discuss the behaviour of solutions of the autonomous system of equa

tions (not necessarily linear)

^ = f(x,y), (3.5)
dy , .

near an isolated equilibrium point (a*, y*) at which f{x*.y*) = ̂(a"*, y*) = 0. An

equilibrium point is called isolated if some neighbourhood of it contains no other

equilibrium point (Edwards & Penney, 2004). In the discussions that follow, we

assume that / and g are continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of (a*, y*).

In general, we assume that x* = y* = 0; otherwise, we make the substitution

u = x-x*, v = y-y*.

Then

dx dii , dy dv
TT = TT ~T =
dt dt dt dt

and so System (3.5) is equivalent to the system

f{u+x\v + y'')= f{u,v), (3.6)

= giu+x*,v +y*) = g(u,v);

that has (0,0) as an isolated equilibrium point.

Linearisation near an equilibrium point

Taylor's formula for a function of two variables implies that, given f{x,y) is

continuously differentiable near the equilibrium point (a*, y*), then

f{u + A*, V -t-y*) = f{x*, y*) + fx{x*, y*)u 4- fy(a*. y*) v -b /?(f/, v) ,
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where the remainder term R{u,v) satisfies the condition

Mm n11 m . — 0.
(»,l')-^(0,0) \/ -I- y2

If we apply Taylor's formula to both / anf g in System (3.6) and assume that

(x*, y*) is an isolated equilibrium point so that f{x*,y*) = ̂(x*, y*) = 0, then the

result is

^ = fx{x\y*)u + Mx*,y*)v + R{u. v), (3.7)
at

X =8xix*,y'')u + 8Ax*>y')^' + S(u,v),
at

where R{u, v) and the analogous remainder term for g, S{ii, v) satisfy the condition

,i„, -^P== lim #^=0. (3.8)

Then, when the values u and v are small, the remainder terms R{ii,v) and S(u,\')

are very small (being small even in comparison with w and v).

Consequently, when (w, v) is near (0,0), the (generally) non-linear system u' =

v+y*), v' = g(i<-l-x*, v-fy*) in System (3.7) is closely approximated

by the lineai*ised system

^=Mx',f)u + fy{x',f)v, (3.9)
^ = 8x(x*,y')u+sy{x'',y'')v,
at

whose constant coefficients are the values fx(x*,y*), fy{x*,y*) and .V*)»

gy(x*,y*) of the partial derivatives of the functions / and g at the equilibrium

point (x*,y*). Assuming that (0,0) is also an isolated equilibrium point of this

linear system, and that the remainder terms in System (3.7) satisfy the condition

in Equation (3.8), the original system x' = f{x,y), y' — g(jr,y) is said to be almost

linear at the isolated equilibrium point (x*,y*). In this case, its linearisation at

(x*,y*) is the linear system (3.9). In short, the linear system U' = W (where

U = (m, \>)^) whose coefficient matrix is the so-called Jacobian matrix

fy{x\y*)

8Ax\y*) 8y(x\yn^
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of the functions / and g is evaluated at the point (.v*, v*) (Edwards & Penney,

2004).

Linear order differential equations

An order linear differential equation can be expressed as

d^Y d"~^Y dx-^=o\{t)-^^ + - - + an-\{t)Y^+a"{t)x = g{t). (3.10)

The linear differential equation (3.10) is said to be homogeneous if g[t) = 0

and non-homogeneous otherwise.

Additionally, if the coefficients / = 1,... ,n, of a homogeneous differen

tial equation are constants, then the differential equation (3.10) has the form

d"x d"-^x dx ^ ^ .....
—— =^1—-—j-H-...-hfl/i-i — — 0. (3.11)
flfr" dt'^-' dt

Theorem 3.6. If all of the roots of the characteristic polynomial P{X) are nega

tive or have negative real part, then given any solution x(t) of the homogeneous

differential equation (3. JO), there exist positive constants M and b such that

\x{t)\<Me~^^ for r>0 and

(Allen, 2006)

Routh-Hurwitz criteria

Important criteria that give necessary and sufficient conditions for all of the

roots of the characteristic polynomial (with real coefficients) to lie in the left half

of the complex plane are known as the Routh-Hurwitz criteria. The criteria are

used to determine local asymptotic stability of an equilibrium point for non-linear

systems of differential equations.

Theorem 3.7 (Routh-Hurwitz criteria). Given the polynomial

PfK) = A." 4- ̂71 A.'' ' -l- • • • -f- o,}-1 A. 4" ,
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where the coefficients «/, / = are real constants, define the n Hiirwitz

matrices using the coefficients Oj of the characteristic polynomial:

=  H2 =
a\ 1

az a2

,  H3 =

a\ 1 0

«3 ^2 <^\

aft a^ a^

and

Hn =

01 1 0 ... 0

a3 a2 a[ ... 0

as a^ a2 ... 0

0  0 0 ... an

where aj = 0 if j > n. All of the roots of the polynomial P{X) are negative or

have negative real part if and only if the determinants of all Hiirwitz matrices are

positive:

det//y > 0, 7 =

(Allen, 2006)

Corollary 1. Suppose the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial ate teal. If

all the roots for the characteristic polynomial

P{X) = X" + a ^ H 1-an-\X-\-an

are negative or have negative real part, then the coefficients Oj > 0 for i =

1,2,...,w.

Eigenvalue analysis in the phase plane

The solution behaviour ot two-dimensional linear system is studied in the

phase plane; that is, thex — y plane. LetX = (x,y)^ and A = {aij) so that

dX

dt
= AX
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can be expressed as

^ = a\\x-\ra\2y, (3.12)
dt

dy
-j- = <72lX + fl22V.
dt

Then, as already observed, the origin x = 0 and y = 0 is an equilibrium solution

of the system (3.12). Assuming that det(A) ̂  0, then the origin is the unique

equilibrium solution—an isolated equilibrium.

Solutions to the linear system (3.12) are characterised by the eigenvalues of

matrix A, which in turn depend on the trace and determinant of A. The eigen

values are the solutions to the characteristic equation det(A — XI) = 0. Thus, the

characteristic polynomial is of the following form:

X^ - {a\ \ -[■a22)X-\-a\\a2i-ci\2Ci2\ .

where the coefficients of the polynomial are the negative of the trace and determi
nant of the matrix A, Therefore, it can be written as

X2_Tr(A)X-bdet(A).

The origin will be classified as a node, saddle, spiral and centre. The origin is
further classified as stable and unstable. The origin is asymptotically stable if the
eigenvalues of A are negative or have negative real part. The origin is unstable if
the eigenvalues of A are positive or have positive real part. Therefore, it is easy to
determine the stability of the origin once the eigenvalues are known.

In addition, even without computing the eigenvalues, the stability can be de

termined by applying the Routh-Hurwitz criteria to the characteristic polynomial
of A (Allen, 2006).

Corollary 2. Suppose dX/dt = AX, where A is a 2x2 matrix with det(A) ^ 0.
The origin is asymptotically stable if and only if

Tr(A)<0 and det(A)>0.
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The origin is stable if and only if

Tr(A)<0 and det(/\)>0.

The origin is unstable if and only if

Tr(A)>0 or det(A)<0.

We present specific criteria for the origin of a general linear differential system

to be classified into one of four types: node, saddle, spiral or centre. The classifi

cation scheme depends on whether the eigenvalues are real or complex, whether

the real eigenvalues are negative or positive, and whether the complex eigenvalues

have negative real part.

Real eigenvalues

In the case of real eigenvalues and X2, the origin is classified as either a

node or saddle.

1. Node implies both eigenvalues have the same sign and may be distinct or

equal, < A,2 < 0 or 0 < A-i < X2.

2. Saddle implies eigenvalues X[ and X2 have opposite signs, X['X2< 0; for

example, < 0 < X2.

Complex eigenvalues

In the case of complex eigenvalues X\^2 = a±bi, b^ 0. The origin is classified

as a spiral (or focus) if a ̂ 0 and a centre if ̂7 = 0.

1. Spiral or focus implies eigenvalues have non-zero real part {a ̂ 0).

2. Centre implies eigenvalues are purely imaginary (a = 0), X\^2 = •

A node or spiral can be classified as either asymptotically stable or unstable

depending on whether the real part of the eigenvalue is negative or positive, re

spectively. A saddle point is always unstable and a centre is neither asymptotically
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stable nor unstable. A centre is sometimes called neutrally stable (it is stable, but

not asymptotically stable).

The classification scheme can be related to the signs of the trace and determi

nant of A and the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial. Let x = Tr(A) and

6 = det(A). Recall that the eigenvalues, the zeros of the characteristic polynomial

— Tr(A)X + det(A) = — x^-h6,

satisfy

x± \/x^ -45
^'■2=—^—•

The discriminant is denoted as y and defined as follows:

Y = x^ - 45.

The following classification scheme summarises the dynamics according to

whether the eigenvalues are real or complex conjugates.

Eigenvalues are real (y > 0):

Unstable node if x > 0 and 5 > 0 (^1,2 > 0)

Saddle point if 5 < 0 (Xi < 0 < X2)

Stable node if x < 0 and 5 > 0 (A,|,2 < 0).

Eigenvalues are complex conjugates, a ± bi (y < 0):

Unstable spiral if x > 0 (« > 0)

Neutral centre if x = 0 (a = 0)

Stable spiral if x < 0 (« < 0).

It is to be noted that if an equilibrium point is asymptotically stable, then it is

stable (and not vice versa). Also, Tr(A) = X| +X.2 and det(A) = X] ■ X2.

Theorem 3.8 (Stability of Almost Linear Systems). Let X\ and X2 be the eigen

values of the coefficient matrix A of the linear system (3 12) associated with the

almost linear system. Then
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/. ifXi = X2 are equal real eigenvalues, then the equilibrium point (0,0) of

the almost linear system is either a node or spiral, and is asymptotically

stable = ̂2 < 0, unstable ifX\ =X2>^'

2. lfX\ and X2 are pure imaginary, then (0,0) is either a centre or a spiral,

and may be either asymptotically stable, stable or unstable.

3. Otherwise—that is, unless and X2 are either real equal or pure

imaginary—the equilibrium point (0,0) of the almost linear system is of

the same type and stability as the equilibrium point (0,0) of the associated

linear system.

(Edwards & Penney, 2004)

Definition 3.8. A function V : Rn ^ is said to be positive definite if

(i) V (x) > 0 for all X ̂  0;

(il) V{0)=0.

Definition 3.9. A function V : R„ R is said to be positive semi-definite if

(i) V(x) > 0 for all X 0;

(il) V{0)=0.

Definition 3.10. A function V : Rn ̂  R hs said to be negative definite if

(i) V(x) <0 for all X 0;

(ii) V(0)=0.

Definition 3.11. A function V-.R„^Ris said to he negative semi-definite if

(1) V (x) <0 for all X 0;

(ii) V(0)=0.
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Definition 3.12 (Lyapunov Function). Consider an autonomous system x' = f{x),

where we assume f : Rn Rn continuous in an open set containing the origin,

0 and /(O) = 0 (so that x(t)=0 is a solution and the origin is an isolated equilib

rium point). A function V{x), defined in the neighbourhood ofx = 0 is called a

Lyapunov function for the above problem if

(i) V(;r) has partial derivatives;

(ii) V (;;) > 0, lix^O (positive definite) ;

(iii) V'(j:) < 0 (negative semi-definite).

In this context, the derivative of V along the trajectories, is given by

v'(x) = £ = t = vv(A-)/(x).

It is also referred to as the Lie derivative of the function V along the vector

field /. Existence of Lyapunov functions implies stability of the solution x(t) = 0

(Clark, 2000). Furthermore, V is radially unbounded if

V(x)^oo, as

Additionally, by LaSalle's invariance principle, if V' is negative semi-definite,

the set of accumulation points of any trajectory is contained in D, where D is the

union of complete trajectories contained entirely in the set : V'(a') = 0}. That is,

the largest invariant set around the equilibrium point—the origin—is a singleton

(set containing only the origin).

Specifically, if V'(jc) < 0 (negative definite) and V is radially unbounded, then

by Lyapunov's theorem, A:(r) = 0 is globally asymptotically stable. If V (.x) > 0

(positive definite), then x{t) = 0 is unstable. If V'(-^) ̂  0 (negative semi-definite),

then by La Salle's invariance principle, .x(r) = 0 is locally asymptotically stable

and globally stable.

Definition 3.13 (Invariant Set). Consider the n-dimensional autonomous system

x' = f(x), x{a)=xo.
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If for each xoeSCR,,. x{t) e Sfor all t e R. then S is called an invariant set of
the given system. If for each xq e S C R„. x(t) e Sfor t > 0, then S is called a
positively invariant set of the given system.

In other words, all solutions of the system x{t) starting in S remain in Sfor all

time.

Theorem 3.9 (Bendixson-Dulac TKeorem). Consider the dynamical system:

in which the functions f and g are assumed to be smooth in a simply-connected
region D. Let (called the Dulac multiplier) be a smooth function tn D such
that for the equation

A{x,y) does not change sign in D. Then the given system has no closed trajectories
(or limit cycles) in D. Hence, there exists no periodic soluttons in D.
(Patra, 2013)

Calculus of Variations

According to Kamien and Schwartz (1991), the origin of the calculus of van-
ation is commonly traced to the posing of the brachistochrone problem by John
Bernoulli in 1696 and its solution by him and independently by his brother James

in 1697. The problem states that; If a small object moves under the influence ot
gravity, which path between two fixed points enables it to make the trip in the
shortest time?

Variational calculus was extended to other specific problems, which were also

solved, and a general mathematical theory was developed by Euler and Lagrange.
The most fruitful applications of the calculus of variations have been to theoretical
physics, especially in connection with Hamilton s principle or the Principle of
Least Action. Early applications in other fields such as economics appeared in the
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late 1920s and early 1930s by Roos, Evans, Hotelling and Ramsey, with further

applications published occasionally thereafter (Kamien & Schwartz, 1991).

The calculus of variations shows how to solve the fundamental problem of

maximising (or minimising) the objective functional of the following:

I f{Ux{t)-x'{t))dt
Jo

subject to A'(0) = AO

x{T) =A7.

The function / is assumed to be continuous in all three arguments t, a,

and have continuous partial derivatives with respect to the second and third, a and

y. It is worth noting that while the third argument of / is a time derivative of

the second, / is to be viewed as a function of three independent arguments. The

independent variable, time / € [0.7], where 7 is represents the terminal time.

Therefore, the task of variational calculus is to select from a set of admissible

A paths (or trajectories) the one that yields an extremal of the objective functional.

For further details, see Kamien and Schwartz (1991) and Chiang (1992).

In an attempt to solve the calculus of variation problem, we seek an optimal

path A5 that satisfies the Euler equation

^/(7-y5(0>V(0) ̂  ± /a/(7A5(r),Ag'(0)\
dx{t) dt V ay(r) J'

The Euler equation may be viewed as a generalisation of the standard calcu

lus first order necessary conditions /'(A5) = 0 for a number a§ to maximise (or

minimise) the function /(a). Indeed, if

dt\dx')

then the Euler equation reduces to the standard calculus condition (Kamien &

Schwartz, 1991).

As an example, consider the problem of finding the optimal path that will
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minimise

10

1 +x'{t)'^dt

subject to jc(0) = 4

x(10) = 24

We start the solution by letting

Then applying the Euler equation

to the problem yields

This implies

dt \ dx'

y(r)

Thus,

and

So

and

x/T+7^

y(/)2

=

dt \ 7l+y(r)2

 c (c is a constant)

= /:, k = c'
l+x'(t)^

x'{t)^{ \ —k)=k.

x\tf =
\-k

x'{t)=k\ , k\ =
1 -k

Therefore,

x(r) = k\t ko.

Using the initial and terminal conditions j(0) = 4 and x( 10) = 24, respectively,

we have ko = 4 and k] = 2. Hence the optimal path is

x^{t) = 2/ + 4.
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The preceding example has the geometric interpretation of finding the mini

mum distance between two points (0,4) and (10,24) in a graph of the function

x{t). Of course, the minimum distance is the straight line joining the two points;

and the function that achieves that is x(t) = 2t + 4 (Klein, 2001).

Optimal Control Theory

According to Chiang (1992), the calculus of variations, the classical method

for tackling problems of dynamic optimisation, like the ordinary calculus, requires

for its applicability the differentiability of the functions inherent in the problem.

More importantly, in calculus of variations, only interior solutions can be handled.

A more modern development that can deal with non-classical features such as cor

ner or boundary solutions, is found in optimal control theory. As the name implies,

the optimal-control formulation of a dynamic optimisation problem focuses upon

one or more control variables that serve as the instrument of optimisation. Unlike

the calculus of variations, therefore, where the goal is to find the optimal time

path for a state variable x, optimal control theory has as its foremost objective the

determination of the optimal path for a control variable, u. Of course, once the op

timal control path, u^(t) has been found, we can also determine the optimal state

path, that corresponds to it. As a matter of fact, the optimal andx"§(?)
paths are usually found in the same process. Therefore, the presence of a control
variable at centre stage in optimal control theory does alter the basic orientation

of the dynamic optimisation problem.

Consider an optimal control problem with n state variables and m control vari

ables and a payoff term (|):
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lo ■'"»>(t))dt + (|)(a-|(r), . . .x„iT))
subject to .r'l (/) = g, (f,x,(/), . . . ,x„(/).ui(t) «„(/))

•^1 U\ ,!?1

•

,  U = ,  and g = •

Xn_ 8n_

4(0 = ('). • ■ • ,x„(0: "I ('),• • ■ ,"m(0)
•^1 (0) = XJO, . . . 5^//(0) = A';jO 5

where the functions f and g are continuously differentiable in all variables. We

place no restriction on the relative magnitude of m and n. In fact, m < n, m = n

and m> n are all acceptable.

To have a more compact statement of the posed optimal control problem, we
employ vector notation; and define the following:

X =

Then the statement of the optimal control problem is simply
TmaxZ(w)= [ f(t,x{t).u(t))clt-\-(if{x{T))

"  Jo

subjectto x\t)=g{t,x{t),u{t)) (3.13)

x{0) = XQ.

The control variable ii G Rm is assumed to be piecewise continuous and also

Lebesgue integrable, and the state variable x £ Rn is assumed to be piecewise
differentiable. Additionally, the time variable t £ [0, T], where 0 is the initial time
and T is the terminal time. The time horizon may be fi nite or infinite {T oo).

It is also assumed that u£UfforO<t<T where Ut is a specified control set,
which may vary with time t. Such controls are called admissible controls.

The goal of the optimal control problem is to seek an optimal control «g(r) as
well as the corresponding optimal path A"§(r) that maximises the objective func
tional subject to all the constraints, which include the state equation / with its
initial condition xq.
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The principal technique used for such an optimal control problem is to solve a

set of 'necessary conditions' that an optimal control and corresponding state must

satisfy. It is important to logically distinguish between necessary conditions and

sufficient conditions of solution sets.

Necessary Conditions: If ^5(0 optimal, then the following condi

tions hold...

Sufficient Conditions: If -^^5(0 satisfy the following conditions ... , then

i'5(0»^'6(0 are optimal.

The necessary conditions are normally obtained through an optimisation tech

nique called Pontryagin's maximum principle; proposed by Pontryagin, Boltyan-

skii, Gamkrelize and Mishchenko (1962).

Theorem 3.10 (Pontryagin's Maximum Principle). //«§(/) and x^{t) are optimal

for problem (3.13), then there exists a piecewise differential adjoint function X G

Rn such that

H{t,x^{t),ii(t),X(f)) < H(t,x^{t),u^{t)Mt))

for all controls u at each time t, where the Hamiltonian H is

H = f{t,x{t),u{t))+X^{t)g{t,x{t),u{t))

and

X'{t) = -
dH{t,x^{t),u^{t),X{t))

dx{t)

X{T) =
^MT))
dx(T)

(Lenhart & Workman, 2007)

We also have the dynamics of the optimal state system as

y(0 = dX(t)
jr(0) = xo •

The equation for X{T) is known as a transversality condition. In addition, it
us(t) is in the interior (rather than at a boundary) of the admissible region for
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the control and if the Hamiltonian is differentiable in u(t), then the optimality

condition becomes

BH{t,x^{t),u^jt),X{t)) _ Q (zero row vector, 0 ̂ Rn) ■
dii{t)

It should be noted that when the payoff term (|)(jr(7)) = 0, the transversality con

dition reduces to X{T) = 0. Also, when we are dealing with an infinite horizon

problem, the transversality condition becomes \\mT^ooX(T) = 0.

It is also worth pointing out that there is a mathematical rule that says that

the derivative of a scalar with respect to a row (column) vector is a column (row)

vector (Chiang, 1992).

States with fixed endpoints

For ease of analysis, consider a one-dimensional optimal control problem,

where the state is fixed at both the beginning and end of the time interval.

max f f(t,x{t),u{t))cit
"  Jo

subject to x'(0 = (3.14)

x(0)=xo, x{T)=xt-

A slight modification of the necessary conditions is needed to solve such a

problem. We present the following theorem.

Theorem 3.11. andx^(t) are optimal for problem (3.14), then there exists

a piecewise differential adjoint variable X and a constant Xq equal to either 0 or
1 such that

for all admissible controls u at each time t, where the Hamiltonian H is

and

dHit,xi(t)Mt)Mt))
^  " dx{l)

(Lenhart & Workman, 2007)
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The constant Ao arises in this situation to adjust for degenerate problems, or

problems where the objective functional is immaterial. That is, in cases where all

admissible controls yield the same objective functional value.

For non-degenerate problems (Aq = 1), the necessary conditions are similar to

the free terminal state problems. The only exception is that there are no transver-

sality conditions for any state with a fixed terminal state value.

Bounded controls

In order to solve problems with bounds on the control, we need to develop

alternative necessary conditions. Consider the following problem:

max f f{t,x{t),u{t))dt
w  Jo

subject to x\t) = x(0)=A*o

a < u< b,

where a and b are fixed, real constants and a <b.

The necessary conditions for this type of problem are outlined. Forming the

Hamiltonian

H{t^x,u,X) = f{t,x,u) + A(r)g(r,x,w),

the necessary conditions for x^ and A. remain unchanged, namely

// N^(0 = -^^ x{0)=xo,

riH
X'(t) = ~, X(T) = 0.

However, assuming a non-linear control, the optimality condition

df/

leads to the characterisation of the optimal control as

1 ^  ̂ b if ^ = 0, (3.15a)

l ii8 = b if ^>0.
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An alternative characterisation of the optimal control «§ is

= « if

a<u^<h if ^=0. (3.15b)

, "8 = ̂ if ^ >0-

It should be taken into account that if we have a minimisation problem, then

is instead chosen to minimise H pointwise. This has the effect of reversing

<,<;<,<; and >, > in the first, second and third lines of Conditions (3.15a)

and (3.15b), respectively. For further details, see Kamien and Schwartz (1991).

Isoperimetric constraints

Let f{t,x{t),u[t)), g{t,x{t),ii(t)) and h(t,x{t),u{t)) be continuously differen-

tiable functions in all three variables. Consider the optimal control problem:

max [ f{t,x{t),u{t))dt
"  Jo

subject to x{t)=g{tjx{t),u{t)), .r(0)=A-o (3.16)
T

f h{t,x{t),it{t))dt = B
Jo

a <u<b.

The integral constraint is referred to as an isoperimetric constraint, and Pon-

tryagin's maximum principle cannot be used to solve such a problem as it stands.

However, there is a simple trick to convert the problem to a more familiar form.

Introduce a second variable z{t) and let

zit) = [ h{s,x{s).u{s))ds.
Jo

Then, it follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus that

z\t) = h(t,x(t),u{t)),

z(0)=0,

z{T) = B.
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Thus, Problem (3.16) is transformed into

T

max [ f(t,x(t),u(t))dt
II Jo

subject to x'{t) = ^(0)=.Aro

z'{t) = h{t.x{t).u(t)). z(0) = 0, z{T) = B

a <u < b.

The problem can now be solved using the already developed methods; partic

ularly those related to optimal control problems with fixed endpoints.

Linear controls

Optimal control problems in which there is a linear dependence on the control

present themselves mainly in two forms, namely bang-bang controls and singular

controls.

Consider the following optimal control problem:

T

max [ fi{t,x)-\-u(t)f2{t,x)dt
11 Jo

subjectto x'{t) = g\{t,x) + u{t)g2{t,x), .x(0)=jo (3.17)

a < i( < h.

Notice the integrand function / and the right hand side of the state equation in

Problem (3.17) are both linear functions of the control variable u. Therefore, the

Hamiltonian is also linear in u and can be written as

n = [f\{t,x)+X[t)gx[t,x)]+u{t)[f2(t,x) + X{t)g2{t,x)].

3/7
As usual, the necessai'y condition X'{t) = —3— is applicable. However, the opti-

ox

mality condition
3/7-^= flit,X)+X{t)g2(t,x)

provides no information on the control. To find a characterisation for the optimal

control W5, we define a switching function

^{t)= f2(t.x)+X{t)g2{t,x).
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Assuming an interior solution exists (for a non-binding control constraint), then

the characterisation of //5 is

11^ = a if \j/(r)<0,

a<Li^<b if \|/(/) = 0, (3.18)

^U8 = b if \|/(r)>0.

Bang-bang controls

If \j/(/) = 0 cannot be sustained over an interval of time, but only occurs at

finitely many points in the given time interval, then the control is called bang-

bang. In this situation, the control is a piecewise constant function switching

between only the upper and lower bounds. The switches coincide with the places

where \|/ changes signs (so that \|/ = 0), hence the name switching function. The

actual points where this occurs are called switching times. Therefore, the expres

sions in Condition (3.18) reduce to

f G if
"5(0 = <

Z? if \j/(/) > 0.

To solve a bang-bang problem numerically, the forward-backward sweep method

can be used. However, one must prove analytically that the problem is in fact

bang-bang; that is, \j/ = 0 over an interval is impossible.

Singular controls

If \|/(r) is identically zero in some interval of time, I C [0,r] (\|/(/) = 0 for

all t e /), we say is singular on that interval. A characterisation of on this

interval must be obtained using other information. The endpoints of this interval

are also called switching times.

It must be noted that if the problem is singular or a combination of singular

and bang-bang controls the interior solution, the second line of the expressions in

Condition (3.18), cannot be ruled out.
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Evaluating the Hamiitonian along the optimal path

The application of Pontryagin's maximum principle enables us to determine a

simple expression for the Hamiitonian over time along the optimal path. The total

derivative of the Hamiitonian along the optimal path is given by

Pontryagin's maximum principle requires that

Ml)-"-
Therefore,

^  ̂ ̂8 dHs dHs , dHs
d' dx{t)bX{t) dX{t)dx{t)'^ dt

dt

This result is only applicable to non-autonomous optimal control problems.

However, for autonomous cases where the Hamiitonian does not include time as

an explicit variable (even though it may include the discount term is
dt

zero and hence the Hamiitonian is constant along the optimal path.

Optimal time

For tree terminal time optimal control problems, a version of Pontryagin's

maximum principle can be employed. In problems were the terminal value of the

state A:(r) is specified, but the terminal time, T, must be determined, the Hamiito

nian evaluated along the optimal path must satisfy

^(T.X5(r),U5(T),X(T))=0.
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Relationship between calculus of variations and optimal control theory

Consider the calculus of variations problem:

max f f{t,x,x')dt
-V 70

subject to j(0) = xq

x{T)=xt.

Our intention is. to determine the Euler equation from the Hamiltonian em

ploying Pontryagin's maximum principle. We start by writing

/

X = u,

which now represents the state equation. Then the Hamiltonian becomes

H = f{t,x,it) -\-Xu.

The adjoint equation is

X'=~ = -f,, XiT) = Q.

The optimality condition implies

Therefore,

ou

"■'-if-
Equating the two V equations, we have

f^- d/"-

This is precisely Euler's equation.

Current value Hamiltonian

A lot of dynamic optimisation problems encountered in economics and biology

involves the discounted present value of a functional. As the functional usually
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represents net revenues, the objective used in such investment analysis and cost-

benefit analysis is the discounted present value of future net revenues.

Consider the following infinite time horizon optimal control problem:

maxZ(i^)= / f{t ,x{t),ii{t))dt
"  Jo

subject to x'{t) = ̂(f,x(r),w(r)), x(0) =xq

a <11 <b,

where 6 denotes the instantaneous discount rate in the exponential term,

referred to as discount factor. For more details on the discount factor as it relates

to the current value Hamiltonian, see Chiang (1992), Clark (2010), Kamien and

Schwartz (1991) and Klein (2001).

The present value Hamiltonian is given by

H = f{t,x,it) + ,x,u).

Define the current value shadow price as ii{t) = e^^X{t). Then the current value

Hamiltonian is constructed as

H = f{t.x,u)+iAg{t,x,u)

=  .

Since fj. = , then X = Thus

at

Similarly, H = implies H = Therefore

dx ^ dx

Hence, the adjoint equation X = — 3— becomes
ox

or

This is the form often encountered in economics books, and preferred by most

economists because of the ease in computation and analysis.
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Convergence of objective functional

An improper integral, by definition, is said to converge, if, for t > 0, the value

of the integral is finite (< oo). Otherwise, the integral is said to diverge.

The optimal control problem with infinite time horizon has as its objective

functional an improper integral, Jq e~^' The integrand, as a whole,

contains the discount factor e~^' which, in general, provides a dynamic driving

force to send the integrand quickly down to zero over time. In most resource

management applications, the component of the integrand is positive;

and suppose it has an upper bound F (this implies, sup,, u) = F). Then the

downward force of is sufficient to make the integral converge. Therefore, we

can write

f e-^'f{t,x.u)dt < I e-^'Fdt=^.
Jo Jo o

Using comparison test, we can also determine the convergence of the finite hori

zon scenario. That is,

[ e f{t,x,u)dt < [ e f{t,x,u)dt =
Jo Jo

F

5

Hence,

L e  f(t,x,ii)dt

Sufficiency conditions

As already stated, the first task in solving an optimal control problem is to

develop the necessary conditions. There are, however, some difficulties arising

from the application of this method. It is possible that, multiple solution sets, only

some of which are optimal controls could be provided by the necessary conditions.

Additionally, the development of the necessary conditions assumes the existence

of an optimal control. However, the necessary conditions could be obtained when,

in fact, the original optimal control problem has no solution. Again, there is the

expectation that the objective functional value evaluated at the optimal state and

control would yield a finite value. This may not necessarily be the case in all
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situations. The optimal control problem is deemed not to have a solution if the

objective functional value turns out to be oo or —<».

The idea of uniqueness of solutions is also very important. Suppose an optimal

control exists; that is, there is a i/§ such that Z{u) < Z(w§) < ©o for all controls u

in the control set (for the case of maximisation). Then is unique whenever

Z(«§) = Z{ii) implies = ii at all but finitely many points. In such a situation,

the associated states will be identical. This state, x^, is referred to a the unique

optimal state.

Therefore, uniqueness of solutions of the optimality system—state equation

and the adjoint equation coupled with the characterisation of the optimal control

and the boundary conditions—ensures the uniqueness of the optimal control, if it

exists. Frequently, the uniqueness of the solutions of the optimality system can

be proven, but only for a small time interval. This small time interval condition is

as a result of the opposite time orientations of the state and adjoint equations, in

the sense that the state equation possesses an initial time condition and the adjoint

equation possesses a final time condition.

A true existence and uniqueness result guarantees an optimal control with a

finite objective functional value. The following is such a result from Fleming and

Rishel (1975).

Theorem 3.12. Consider the optimal control problem (3,13). There exists an

optimal control that maximises the objective functional Z{u) over the control

set U.

To prove the theorem, the following conditions must be satisfied:

(i) The class of all initial conditions with a control u in the admissible control

set together with the state system is non-empty.

(ii) The admissible control set U is closed and convex.

(iii) The right hand side of the state system is continuous and bounded above

by a sum of the bounded control and the state, and can be written as a
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linear function of u with coefficients depending on time and state.

(iv) The integrand of the objective functional is concave in U.

(v) There exists constants wi, W2 > 0 and r| > 1 such that the integrand

f(t,x,u) of the objective functional satisfies

< wi - M'llwp.

(Fister & Panetta, 2000)

Notice that this holds true for a maximisation problem. For a minimisation

problem, the fourth condition must have the objective functional convex in U; and

on the last condition, the bound on the integrand must be from below. That is,

f(t,X,u) > Wi|wp -H'2.

Exponential growth model

One of the most popular population growth models as well as the simplest

is the Malthusian growth model. The model assumes that the rate of growth is

proportional to the size of the population. Therefore, if .x(/) represents the size of

the population, then

x' = rx, a:(0) = xo > 0,

where r > 0 is known as the per capita growth rate or intrinsic growth rate. This

differential equation serves as a mathematical model for a remarkably wide variety

of natural phenomena.

The solution of the differential equation is obtained by separating variables,

r^-l=f'rds.
Jo y Jo

This implies,

Inx- InjTo = rt,

so that

40 =X0€^^

becomes the unique solution of the given initial value problem.
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Logistic growth model

Due to the problems associated with the exponential growth model, one of

which being the fact that the population growth is unbounded, there was the need

to establish a more realistic differential equation to model population growth. For

instance, it was observed that in situations as diverse as the human population in a

given country and a fruit fly population in an enclosure, the birth rate decreases as

the population itself increases. This may be attributable to a wide range of factors,

from increased scientific and cultural sophistication to a limited food supply and

space. The model that addresses this issue of crowding in the population is called

the Pearl-Verhurlst logistic growth model.

Let x(f) represent the size of the population at time r > 0, which evolves ac

cording to

/ = j:(0)=jro>0,

where r > 0 is the intrinsic growth rate and A' > xq is the carrying capacity of the

environment which serves as an upper bound forx(r). The first term on the right

hand side, rx denotes exponential growth while the second term, represents
K

the crowding effect. Such an effect is referred to as negative density dependence.

The solution of this differential equation can also be found by separating variables,

dydy
d

_ r

Jo y(K-y)~KjQ
s.

This implies

so that

K
In

K-x
-In

^0

x{t)

K-xo

^0 ^rt

r

= k'-

Hence,

(Weber, 2009)

K — x{t) K — xo

xoK
x[t) =

xo^-{K-xo)e-'''
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Lokta-Volterra model

Some of the most interesting and important applications in stability theory

involve the interactions between two or more biological species inhabiting the

same environment. We focus on a predator-prey scenario involving two species.

One species—the predators—feeds on the other species—the prey—which in turn

feeds on some food item readily accessible within the environment. A standard

example involves a population of foxes and rabbits inhabiting a woodland; the

foxes (predators) consume the rabbits (prey), while the rabbits consume certain

vegetation in the woodland. Other examples include whales (predators) and krill

(prey), bass (predators) and sunfish (prey), and salmon (predators) and herring

(prey).

The Lokta-Volterra model constitutes the basic predator-prey model

dx
— = rx — oarv,
dt

^ = -jv + Pj;}',

where x{t) denotes the size of prey population and y(r) denotes the size of predator

population. The main assumption of the model is that the prey population grows

exponentially in the absence of predators, and the predator population declines

exponentially in the absence of prey. The rate of decrease in prey population

caused by predation equals oucy, while the rate of increase of predator population

is ̂ xy. The ratio p/a measures the biological efficiency of predation.

Gordon-Schaefer bioeconomic model

As stated earlier, the pioneering model in renewable resource management

was proposed by Gordon (1954) and Schaefer (1954). The model possesses both

biological and economic features, hence the name Gordon-Schaefer bioeconomic

model.

We shall look at the first model proposed, which was static in nature, and then

progress to the current dynamic version. The biological component of the model
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makes use of the following basic differential equation:

x(0)=.vo,

where x{t) represents the population size, or biomass (in tonnes) of fish stock at

time r, jro is the initial population size at time r = 0, g(A") denotes the net natural

growth rate of the population biomass, (in tonnes per year) depending on the cur

rent size A(r), and h[t) represents the rate of removals, or harvest, of the resource

stock at time t.

The assumption is that the function g is differentiable and concave, and it

satisfies, for 0 < a < A!",

g(0) = g(/^) = 0, g(A)>0, /(a)<0,

where K denotes the carrying capacity of the given population. This term reflects

the fact that if/z(r) = 0, then

lim A(r) = K.
t-^oo

The most common growth function g favoured by most researchers is the lo

gistic function. See, for, example, Clark (2010), Craven (1995), Dubey and Patra

(2013a), Dubey et al (2003) and Kar and Chakraborty (2010). On the other hand,

the rate of harvest, h{t) may be represented by h, where h denotes a constant

harvesting rate (also known as stock-independent harvesting); h{t) may be repre

sented by a periodic function, denoting a time-dependent periodic harvesting rate;

ov h{t) may be represented by h{t,x), denoting proportional harvesting rate (also

referred to as stock-dependent harvesting).

Proportional harvesting model

We shall start by doing a detailed investigation of the last scenario—proportional

harvesting. The model is also known as a constant effort harvesting model. Con

sider the following basic biological model (also referred to as the Schaefer model):

dx

dt
= rx(^\ - ̂  - qEx, .r(0)=Ao, (3.19)
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where the harvesting rate,

h{t) = qEx (3 20)

(a bilinear function of E and x) is known as the catch-effort relation. The parame
ter E(t) represents the harvesting effort at time t. In the context of fisheries, E{t)
IS typically specified as the number of (standard) vessels actively fishing at time /.
Units of effort would be Standard Vessel Units (SVU).

The constant q is known as the catchability coefficient, with units SVU"' x

(time unit)"'. Therefore, q represents the proportion of the current stock ;c caught
by one standard vessel in one time unit.

There are two equilibrium points associated with Equation (3.19); namely, 0
and a positive equilibrium point

^' = ''^(1-^)' (3.21)
provided ̂  The equilibrium points 0 and x* are hyperbolic, with 0 being
unstable and x* being stable; and therefore the system is structurally stable. In

voking Theorem 3.3, the model undergoes transcritical bifurcation at the point

^  That is, there is a single nonhyperbolic equilibrium point, 0, which is
semi-stable; hence making the system structurally unstable. In other words, for

any initial population a'o, the resource will eventually go into extinction (as time

approaches infinity). When E>-, there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points, 0

and a negative equilibrium point. Of course, the non-negative equilibrium point, 0

is stable (and for sake of completeness, the negative equilibrium point is unstable);

and for any initial population, the resource will die out in finite time.

Maximum sustainable yield

The level of harvesting that maximises the sustainable yield is called the max

imum sustainable yield (MS Y). That is, the maximum harvest which can be main

tained indefinitely.

Substituting Equation (3.21) into Equation (3.20), with = jc*, gives the sus-
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tainable yield

hs = qEK[\-Spj, (3 22)
The effort that maximises the sustainable yield hs is found as

Emsy = ̂. (3.23)
The value of MSY, denoted Hmsy^ is found by plugging Equation (3.23), with

E = Emsy^ into Equation (3.22). Hence,

uhMSY = -j-, (3.24)

and the biomass level at the MSY is

K
= - • (3.25)

Incorporating economic parameters into the afore-mentioned biological model
gives the bioeconomic model. This is also known as the (static) Gordon-Schaefer

model.

Open access yield

Operating under an open access regime where there is little or no regulation of

the resource, effort E tends to a level where the sustainable economic rent or net

revenue is zero. This phenomenon is known as open access yield (GAY). That is,

the harvesting level which can be maintained indefinitely when the net revenue is

zero. This scenario often leads to what is referred to as economic overfishing.

The sustainable net revenue is the difference of total sustainable revenue TRs

and total cost TC, and it is given by

Sustainable net revenue = phs-cE

= pqEKyi-^^-cE, (3.26)
where p is the price per unit harvest or the ex-vessel price of fish, with units

$ tonne ' and c is the cost per unit effort (the costs may include cost of fuel

powering the fishing vessels), having units $ SVU"' x (time unit)
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Letting Equation (3.26) go to zero gives

where pqK > c.

To get the biomass level xqay associated with Eqay. substitute Equation (3.27),

with E = Eqay^ into Equation (3.21) to get

^OAY = — . (3.28)
pq

The associated harvest level is

hoAy = -{\-^y (3.29)
pq\ pqKj

It is worth noting that when Eqay > £^A/iy, the rate of harvest exceeds h^sY

resulting in xqay < xmsy- This situation is known as biological overfishing and

eventually leads to the depletion of the resource. Thus OAY can lead to both

biological and economic overfishing. The OAY is also known as bionomic equi

librium (BE) because it simultaneously gives equilibrium in both biological and

economic sense (Suri, 2008).

Alternatively, we can write the fishermen's combined net revenue flow at time

t as,

71 = (/? — c(x))h

= {p-—)qEx
qx

= {pqx - c)E.

Then, in the absence of any regulatory control over fishing (open access), the

fish population will be fished down to a level where the net revenue, n equals zero.

That is,

{pqx — c)E = 0,

implying

c

-Xqay = — ■
pq
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Thus, an important prediction of the model is that fishing is only profitable if

and only if x(/) > x^ay- In other words, whenever ;c(/) > XqaYi tc > 0 (fishing is

profitable). Therefore, the effort E will tend to be large, so that dx/dt < 0 (fish

population decreases). However, once;:(/) falls to (or below) xqay^ we have 7C < 0

(fishing is no longer profitable), so fishing ceases.

From Equation (3.28), it is instructive to note that A*Q4y is proportional to cost

c, and inversely proportional to price p. Therefore, lower costs or higher prices

induce intensive overexplcitation of resource. This implies more intensive over-

fishing, resulting in xqay < xmsy-

However, the scenario just depicted is the exact opposite of what one should

expect in a free economy—higher prices or lower costs should lead to an increase

in productive capacity, x{t), not a decrease. Gordon (1954) explains this unusual

'upside down' behaviour of natural resource economics down to the fact that the

fishery (in the model employed) is assumed to be common property. No one owns

the fish, so no one has the incentive to protect it. This leads to a situation that

Hardin (1968) calls 'the tragedy of the commons'.

The unregulated fishery model further gives the following two predictions:

• There is no limit to how low xqay can be. That is, the population will

persist indefinitely at any level of xqay^ no matter how low.

• Population will always recover if fishing ceases.

In reality, many fish populations fail to recover from severe overfishing. The

reasons why this is so are seldom fully understood. First, the reproductive success

may fall below sustainable levels when the stock is sufficiently low; and second,

a depleted population may be replaced by a competing species (Clark, 2010).

Maximum economic yield

The rate of harvesting that maximises the sustainable net revenues is called the

maximum economic yield (MEY). That is, the maximum net revenues which can

be maintained indefinitely at that level of harvest.
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The effort level that maximises the net revenues is found from Equation (3.26)

as

^MEY = ;r- M -
2q \ pqK)

Using Equation (3.21), the associated biomass level is

The corresponding harvest level is

hMEY = T ( 1 - [pIk

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

w 3
V C
O O
U >

fS ^

,o 13
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MSY' ^ Total cost

MEY
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V

EmSY ̂ OAY

Fishing etfort

Figure 1: The Static Gordon-Schaefer Model

The total revenue curve is assumed to rise to a peak, and then to decline, as

effort is increased (see Figure 1, sourced from Habib etal, 2014). This is due to a

specific consequence of the basic properties of a biological population. Precisely,

high levels of harvesting effort (or harvest rates greater than MSY) can result

m the depletion of the population to a level at which biological reproduction is

severely reduced, ultimately leading to the extinction of the resource. When a

population is fished to, say 10% of its virgin biomass, because of high inputs of

effort, sustained catches can become greatly reduced—as has indeed often been

the case (Clark, 2010).
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Remarks

Figure 1 depicts Eqay > Emsy'^ however, in practice, Eqay can be greater than

or less than Emsy depending on the price of fish and cost of effort. It is instructive

to note that when effort level E < Eqay* the net revenue is positive (revenue ex

ceeds cost), thereby attracting more fishers into the industry. On the other hand, if

the effort level E > Eqay^ the net revenue is negative (cost exceeds revenue), mak

ing fishers to abandon the industry. Therefore, there is always a tendency towards

Eqay under open access fishery.

Also, as already alluded to, when Eqay is greater than E^sy we have what is

known as biological overfishing. This shows that open access fishery must not be

a management tool as it can lead to both biological overfishing (xqay < xmsy) and

economic overfishing (net revenue is zero).

For the special case of very high costs or low prices, Eqay < E^msy and xqay >

^MSY' Thus, in this instance, there is no biological overfishing, even though eco

nomic overfishing may be present.

Note that ifxo > xmsy^ the fishery is said to be underexploited (or underfished);

if xo = xmsy-, the fishery is considered fully exploited (or fully fished); and if

xo < xi4sy^ the fishery is said to be overexploited (or overfished).

It has to be observed that for most practical fishing costs, Emey < Emsy

(^MEY > xmsy)' However, for very low costs (or high prices) Emey approxi

mately equal to Emsy (^mey is vey close to xmsy)- In fact, at zero costs, the values

at MSY and MEY are identical. The following observation is also pertinent:

rp Eqay
Emey =

Assumptions of the model

The following are some of the assumptions inherent in the Gordon-Schaefer

bioeconomic model.

1. The Schaefer catch relation, h = qEx indicates that the exploited
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population always distributes itself uniformly over the fishing area. In

other words, catch per unit effort (CPUE) is proportional to stock size

hwith a constant catchability coefficient q. That is, — = qx.
E

2. Impact of variations of harvesting effort on the fish stock is instantaneous;

no time-delays are allowed.

3. The carrying capacity K serves as an upper bound for the size of fish stock.

4. The catchability coefficient, q is constant. That is, improved fishing

technology in the form of bigger boats, better engines, sophisticated

fishing gears and navigational aids have no impact on the fishing activity.

5. The model is autonomous. That is, no parameter in the model explicitly

depends on time. Additionally, the biological parameters—intrinsic growth

rate r and carrying capacity K—as well as the economic parameters—price

of a unit harvest /?, cost of a unit fishing effort c and catchability coefficient

q—^remain fixed over the time horizon. Furthermore, the costs are linear in

the fishing effort.

Limitations of the model

The limitations associated with the Gordon-Schaefer bioeconomic model in

clude the following:

1. The model does not take cognisance of the age-structure of the fish stock.

That is to say, juveniles and adults are lumped together as one in the model.

2. The catchability coefficient may actually not be constant in light of

improved fishing technology.

3. The idea of uniform distribution of fish stock probably does not hold in

practice. That is, CPUE is not an adequate measure of size of fish stock.

For example, many small pelagics, such as sardinellas and anchovies,

typically form large schools, which size is independent of the actual
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population size. If these schools are readily located by fishermen, CPUE

will remain relatively constant over all population levels (Mackinson,

Sumaila & Pitcher, 1997).

4. Fluctuations in size of fish stocks may be attributable to intense

overexploitation of the resource or may be due to natural phenomena. It is

hard to exactly tell, between the two, the real cause of depletion of the

resource.

5. The catch effort relation is given by h = qEx. For a fixed a', ^ oo as

E -^oo. Similarly, for a fixed £, -> oo as a' oo. In other words, the

harvest rate can be unbounded, in spite of the fact that the population size

is constant, or the harvesting effort is constant (Clark, 2010; Patra, 2013;

Suri, 2008).

Constant harvesting model

We turn our attention to the constant harvesting scenario by first presenting its

basic biological model.

^ = '•■*•(1-^)-'!, A-(0)=jro. (3.33)
To obtain the equilibrium points, we set Equation (3.33) to zero and solve the

resulting quadratic equation to yield

! ('-V'-Sj' = + (3.34)
rKprovided h < —. The equilibrium points x* andx^ are hyperbolic, with x] unsta

ble and A2 stable; and therefore the system is structurally stable. Invoking Theo-
rKrem 3.2, the model undergoes saddle-node bifurcation at the point h= —. That

K  ̂is, there is a single nonhyperbolic equilibrium point, —, which is semi-stable,

thereby making the system to be structurally unstable. In other words, for any
initial population aq > —, the population approaches ^ as r —> oo; and if aq < —,

z  2 2
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}'Kthe resource will eventually go into extinction in finite time. When h> — the
4 '

model has no equilibrium point; and for any initial population, the resource will

die out in finite time.

The equation for the sustainable yield is

''^■ = '■•^('-1) ■ (3.35)
The MSY occurs when

dhs (. 2r\
^ = <3.36)

Thus, the biomass level at MSY is

K= "2 • (3.37)

Additionally, substituting the value of the biomass level at MSY in Equa
tion (3.37) into Equation (3.35) gives the value of MSY as

rK
h^SY = • (3.38)

Therefore, Hmsy is the maximum amount that can be harvested while keeping
dxthe population constant. That is, — = 0.
dt

Adding economic p£U'ameters unto the afore-mentioned biological model (3.33)

gives the bioeconomic model. Therefore, the net revenue is given by

Net revenue = {p — c)h,

where p and c are price per unit harvest and cost per unit harvest, respectively.

Periodic harvesting model

A biological model for a population that undergoes periodic or oscillatory

harvesting is

dx / X \
^ = -'!(l+«sin(fo)). -f(0)=A-o, (3.39)

where the non-autonomous harvest function is given by

h(t) = h{\ +as'in{bt)).
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The mean harvesting rate is represented by h and a is the amplitude of the

2k
sine function (0 < a < 1). Furthermore, the period is given by P = — and the

frequency is / = ̂ . When the modification on the frequency, b = 2k, then P =
/=!•

Benardete et al. (2008) state that, one way to find periodic solutions of a non-

autonomous differential equation such as the one outlined in Equation (3.39) is to

view it as a periodic perturbation of some autonomous differential equation

dx

whose behaviour is well understood.

Theorem 3.1 justifies the existence of periodic cycles for sufficiently small

perturbations of h. The following proposition demonstrates the non-existence of

periodic cycles of Equation (3.39) for large values of h.

vK
Proposition I, If h> —, then

4

^ = rx (I - - h(l asin(2Kt)), x(0) =xo
dt V KJ

has no periodic solution; and furthermore, all solutions diverge to —<».

Proof From the fundamental theorem of calculus,

dx

= J rx ̂ 1 — —/z(l+flsin(27Cf))j i/r
'0

since

and

rK ,<^-h,

max ̂(.r) = where ,?(x) = rx ̂ 1 - ,

[ h(\ asin(2Kt))dt = h.
Jo

rK
So if /? > —, thenx(l) < x(0) implying x(r) is not periodic.
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In general, for all non-negative integers, n {n being the values of t)

rK
x{n + 1) — a-(a7) < — /? < 0

showing that x{t) diverges to -o®. □

It is worth noting that since the model has a period of 1, it is periodic if

x{n+ 1) =x(n). Also, the objective functional for the periodic harvesting model

is the same as that of the constant harvesting model.

Chapter Summary

The chapter has outlined some the underlying theory and concepts needed for

a successful implementation of an optimisation process. This includes bifurcation

theory and calculus of variations, the classical approach to solving optimisation

problems. Theorems on equilibrium points and their stability properties are pre

sented and discussed. The main model employed for the population dynamics of

the fishery is the logistic model. Assumptions and limitations of this model are

clearly spelt out.

Formulations of various types of optimal control problems are provided. This

includes problems with linear controls, non-linear controls, bounded controls and

states with fixed endpoints. Also considered were finite as well as infinite horizon

optimal control problems.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality of the model were dis

cussed. Existence and uniqueness of the optimal control are guaranteed when the

sufficiency conditions are met. The necessary conditions of the model are nor

mally obtained through the application of Pontryagin's maximum principle. This

principle makes use of a function called the Hamiltonian. When a discount term is

present in the model, the optimality of the system could be determined employing

either the present value Hamiltonian or the current value Hamiltonian. This study

relies on the current value Hamiltonian because of the ease in analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PROPORTIONAL HARVESTING MODELS

Introduction

As already stated, Ghana's sardinella fishery is currently in a state of crisis.

Present levels of harvests are among the lowest in recorded history. Thus, there

is the need to come up with mathematical models that will help shed light on the

prevailing precarious situation.

We shall begin by studying the canonical Gordon-Schaefer model. After

wards, some modifications of the canonical model will be investigated with the

aid of bifurcation and numerical analyses as they relate to the sardinella fishery in

Ghana.

The Canonical Gordon-Schaefer Model

The dynamic optimisation version of the Gordon-Schaefer model can be pre

sented in the following form:

max

E
Z{E) = I e ^^{pqx{t)— c)E{t)dt

Jo

subjectto = rx(t) ̂ 1 (4.1)
x(0) = .Afo

0 ̂  ̂ (0 ̂  E^max)

where Ef^ax is the maximum effort capacity. The model aims to determine the

effort strategy E(t) that results in the largest possible net economic benefit as

expressed by the present value integral Z of Model (4.1).
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Bifurcation analysis

A bifurcation can be described as the change in the number of equilibrium

points or periodic orbits, or in the stability properties of a dynamical system if

a parameter is varied. The value of the parameter where the stability dynamics

change is called a bifurcation point (Daci & Spaho, 2013).

As mentioned earlier, there are two equilibrium points associated with the state

dynamics of the Model (4.1) when the effort is less than the bifurcation point.

These are 0 and

rand the bifurcation point is given by The slope fields and solution curves

of the state equation were plotted with the aid of the software dfieldS by John

Polking. The Gordon-Schaefer model, as already alluded to, contains both bio

logical and economic parameters. Therefore any numerical study of the model

needs to obtain the values of these parameters.

Koranteng (as cited in Koranteng, 1998) stated:

The multiplicity of gears and the problem of migration of fishers that

characterise the artisanal fleet make assessment of its catch and fish

ing effort rather difficult. Consequently, assessment of the stocks of

fish that the fleet exploits is also difficult (p. 10).

Therefore, the biological data is sourced from a published work on a Sar-

dinella aurita study conducted by the FAO in collaboration with the Nansen Pro

gramme (N^fnsen, 2001). As regards the economic data, the values are based on

a field study conducted by the Marine Fisheries Research Division (MFRD) of

the Fisheries Commission of Ghana (MFRD, 2008). For further details, see Bai

ley et al., (2011), Fister and Panetta (2000), Akpalu and Vondolia (2011) and

Lleonart and Merino (2009). The original economic data were denominated in

United States dollars. Therefore to reflect current values, the original price and

cost figures are adjusted for inflation using the CPl Inflation Calculator provided
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by the United States Bureau of Labour Statistics on its website. See Brinson, Die,

Bannerman and Diatta (2009) for further details. Table 1 presents the biological

and economic parameter values used for the study.

Table 1: Parameter Values for Model

Parameter Description Value Unit

5 Discount rate 0.15 year"'

Catchability coefficient 1.8 X 10"^ trip"'year"'

r Per capita growth rate 1.42 year"'

K Carrying capacity of ecosystem 1,000,000 tonnes

P Ex-vessel price of fish 600 $ tonne"'

c Cost per trip 195 $ trip"'year"'

From the parameter values, the bifurcation point for the model is given by

E = 788,888.89. That is, approximately 788,889 trips annually for the fishery.

For ease of analysis, q,E{t),K and x{t) are scaled to a thousand units.

r=1.42 K= 1000 q = 0.0018 E = 323.255X ■ = rx (1 - x/K) - q E X

1000

Time (years)

Figure 2: Solution Curves for E = 323,255

Figure 2 presents the solution curves for the case where E = Emey = 323,255

trips. It is observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 and x* =
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XMEY = 590.278 tonnes. For any initial population size or biomass level, xq >

xmey^ the population approaches the equilibrium population, xmey in the long run.

Similarly, for 0 < .xq < xmey. the population asymptotically approaches xmey-

Thus the biomass level 0 is unstable while xmey is stable (making the system

structurally stable). Of course, biomass levels starting from the equilibrium levels,

0 and Xmey remain there indefinitely. Hence, an effort level corresponding to

Emey induces a long-term biomass level of more than a half the carrying capacity.

I - q E X r = 1.42 K = 1000 q = 0.0018 E = 394.444

4  5 6

Time (years)

Figure 3: Solution Curves for E = 394,444

Solution curves corresponding to the situation where E = Emsy = 394,444

trips are presented in Figure 3. It can be observed that there are two hyperbolic

equilibrium points: 0 and a:* = xmsy = 500,000 tonnes. For any initial biomass

level, jco > XMSYy the population approaches the equilibrium population, xmsy

the long run. Similarly, for 0 < xq < xmsy^ the population asymptotically ap

proaches Xmsy- Thus the biomass level 0 is unstable while xmsy is stable (making

the system structurally stable). Of course, biomass levels starting from the equi

librium levels, 0 and xmsy remain there indefinitely. Hence, an effort level corre

sponding to Emsy induces a long-term biomass level ot exactly half the carrying

capacity.

Figure 4 shows the solution curves for the case where E = Eqay — 646,450
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X ■ = r X (1 - x/K) - q E X r=1.42 K= 1000 q = 0.0018 E = 646.450

1000

900

800

sT 700

r 600

3  500

(D 300 -

4  5 6

Time (years)

Figure 4: Solution Curves for E = 646,450

trips. Clearly, there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 and x* = xqay =

180,556 tonnes. For any initial biomass level, xq > xqay^ the population ap

proaches the equilibrium population, xqay in the long run. Similarly, for 0 < jto <

^OAY^ the population asymptotically approaches xqay- Thus the biomass level 0 is

unstable while xqay is stable (making the system structurally stable). Of course,

biomass levels starting from the equilibrium levels, 0 and xqay remain there indef

initely. Hence, an effort level corresponding to Eqay induces a long-term biomass

level of about a fifth of the carrying capacity. However, as already mentioned,

there is a question as to whether or not the fish stocks will persist at such a rela

tively low biomass level.

Solution curves corresponding to the case where E = 788,889 trips, the bifur

cation point, are presented in Figure 5. For any initial biomass level, xq > 0, the

population approaches the nonhyperbolic equilibrium population, 0 in the long

run. Thus, at the transcritical bifurcation point, the single equilibrium biomass

level 0, is semi-stable (making the system structurally unstable). Of course, biomass

levels starting from the equilibrium level, 0 remain there indefinitely. Hence, foi

any initial biomass level, the long-term population of fish stock is towards extinc

tion.
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X • = r X (1 - x/K) - q E X r=1.42 K= 1000 q = 0.0018 E = 788.889

4  5 6
Time (years)

Figure 5: Solution Curves for E = 788,889

The case where effort level, £ = 1,183,333 trips, is greater than the bifurca

tion point is shown in Figure 6. For any initial biomass level, a'o > 0, the popu

lation approaches the hyperbolic equilibrium population, 0 in finite time. Thus,
corresponding to this effort level exists a non-negative equilibrium biomass level
0, which is stable (making the system structurally stable). Hence, m this situation,

whatever the initial fish population, the fish will die out as a result of overfishmg

or excessive harvesting in finite time.

In summary, fish stocks exploited below 788,889 trips (the bifurcation point)
are more likely to persist. Specifically, exploited stocks at MEY and MS Y levels,
323,255 and 394.444 trips, respectively, are almost guaranteed to persist. More

over, at the OAY level of fishing effort (646,450 trips), the model predicts that

the fish population will persist indefinitely at any level xqay no matter how low;
and also the population will always recover if fishing ceases. As a matter of fact,
many fish populations never recover from severe overfishing. Stocks exploited on
or above the bifurcation point (1,183,333 trips) are more than likely to go into

extinction, if not in finite time, then probably in the long run.

Regarding the artisanal fishery, as stated earlier, they are currently a little over

12,700 canoes operating within the sector targeting the four main fish species.
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X' = rx (1 - x/K) - q E X r=1.42 K = 1000 q = 0.0018 E = 1183.333

4  5 6

Time (years)

Figure 6: Solution Curves for £" = 1,183,333

Sardinellas—aiirita and maderensis, anchovies and mackerels. Assuming 40% of

the boats are dedicated to Sardinella aiirita, and also assuming 20 fishing days

in a month (since most of the fishers along the coast do not fish on Tuesdays,

and also excluding days fishers use to mend their broken nets as well as days of

adverse weather conditions), then we have a total of 1,219,200 fishing days in a

year. Furthermore, equating one trip to one fishing day, then we have 1,219,200

trips undertaken annually by the fishermen exploiting, in particular, the Sardinella

aiirita. Juxtaposing these current effort levels by the artisanal fishermen with

the preceding reference points, they seem way above the bifurcation point of the

fishery. In fact, the current effort levels are more than three times the effort needed

at MSY. This can only mean one thing—if current effort levels are not checked,

the long-term sustainability of the resource will be in serious jeopardy, attested to

by current very low yields.

Annual net revenue

Recall the net revenue for the static model is given by

K = ph — cE.

Therefore, substituting the values of the effort and harvest levels at the three
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equilibrium reference points, MEY, MSY and OAY, into the net revenue equation,

we can compute the annual net revenue, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Annual Net Revenue at MEY, MSY and OAY Levels of Harvesting

Reference point MEY MSY OAY

X 590,278 500,000 180,556

E 323,225 394,444 646,450

h 343,427 355,000 210,096

Sustainable net revenue ($ year"^) 143,027,325 136,083,420 0

Table 2 validates theoretical results. At MEY levels, we have the maximum

revenue as well the highest fish stock size. Thus, apart from providing the most

revenue, it is the most conservationist among the three. Of course, the level at

MSY provides the highest yield; and at the OAY level, it provides the most effort,

lowest fish stock size, lowest yield, and of course, zero revenue. Note that the

sustainable net revenue for OAY is exactly zero when all the significant digits of

h and E are used in the computation.

Optimality of the model

The characterisation of the optimal control is sought for in this section. Also,

the model is analysed to determine whether or not the singular path is attainable

by the control. The goal, as stated earlier, is to maximise the discounted present

value of future net revenues. Thus, we seek an optimal control such that

Z(Es) = max{Z(E)|E€t/},

where the control set, which is Lebesgue measurable for an infinite time horizon,

is defined by

V = {E{t) 10 < E{t) < Emax^ t G [0,oo)} .
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To derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, Pontryagin's maxi

mum principle (Pontryagin et al, 1962) is employed. The current value Hamilto-

nian for the optimal control problem (4.1) is

H(t,x,E,X) = {pqx-c)E + X rx ̂ 1 - -qEx (4.2)

The adjoint variable X is governed by

X' = 8X-^

= dX — pqE - A. ^ - q^ . (4.3)
The switching function is defined by

= {pqx — c) — Xqx. (4.4)

The characterisation of the optimal control is

^5 = 0 if \l/(0<0,

0<E5<E,„ax if V(0 = 0, (4.5)

^ E^ = Efjiaxi ii^ V(0 ̂

Singularity analysis of the model

This is to enable us determine whether the optimal control would be bang-

bang or follow a singular path. For a singular control, we assume that there is an

interval / for all / € / C [O,©©) such that

\|/(r) = 0. (4.6)

Thus, from Equations (4.4) and (4.6),

{pqx —c)—Xqx = 0. (4.7)

So, solving for X we find

X = p— — . (4.8)
qx
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Differentiating Equation (4.8) with respect to r, substituting for the state equation

in Model (4.1) and simplifying, it follows that

V = . (4,9)
qxK

By plugging the \ expression in Equation (4.8) into the adjoint equation (4.3), we

^ _ hpqxK + Ipqrx^ + crK — pqrxK — cqEK — bcK — Icrx
qxK

Setting the expressions in Equations (4.9) and (4.10) equal to each other and sim

plifying, we obtain the positive optimal biomass level as

K  c 5\ // c 5\' 85c
4  ( ̂ pqK rj'^y\ pqK r) ̂  pqrK (4.11)

To digress, we can also obtain the optimal biomass level by the application of

calculus of variations (see Appendix).

The effort level coiTesponding to xg is found from the state equation in Model (4.1),

after noting thatV = 0, since x§ is a constant. Thus

(4.12)

The corresponding harvest level is

/ig = g^gxg. (4.13)

The optimal sustainable net revenue is given by

n = ph^-cE^. (4.14)

Therefore, the discounted present value of the future net revenues is

Z(£'8)= f e-^'ndt
Jo

= ̂71 (5 7^0). (4.15)
0

Hence, the optimal fishing effort is

0  if A, > /? - —,
qx

£5=J -(l-^) if X = p--, (4.16)
q \ K/ qx

c

Epiax 'f ^ ^ ~ ■
qx



This implies that the optimal control comprises both the extreme controls and

the singular control. The extreme controls indicate that the resource should be

harvested (by exerting up to the maximum available effort rate) if and only if the

;  net revenue per unit harvest (or the marginal net revenue of harvest) exceeds the

current value shadow price of the resource (or the marginal net revenue of stock)

(Dubey et ai, 2003; Kar & Chakraborty, 2009).

In addition, the harvested resource could follow the optimum sustainable yield

(OSY) path (or singular path) if the current value shadow price exactly equals the

net revenue per unit harvest. Thus the OSY parameters are and /z§.

I  Sometimes, the optimal control alternates between the singular and bang-bang

controls known as a bang-singular control (also referred to as singular control);

see Kar and Matsuda (2008) and Lenhart and Workman (2007).

Alternatively, from Equations (4.6) and (4.7), when \|/(r) = 0,

.  dn
Xqx = pqx-c=

This implies, the product of the current value shadow price, catchability and stock

size equals the fishermen's net revenue per unit of effort (or the marginal net

revenue of effort) at the OSY level.

It is normal in optimal control problems to ensure the existence of the optimal-

ity system. In this vein, it should be noted that the state equation, which is logistic

with harvesting is a priori bounded. Also, the state equation and the objective

functional are both linear in the control E. Therefore, by standard arguments, an

optimal control as well as the optimal state exists (Fleming & Rishel, 1995; Joshi,

Lenhart, Hota & Agusto, 2015).

Table 3 features the results of harvesting at OSY levels. It shows that when the

discount rate is zero the OSY levels are identical to the MEY levels of the model.

As the discount rate increases, effort rate increases while the biomass and the

net revenue decrease. However, the harvest increases up to a point (attaining its

maximum where the biomass level is near xmsy)^ then starts decreasing. When the

discount rate approaches infinity, the levels of OSY mirror those of OAY. In order
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to avoid this undesirable situation, a strong regulatory scheme must be strictly

enforced to curb the excessive harvesting of the resource (Kar & Chakraborty,

2009).

Table 3: Annual Net Revenue at OSY Levels of Harvesting

5 -^6 ^5 hs Sustainable net revenue ($ year"')

0 590,278 323,225 343,427 143,027,325

0.05 578,170 332,777 346,323 142,902,285

0.10 566,293 342,146 348,759 142,536,930

0.15 554,654 351,328 350,758 141,945,840

0.20 543,261 360,317 352,343 141,143,985

0.25 532,119 369,106 353,535 140,145,330

0.50 480,392 409,913 354,454 132,739,365

0.75 435,645 445,214 349,119 122,654,670

0.95 404,926 469,447 342,165 113,756,835

oo 180,556 646,450 210,096 0

Note that the optimal sustainable population size, x§ (represented by Equa

tion (4.11)) contains xmsy^ ̂ mey and xqay as special cases. That is, xmsy is opti

mal under zero costs and zero discounting, xmey is optimal under zero discounting

and XQ/{y is optimal at infinite discounting. In other words, with zero future dis

counting, the optimal harvest strategy would be to maximise long-term economic

benefits (or net revenue), which corresponds to MEY.

It can also be deduced that

•^8 < ̂MEY if 5 > 0,

and also, as attested to by Table 3,

is a decreasing function of 5.

Higher discount rates imply lower levels of conservation. In fact, as already ob-
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served from the table,

lim jrg = xoAY ■
0—¥oo

Scott (1955) was the first to argue that infinite discounting leads to the same

outcome as OAY. In other words, under high discounting, future revenues count

for very little, so present revenues are maximised, and this implies rapid harvest

ing down io xoAY- As another way of looking at it, under open access competition,

resource users must completely discount the future because they cannot expect

positive returns in the long run (Clark, 2010). The sensitivity of to various

economic parameters is listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Sensitivity of xg to Economic Parameters

Parameter Sensitivity to xg

price, p -

effort cost, c +

discount rate, 6 -

From the table, it can be seen that the optimal population size, xg increases if

the cost of fishing effort increases. On the other hand, xg decreases if the price per

unit harvest, or the discount rate increases.

Numerical simulations

Since the MBY, MSY and OAY are the static equilibrium reference points,

we next employ simulations to further explore the dynamic reference point, OSY.

Therefore, the optimality system is implemented using an iterative method in

volving the Runge-Kutta Fourth order scheme. The modified code, originally

developed by Lenhart and Workman (2007), is implemented in Matlab.

We present simulations results corresponding to OSY (which is optimal under

dynamic conditions). First, we shall consider the transient (or short-run) case
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where T is finite; and second, extend it to the equilibrium (or long-run) scenario

where T oo.
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Figure 7: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for En,a,x = 351,328, xq = 750,000 and

r = 1

Figure 7 depicts fishing at a maximum effort rate of 351,328 trips, xq =

750,000 tonnes and T = 1 year, where the shadow price appears to be decreasing

and concave and the net revenue per unit harvest is monotonically decreasing. At

the start of the harvesting period, the shadow price, US $207.56 is significantly

lower than the net revenue, US $455.56. This signifies that the revenue due an

additional tonne of fish being added to the biomass is less than the expected rev

enue from harvesting the fish. So at this instance it is prudent to fish close to the

maximum rate of effort. As time progresses the shadow price experiences a grad

ual decline in value to zero while the net revenue also gradually decreases to US

$427.40. The shadow price is always lower than the net revenue for the one-year

horizon. Thus the optimal strategy is bang-bang without switching; that is, fishing

at a rate close to the maximum rate throughout the time horizon (see Figure 8).

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where Emax = 351,328 trips are presented in Figure 8. In Figure 8 (a), it is ob

served that when the maximum effort rate E^ox is set at OSY level, the optimal
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Figure 8: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 351,328, .xq = 750,000

and r = 1

effort rate follows a path of around 351,160 trips for the one-year horizon, and the

biomass level ends well above the level of 554,654 tonnes; see Figure 8 (b).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the performance cri

terion, which is the total net revenue over the time horizon (in this instance,

one year) corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is computed as US

$175,870,000.

Figure 9 depicts fishing at a maximum effort rate of 351,328 trips (OS Y effort

rate), xq = 750,00 tonnes and 7 = 20 years, where the shadow price initially

increases, appears to remain constant, then decreases; while the net revenue per

unit harvest initially decreases up a point, then appears to remain constant. At the

start of the harvesting period, the shadow price, US $306.68 is significantly lower

than the net revenue, US $455.56. This signifies that the revenue due an additional
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tonne of fish being added to the biomass is less than the expected revenue from

harvesting the fish. So at this instance it is prudent to harvest. As time progresses
the shadow price appears to stabilise and intersect with the net revenue for the

majority of the time horizon. Thereafter, the shadow price experiences a sharp
fall to a value of zero at the time horizon, T = 20 years; while the net revenue

appears to remain constant, and finally ending at US $404.76. The optimal control

alternates between the singular and bang-bang controls. This shows that for a

long-term time horizon (or under equilibrium conditions), it is optimal to exert

the effort at the OSY level (fg = 351,328 trips; see Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for Emax = 351,328, a-q = 750,000 and
T = 20

In Figure 10, the simulation is set at twenty years to test for the equilibrium
conditions. The optimal effort rate appears very close to the OSY level (Figure 10
(a)); and also, the biomass level approaches ;r5 level of 554,654 tonnes as the time

approaches infinity (Figure 10 (b)). For this particular fi shery, it takes less than
twenty years for the equilibrium status to be achieved, assuming that the initial
fi sh stock size at the onset of the exploitation of the resource is at 75% of the
carrying capacity.

The total net revenue over twenty yeai\s corresponding to the given initial pop-
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ulation size and rate of fishing effort has a value of US$967,990,000. It is worth

noting that, if E,nax > the iterates of the simulation process fail to converge

as r -> oo . In other words, the model does not attain dynamic equilibrium status

for rates of fishing effort exceeding the effort rate corresponding to OSY. This

validates the assertion that OSY is optimal under dynamic conditions.
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Figure 10: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 351,328, ;co = 750,000

and r = 20

We next turn our attention to the situation where the assumption is that the

fishery has been fished down to the MSY levels (which is not far-fetched, given

the current low yields of sardinella). Thus, simulations are carried out with an

initial fish stock size of 550,000 tonnes (close to xmsy)-

Simulation re.sults for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where E^ax = 351,328 trips, a'o = 550,000 and T = 1 year are presented in Fig

ure 11. In Figure 11 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort rate E^ox is
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set at OSY level, the optimal effort rate follows a path of around 351,160 trips for

the one-year horizon, and the biomass level increases from the given initial value

to about 552,550 tonnes; see Figure 11 (b).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is com

puted as US$130,650,000.
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Figure 11: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 351,328, xq = 550,000

and 7 = 1

Figure 12 depicts fishing at a maximum effort rate of 351,328 trips, xq =

550,000 tonnes and 7 = 5 years, where the shadow price appears concave and

decreasing, while the net revenue monotonically increases. At the start of the

harvesting period, the shadow price, US $402.51 is marginally lower than the

net revenue, US $403.03. This signifies that the revenue due an additional tonne

of fish being added to the biomass is marginally less than the expected revenue
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from harvesting the fish. So at this instance it is prudent to harvest, but not at

the maximum effort rate. As time progresses the shadow price decreases to a

value of zero at the time horizon, T = 5 years, while the net revenue appears

to marginally increase to US $404.70. This shows that for the initial time when

the shadow price and the net revenue appeared identical, it was not optimal to

exert the maximum effort rate. However, within the short-term time horizon of

7 = 5 years, the difference between them became significant and it was therefore

optimal to immediately switch to exerting the maximum effort rate available (see

Figure 13).
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Figure 12: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for Emax = 351,328, .tq = 550,000

and 7 = 5

The case when the time horizon is five years and = 550,000 is shown in

Figure 13. In Figure 13 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort rate

E^ax = 351,328, the optimal effort rate initially starts at around 327,990 trips and

soon switches to the maximum effort rate of 351,328 trips (making the upper con

straint on effort to be binding) for the majority of the five-year period. Similarly,

the biomass level initially starts at 550,000 tonnes and then soon experiences a

very sharp increase to around 551,500 tonnes; thereafter, increasing gradually to

a maximum level of about 554,550 tonnes; see Figure 13 (b).
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Figure 13: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax — 351,328, xq = 550,000

and T = 5

For an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue over

five years corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort has a value of US

$497,760,000.

There was the observation that, for the given initial population size and effort

rate, the model does not go beyond a time horizon of five years. That is, when

A-o = 550,000 {xo < x^) and Emax = 351,328 (with 5 = 0.15), the iterates failed to

converge beyond five years. However, to achieve sustainability at .to = 550,000,

the maximum fishing effort, E^ax rruist be set at 175,664; that is, 50% of E§ =

351,328 (see Figure 14).

For an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue for a

period of 20 years (corresponding to the rate of fishing effort set at 175,664 trips)

has a value of US$676,930,000, which is equivalent to a 30% reduction in the
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net revenue for xq = 750,000 and E,na.x = 351,328 for the same time horizon.

Thus, any decrease in fishing effort—cutting down on the number of canoes or

reducing the number of days fished—leads to loss of jobs in the artisanal sector;

or a decrease in income to the individual fishers, assuming the same number of

fishers in employment remained constant.
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Figure 14; (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for E,nax = 175,664, xq = 550,000

and 7 = 20

It is instructive to note that the total net revenue is sensitive to the initial pop

ulation size. For instance, for an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes and a

discount rate of 15%, the total net revenue for a year is US$175,870,000, which

is greater than the annual sustainable net revenue (under equilibrium conditions,

where ;ro = -Tg = 554,654 is assumed) of US$141,945,981 (see Table 3). Also,

for an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue for a year

is US$130,650,000, which is less than the annual sustainable net revenue under
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equilibrium conditions.

Figure 15 depicts fishing at a maximum effort rate of 800.000 trips, xq =

200,00 tonnes and T = 1 year, where the shadow price appears to be decreasing

and the net revenue per unit harvest initially increases up a point, then decreases.

At the start of the harvesting period, the shadow price, US $392.56 is significantly

higher than the net revenue, US $58.33. This signifies that the revenue due an

additional tonne of fish being added to the biomass is greater than the expected

revenue from harvesting the fish. So at this instance it is prudent not to harvest. As

time progresses the shadow price experiences a gradual decline in value while the

net revenue sharply increases until the two intersect at US $297.46 with switchin^^

time t* = 0.56 year. Thereafter, the shadow prices experiences a sharp fall to a

value of zero at the time horizon, T = 1 year, while the net revenue gradually

declines to US $227.65 . Thus, after 6.7 months (the switching time) it is now

optimal to harvest the fish stocks as the net revenue would be greater than the

shadow price.
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Figure 15: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for = 800,000, xq = 200,000

and T = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort strategy and biomass level relating

to the case wheie — 800,000 trips, .rg = 200,000 tonnes and 7" = 1 year



i are presented in Figure 16. In Figure 16 (a), it is observed that the switching time

occurs at t* = 0.56 year (see Figure 15) indicating that for the initial 6.7 months of
1

the year, no fishing effort should be applied (or harvesting occurring). Thereafter,

the maximum rate of fishing effort should be applied. A significant change in the

growth of fish stocks can be observed once the maximum rate of fishing effort is

exerted (Figure 16 (b)). The biomass level ends at around 290,000 tonnes. Thus

the optimal effort strategy recommends the bang-bang approach.

Assuming an initial population size of one-fifth the carrying capacity, 200,000

tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon corresponding to a high rate

of fishing effort of more than twice the MSY level (800,000 trips) is computed as

US $623,710,000.
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Figure 16: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 800,000, xq = 200,000

and T — 1

This extreme scenario vividly depicts the current sardinella fishery situation
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in Ghana. The fishery is open access (very high effort rates) and the present low

yields presume a low level of stock size (biomass depleted beyond MSY levels).

The model strongly recommends that in a crisis situation, as the sardinella fishery

in Ghana evidently is, closed fishing seasons must be implemented. At least six

months of no fishing activity every year would go a long way to restoring the fi sh

stocks to appreciable levels.

Model summary

This section looked into the fishing effort strategies of the sardinella fishery

under the canonical Gordon-Schaefer model in order to determine the optimal

strategy. The appropriate biological model was formulated and subjected to bifur

cation analysis. The results show that the rate of fishing effort corresponding to

levels of MSY and MEY has a positive impact on fi sh stocks as compared to the

GAY level. Characterisation of the optimal effort rate of fishing gives room for

both the bang-bang and singular controls. However, in almost all the simulations

carried out, the optimal strategy recommended is the bang-bang (without switch

ing) approach, or switching between the bang-bang and singular controls. That is,
the optimal fi shing effort is very close to Emaxi thereby making the constraints on

effort to be nearly binding. It is also observed that it is biologically feasible and

economically beneficial to harvest at positive levels, therefore the optimal effort

never falls to zero (except for the extreme scenario).

From the simulation results, the recommended rate of fishing effort is at the

OSY level, with an initial fish stock size of at least x* = 554,654 tonnes. As

clearly portrayed in the simulations, with discounting, if the initial stock size is

below the OSY level, then there must be a reduction of effort in order to attain

sustainability. This can only be achieved if the fi sheries managers impose and

enforce tough regulations to sanitise the fi shing industry. As a starting point, a

limit must be imposed on the number of fishing vessels exploiting the fisheries at

any given time; or alternatively, cutting down on the number of fishing days in a

year (closed seasons). Experts in fi sheries are of the opinion that closed fi shing
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seasons are easier to implement and monitor than cutting down on the number of

fishing vessels. That is, in a closed fishing season, any fishing boat operating is

violating the law and can be easily identified and sanctioned.

The upper bound on the number of trips in any given year (or fishing days)

must be at the level of Eqsy in order to ensure the sustainability of the resource.

Optimal Yield Model

We present a model that seeks the optimal effort strategy in order to attain the

maximum harvest (or yield). The model is given as

maxZ(£')= / qExdt
JO

^  ̂subject to — = rx 1
dt \ K

^(0) = XQ

-qEx

0 ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂max

(4.17)

Optimality of the model

The characterisation of the optimal control is sought for in this section. In this

regard, the model will be analysed for the determination of a singular path and/or

the boundary solutions. This is to enable us establish the conditions necessary for

optimality by the use of Pontryagin's maximum principle. The Hamiltonian for

the optimal control problem (4.17) can be expressed as

H = qEx-f ̂  ~ ~ (4.18)

The adjoint variable X is governed by

= -qE~X\r- — -qE 1 . (4.19)



The switching function is defined by

= qx{ 1 — A,).

The characterisation of the optimal control is

E^ = 0 if \|/(0<0,

0 < £g < Eftiax if ) — 0)

^5 ~ Etjjaxi if V(0 ̂

Singularity analysis of the mode!

This is to enable us determine whether the optimal control would be bang-

bang or follow a singular path. For a singular control, we assume that there is an

interval I for all / e / c [0,oo) such that

v|/(0 = 0 (4.22)

Thus, from Equations (4.20) and (4.22),

So, solving for X we find

qx{ 1 — A.) = 0.

A.= 1 .

(4.23)

(4.24)

Differentiating Equation (4.24) with respect to r, it follows that

X' = 0. (4.25)

By plugging the A. expression in Equation (4.24) into the adjoint equation (4.19),

we get

—-r. (4.26)

Setting the expressions in Equations (4.25) and (4.26) equal to each other and

simplifying, we obtain the optimal biomass level as

K
^6 = ̂- (4.27)



i

The effort level corresponding to is found from the state equation in Model (4.17),

after noting that ̂  = 0, since x§ is a constant. Thus

(4.28)

The corresponding harvest level is

^5 =
rK

4  '
(4.29)

Hence, the optimal fishing effort is

0 if X> 1,

£■§ = <
r

2q
if X=l , (4.30)

E^max if A,< 1 .

This implies that the optimal control comprises both the extreme controls and
the singular control. The marginal yield, X may be viewed as the additional yield
associated with an increase in stock size of one tonne. Thus, the extreme controls

indicate that the resource should be harvested (by exerting an effort rate up to the
available maximum) if and only if the marginal yield is less than one tonne.

In addition, the harvested resource could follow the OSY path (or singular

path) if the marginal yield exactly equals a tonne. Thus the OSY parameters are

£§, and /zg, which are exactly the same parameters at the MSY level.

Numerical simulations

We present simulations results corresponding to OSY. Recall that at this equi

librium point the model is optimal under dynamic conditions. Simulation results

for the fishing effort and fi sh stock size relating to the case where Emax = 394,444

trips and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 17. In Figure 17 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum effort rate Emax is set at the MSY level, the optimal effort rate
follows a path of around 394,250 trips for the one-year horizon , and the biomass

level ends well above the xmsy level, to a value of around 600,000 tonnes; see

Figure 17 (b).
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Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total yield (the

performance criterion) over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate

of fishing effort is computed as 468,129 tonnes.
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Figure 17: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 394,444, .xq = 750,000

and r = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where Emax = 394,444 trips and T = 20 years are presented in Figure 18. In

Figure 18 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort rate Emax is set at

the MSY level, the optimal effort rate follows almost the maximum trajectory of

around 394,444 trips (implying £5 = Emsy is optimal under equilibrium condi

tions) throughout the twenty-year horizon, and the biomass level ends at the x^sy

level of 500,000 tonnes (Figure 18 (b)). For an initial population size of 750,000

tonnes, the total yield over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the given

rate of fishing effort is computed as 7,304,200 tonnes.
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Assuming an initial population size of 750.000 tonnes, the total yield (the

performance criterion) over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate

of fishing effort is computed as 468,129 tonnes.
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Figure 17: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 394,444, xq = 750,000

and r = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where Emax = 394,444 trips and T = 20 years are presented in Figure 18. In

Figure 18 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort rate Emax is set at

the MSY level, the optimal effort rate follows almost the maximum trajectory of

around 394,444 trips (implying E^ = Emsy is optimal under equilibrium condi

tions) throughout the twenty-year horizon, and the biomass level ends at the xmsy

level of 500.000 tonnes (Figure 18 (b)). For an initial population size of 750,000

tonnes, the total yield over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the given

rate of fishing effort is computed as 7,304,200 tonnes.
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Figure 18: (a) Ettbrt and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 394,444, xq = 750,000

and T = 20

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where E,nax = 394,444 trips, T = 1 year, ;ro = 550,000 tonnes and xq = 750,000

tonnes are presented in Figure 19. In Figure 19 (a), it is observed that when the

maximum effort rate Emax is set at the MSY level, the optimal effort rate appears

to follow the same path of around 394,250 trips for the one-year horizon for the

different initial biomass levels. However, the fish biomass levels follow differ

ent trajectories. The biomass decreases for the higher initial value to a value of

around 600,000 tonnes, and decreases also for the lower initial value of 550,000

tonnes to a value of around 525,000 tonnes (Figure 19 (b)). For an initial stock

size of 550,000 tonnes, the total yield over the one-year horizon corresponding to

the given rate of fishing effort is computed as 379,710 tonnes. This represents a

19% reduction of the value at xq = 750,000 tonnes.
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Figure 19: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for = 394,444, xq = 550,000;

750,000 andr = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where En,a.x = 394,444 trips, T = 20 years, xq = 550,000 tonnes andxo = 750,000

tonnes are presented in Figure 20. In Figure 20 (a), it is observed that when the

maximum effort rate Emax is set at the MSY level, the optimal effort rate appears to

follow the same almost maximum trajectory of around 394,444 trips throughout

the twenty-year horizon for the different initial biomass levels. However, the fish

biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass decreases for the higher

initial value to a value of a around 500,000 tonnes, and decreases also for the

lower initial value of 550,000 tonnes to around 500,000 tonnes (Figure 20 (b)).

For an initial stock size of 550,000 tonnes, the total yield over the twenty-year

horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is computed as 7,149,100

tonnes. This is only a 2% reduction of the value at xq = 750,000 tonnes.
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Figure 20: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 394,444, xq = 550,000;

750,000 andr = 20

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where E,ytax = 500,000 trips, = 750,000 tonnes and T = 3.5 years are pre

sented in Figure 21. In Figure 21 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort

fate Emax is set at about 27% higher than the MSY level, the optimal effort rate

follows a path of around 499,900 trips throughout the three and half-year horizon,

and the biomass level ends at a value of around 400,000 tonnes (Figure 21 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total yield over

the three and half-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is

computed as 1.553,200 tonnes. It is instructive to note that, when the fishing ef

fort is set at 500,000 trips andxo = 750,000 tonnes, the iterates failed to converge

beyond three and half years.

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case
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fe Emax = 500,000 trips, xq = 550,000 tonnes and T = 2.5 years are pre-

in Figure 22. In Figure 22 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort
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Figure 22: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 500,000, xq = 550,000

and T = 2.5

200,000 tonnes and T = 1 year, where the marginal yield appears to be concave

and the change in biomass, constant. At the start of the harvesting period, the

marginal yield, 1.09 tonnes, is slightly higher than the biomass change of one

tonne. This signifies that the additional tonne of fish stock being added to the

biomass is less than the marginal yield. So at this instance it is prudent not to

harvest. As time progresses the marginal yield experiences a sharp decline in

value while the change in biomass stays constant until the two intersect at the

switching time r* = 0.1 year. Thereafter, the marginal yield continues to fall to a

value of zero at the time horizon, T = 1 year. Thus, after 1.2 months (the switching

time) it is now optimal to harvest the fish stock as the biomass change of a tonne

would be greater than the marginal yield.

Simulation results for the fishing effort strategy and biomass level relating to
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Figure 23: Marginal Yield and Biomass Change for Emax = 800,000 and T = 1

the case where Emax = 800,000 trips, = 200,000 tonnes and T = 1 year are

presented in Figure 24. In Figure 24 (a) it is observed that the switching time

occurs at ?* = 0.1 year (see Figure 23) indicating that for the initial 1.2 months of

the year, no fishing effort should be applied (or harvesting occurring). Thereafter,

the maximum rate of fishing effort should be applied. A significant change in the

growth of fish stock can be observed once the maximum rate of fishing effort is

exerted (Figure 24 (b)). The biomass level ends a little above 170,000 tonnes.

Thus the optimal effort strategy recommends the bang-bang approach.

Assuming an initial population size of one-fifth the carrying capacity, 200,000

tonnes, the total yield over the one-year horizon corresponding to a high rate of

fishing effort of more than twice the MSY level (800,000 trips) is computed as

252,851 tonnes.
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Figure 24: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 800,000, xq = 200,000

and T = 1

Model summary

This section looked into the fishing effort strategies of the sardinella fishery

under the optimal yield model in order to determine the optimal strategy. Char

acterisation of the optimal rate of fishing gives room for both the bang-bang and

singular controls. The boundary controls indicate that the fish stocks should only

be exploited if and only if the marginal yield is less than one tonne, and the sin

gular path recommended the effort rate at the MSY level.

However, in almost all the simulations carried out, the optimal strategy recom

mended is along the boundary controls (bang-bang approach without switching).

That is, the optimal fishing effort is mostly near E^ax^ thereby making the con

straints on effort to be almost binding. It is also observed in one extreme scenario
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that the bang-bang approach with switching was possible for the fishery. From

most of the simulation results, the recommended level of rate of fishing effort is

at the Emar level, with an initial fish stock size of at least 55% of the carrying

capacity.

The Craven Model

We present a model originally developed by Craven (1995) to take into ac

count the diminishing returns to revenue when there is a large amount of fish to

sell. Ordinarily, a bumper harvest should be an occasion of merriment. However,

in many developing countries, with Ghana not being an exception, fishermen do

not benefit from large yields because of non-existent or inadequate storage facili

ties. Rather, the increased catches only serve to depress the ex-vessel price of the

landed fish.

Thus the model proposed by Craven (1995) includes an additional revenue

term in the objective functional, and is expressed as

poo

maxZ(w)= / — p2[iix)^ — cii)dt
"  Jo

subject to ^ ~ ~ (4.31)
jf(0) = ̂0

0 ̂ It ̂  Umax >

where u is the level of harvesting, p\ is the price of landed fish, pi represents the

diminishing returns when there is a large quantity of fish to sell and c represents

the cost per level of harvesting.

The biomass dynamics

There are two equilibrium points for the state equation in Model (4.31); namely,

0 and a positive equilibrium point

=  (4.32)
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provided u < r. The equilibrium point j:* is hyperbolic, and therefore the system

is structurally stable. Invoking Theorem 3.3, the model undergoes transcritical

bifurcation at the point u = r. That is, there is a single nonhyperbolic equilibrium

point, 0, which makes the system structurally unstable. In other words, for any

initial population xq, the resource will eventually go into extinction. When u > r,

there is a single non-negative hyperbolic equilibrium point, 0. Of course, it is

stable, and the system structurally stable. Thus, for any initial population level,

the resource will die out in finite time.

To determine the MSY levels, we begin by substituting Equation (4.32) into

the harvest equation h = ux, with x = x*, giving the sustainable yield

hs = uK(^\-j^ . (4.33)

The level of harvesting that maximises the sustainable yield hs is found as

r

liMSY = 2 • (4.34)

The value ot MSY, denoted is found by plugging Equation (4.34), with

u = iiMSY^ into Equation (4.33). Hence,

rK
hMSY = , (4.35)

and the biomass level at the MSY is

K
xmsy = ̂. (4.36)

Bifurcation analysis

Solution curves depicting the effects of the various levels of harvesting on the

fish stock are presented and discussed. The curves corresponding to the situation

where the harvest level, u = umsy = 0.71 per year are presented in Figure 25.

It can be observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 and x* =

xmsy = 500.000 tonnes. For any initial biomass level, xq > xmsy, the population

approaches the equilibrium population, xmsy in the long run. Similarly, for 0 <
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Figure 25: Solution Curves for ii = 0.71

^0 < ̂MSY, the population asymptotically approaches xmsy- Thus the biomass

level 0 is unstable while xmsy is stable (making the system structurally stable).

Of course, biomass levels starting from the equilibrium levels, 0 and xmsy remain

there indefinitely. Hence, a harvest level corresponding to ii^sY induces a long-

term biomass level of exactly half the carrying capacity.

x' = rx(1-x/K)-ux r=1.42 K = 1000 u = 1.42
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Figure 26: Solution Curves for ii = 1.42

Solution curves corresponding to the case where the harvest level, u = 1.42

per year, the bifurcation point, are presented in Figure 26. For any initial biomass
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level, ̂ 0 > 0» the population approaches the nonhyperbolic equilibrium popula

tion, 0 in the long run. Thus, at the bifurcation point, the single equilibrium

biomass level 0, is semi-stable (making the system structurally unstable). Of

course, biomass levels starting from the equilibrium level, 0 remain there indefi

nitely. Hence, for any initial biomass level, the long-term population of fish stock

is towards extinction.

X ■ = rx (1 - x/K) - u X r=1.42 K=1000 u=2.13

!fl 700
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Figure 27: Solution Curves for w = 2.13

The case where the harvest level, « = 2.13 per year is about 50% greater than

the bifurcation point is shown in Figure 27. For any initial biomass level, .xq >

0, the population approaches the hyperbolic equilibrium population, 0 in finite

time. Thus, corresponding to this harvest level exists a non-negative equilibrium

biomass level 0, which is stable (making the system structurally stable). Hence, in

this situation, whatever the initial fish population, the fish will die out as a result

of overfishing or excessive harvesting in finite time.

The bioeconomic model

Incorporating economic parameters as proposed by Craven (1995) into the

Schaefer model with yield, h depending on the level of harvesting, u gives the

bioeconomic model (4.31).
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In practical terms, u = qE\ and the cost per level of harvesting, c is computed

from the cost per rate of fishing effort, c[E) = $195/trip/year (other parameter

values taken from Table 1) as follows:

c{E)
c =

= $1.0833 X 10^

Additionally, p\ takes the value of the linear price p = $600/tonne whereas

P2 is computed as

0.15/71
Pi =

= $2.54x10 ̂ /tonne^year.

2.5

~ Linear

— Quadratic

0.3 0.4

Harvest Level (per year)

Figure 28: Linear and Quadratic Revenues

The linear and quadratic revenues are depicted in Figure 28. The diminishing

returns on the linear revenues are such that when the level of harvesting is at the

MSY reference point, the quadratic gross revenues are 15% less than the linear

revenues.
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Table 5: Annual Net Revenue at the Static Reference Points

Reference point MEY MSY GAY

.r 626,761 500,000 197,183

11 0.53 0.71 1.14

h 332,183 355,000 224,789

Sustainable net revenue ($ year"^) 124,056,182 104,072,984 0

Table 5 shows that, at the MEY levels, we have the maximum revenue as well

the highest fish stock size. Thus, apart from providing the most revenue, it is

the most conservationist among the three. Of course, the level at MSY provides

the highest yield, and at the GAY level, it provides the most effort, lowest fish

stock size, lowest yield, and of course, zero revenue. Therefore, this is a situation

fisheries managers must guard against.

Optimality of the model

The sufficiency conditions are investigated and discussed in this section. In

particular, the existence of an optimal control is determined. Also, the charac

terisation of the optimal control as well as the existence and uniqueness of the

optimality system is sought. The goal is to maximise the present value of the net

revenue. Thus, we seek an optimal control such that

Z(Mg) = max{Z(i/) \ii^U},

where the control set is Lebesgue measurable for an infinite time horizon and

defined by

U = {w(0 |0 < u{t) < liniax, t G [0,oo)} .

As already intimated, in the solution of an optimal control problem, necessary

and sufficient conditions of the problem need to be investigated and verified. We

examine the conditions that are sufficient for the existence of an optimal control

to the underlying problem.
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Theorem 4.1. There exists an optimal control that maximises the objective
functional Z(u) over the control set U.

The proof of theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.5 on page 153.

Characterisation of the optimal control

The optimal control will be characterised—obtaining an explicit formulation
tor the optimal control level—as well as the optimality system determined. Since

the existence of an optimal control to Model (4.31) has already been established,
to derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, a version of Pontrya-
gin s maximum principle (Pontryagin et al.., 1962) is employed.

Theorem 4.2. Given an optima! control wj and a solution to the corresponding
State equation, there exists an adjoint variable X satisfying

X = ̂5 - r + — j X-{pi- 2p2ia - X)u (4.37)
and the transversality condition,

lim Xit) =0.
f-foo ^ '

Furthermore, can be presented as

Proof The current value Hamiltonian for the optimal control problem (4.31) is

H = P\ux —p2{ux)^ ~cu + X^'x(^ — —w^ . (4.38)

Therefore, we obtain Equation (4.37) from the adjoint equation

V = 5A-^.
OX

The optimality condition is given by

dH .
^ = pl JT - 2p2ux^ ~c-Xx = 0.
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Thus,

(Pl
^  2P2X'^

-c

(4.39)

Optimal control is

o

II

ot

dH
<0,

0 ̂ ^ Umax if dH
"317= 0, (4.40)

Wg = Umax il dH
>0.

By standard control arguments involving the bounds on the control, we have

ii§ = <

c
0  if A, > /?! —,

x

— C (C H-2/72«,;,(7^.X^) ^ c
2P2X2 /" 1 <^<PI--, (4.41)

«™.v: if X<P,- +
JC

This implies that the optimal control comprises both the boundary solutions

(or binding constraints) and the interior solution. The boundary solutions indicate

that the resource should be harvested if and only if the marginal revenue of harvest

as a result ot the application of maximum level of harvesting exceeds the current

value shadow price of the resource.

In compact notation.

f {pi-'k)x-c\'^
2P2X2 )

The optimality system comprises the state equation coupled with the adjoint

equation and the initial and transversality conditions together with the characteri

sation of the optimal control.

Therefore,

X'=(8-r+^)^

- I Pi-2p2m\n fumax, Iat-X

X min 1 Umax,

with x(0)=;:o and limA.(r) = 0. □
>oo
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The existence of the optimal control has already been established by Theorem

3.12. We wish to ensure the uniqueness of the so established optimal control. The

arguments espoused in Theorem 4.5 for the uniqueness suffice.

Numerical simulations

We shall subject the model to numerical analyses by way of simulations and

graphical illustrations. First, a number of simulations are performed with the

maximum level of harvesting set at the MEY and OAY levels while varying the

initial stock level. The maximum level of harvesting maintained at the MSY level

is considered second. Simulations will be carried out at a fixed initial biomass

level while varying the level of harvesting.

Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

Wmrtjc = 0.53 per year, jcq = 550,000 tonnes, xq = 750,000 tonnes and T = \ year

are presented in Figure 29. In Figure 29 (a), it is observed that when the maxi

mum harvest level Umax is set at the MEY level, the optimal harvest level appears

to follow the same boundary path of around 0.53 for the one-year horizon for

the different initial biomass levels. However, the fish biomass levels follow dif

ferent trajectories. The biomass decreases for the higher initial value to about

670,000 tonnes, and increases for the lower initial value of 550,000 tonnes to

about 590,000 tonnes (Figure 29 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given level of harvesting is com

puted as US$94,218,000; a decrease of 23% of the net revenue, US$121,870,000

forxo = 750,000 tonnes.

Simulation results for the haiwest level and stock size relating to the case where

Umax = 0.53 per year and 7 = 20 years are presented in Figure 30. In Figure 30

(a) it is observed that when the maximum harvest level Umax is set at the MEY

level, the optimal harvest level appears to follow the same boundary path of the

maximum MEY level throughout the twenty-year horizon for the different initial

biomass levels. However, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The
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Figure 29: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for a-q = 550,000; 750,000,

^max = 0.53 and T = 1

biomass decreases for the higher initial value and increases for the lower initial

value of 550,000 tonnes to the common equilibrium value of around 626,943

tonnes (Figure 30 (b)). It is interesting to observe that the fishery will attain equi

librium status even at lower initial biomass levels provided that the level of har

vesting is kept at the MEY level.

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the given harvest level is computed

as US$703,260,000; a decrease of 6% of the net revenue, US$745,790,000 for

xq = 750,000 tonnes.

Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

Umax =1 14 per year, .xq = 550,000 tonnes, xq = 750,000 tonnes and T = 1 year

are presented in Figure 31. In Figure 31 (a), it is observed that when the maximum
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Figure 30: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels forxo = 550,000; 750,000,

^mox ~ 0.53 and T = 20

harvest level Umax is set at the OAY level, the optimal harvest level appears to

initially follow different paths, starting from around 0.72 per year and 0.82 per

year respectively for jcq = 550,000 tonnes and xq = 750,000 tonnes. Thereafter,

the harvest levels intersect at almost 1.14 per year and remain constant till the

final horizon. Furthermore, the fish biomass levels follow significantly different

trajectories. The biomass decreases for the higher initial biomass level to about

483,045 tonnes, and decreases also for the lower initial level of 550,000 tonnes

to below 428,409 tonnes (Figure 31 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given level of harvesting is com

puted as US$114,460,000; a decrease of23%ofthe net revenue, US$148,850,000

for jco = 750,000 tonnes.
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Figure 31: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for a-q = 550,000; 750,000,

^mnx ~ 1 • 14 and T ~ \

Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

Umax = 1.14 per year and T = 20 years are presented in Figure 32. In Figure 32 (a),

it is observed that when the maximum harvest level Umax is set at the OAY level,

the optimal harvest level appears to initially follow different paths, starting from

around 0.51 per year and 0.68 per year respectively for^o = 550,000 tonnes and

XQ = 750,000 tonnes. Thereafter, the harvest levels intersect at about 0.57 per year,

before rising and ending at 1.14 per year at the final horizon. Furthermore, the fish

biomass levels initially follow different trajectories before intersecting at 596,360

tonnes for a majority of the time horizon. Thereafter, the biomass decreases for

both initial values to a common value of around 431,062 tonnes (Figure 32 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the given level of harvesting is
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computed as US$707,130,000. The net revenue forxo = 750,000 tonnes is com

puted as US $752,680,000; an increase of 6%.

It is instructive to note that when the level of harvesting is pegged at the OAY

level, the iterates still converge. This is as a result of the harvest level, 1.14 per

year being less the bifurcation point of the model, 1.42 per year. Additionally, for

the majority of the time horizon, the optimal harvest level is at most about 0.57

per year. This is far less than the maximum harvest level, which is set at 1.14 per

year.
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Figure 32: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for a-q = 550,000; 750,000,

=1.14 and T = 20

Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

AO = 550,000 tonnes, = 0.53 per year, tOrm = 0.71 per year and T = 1 year

are presented in Figure 33. In Figure 33 (a), it is observed that when the maxi

mum harvest level u,„ax is set at the MEY and MSY levels, the optimal harvest
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level appears to follow different paths of nearly 0.53 and 0.71 corresponding re

spectively to the MEY and MSY levels for the one-year horizon . Furthermore,

the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass increases for the

harvest level at MEY to around 593,000, and decreases for the harvest level at

MSY to about 524,000 tonnes (Figure 33 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the harvest levels at MEY and MSY

are computed as US$94,218,000 and US$106,240,000, respectively. That is,

before equilibrium is attained, the net revenue at the MSY level is 11% greater

than the net revenue at the MEY level.
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Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

XQ = 550,000 tonnes, 7 = 20 years, iw = 0.53 per year and = 0.71 per year
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are presented in Figure 34. In Figure 34 (a), it is observed that when the maximum
harvest level tw's set at the MEY and MSY levels, the optimal harvest level

appears to follow different paths. The harvest level for MEY is at the equilibrium
value of 0.53 per year throughout the twenty-year horizon. On the other hand, the

harvest level for MSY starts at a lower value of 0.51 per year and rises to 0.57 per

year for the majority of the time horizon. It eventually rises again and ends at the
maximum value, 0.71.
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Figure 34: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for xq - 550,000,
= 0.53, 0.71 and r = 20

Furthermore, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass

increases for harvest level at MEY to its equilibrium value of around 626,943
tonnes. For the harvest level at MSY, the biomass increases to 596,823 tonnes

for the majority of the time horizon before finally decreasing to 525,127 tonnes
(Figure 34 (b)).
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Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue
over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the harvest levels at MEY and

MSY are computed as US$703,260,000 and US$706,900,000. respectively. The
net revenue at MSY is about 1% greater than the revenue at MEY.

Mode] summary

This section looked into the level of harvesting strategies of the sardinella fish

ery under the Craven model in order to determine the optimal strategy. Dynamics

of the biomass were modelled using the Schaefer equation (with level of harvest

ing as the control instead of effort). Bifurcation analysis was performed on this

model to determine the maximum sustainable harvest as well as the bifurcation

point. However, the objective functional of the canonical Gordon-Schaefer model

was subjected to a modification. Instead of the linear revenues in the model, an ob

jective functional of quadratic revenues proposed by Craven (1995) was preferred.

The new reference points under this modified model—the MEY and OAY were

determined and numerically illustrated.

Numerical simulations were performed on the Craven model to highlight fur

ther useful insights. The model was found to attain equilibrium status when the

level of harvesting is set at the MEY level. The model was also found to converge

at both the MSY and OAY levels. However, at these harvest levels, the optimal

control is mostly at the interior as opposed to the boundary (signifying harvesting,

but not at the maximum level).

The harvest levels at MEY and MSY levels were compared at two different

time-horizons. It was observed that at both horizons, the total net revenue for

MSY was greater than the revenue for MEY. However, the final biomass level for

MEY is greater than the level for MSY at a common initial biomass level of 55%

of the carrying capacity.
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A Model with Isoperimetric Constraint

According to Clark (2010), the management of a fishery becomes necessary

as a result of the undesirable consequences of open access exploitation of the

resource. Historically, the emphasis of management has been on preventing over-

fishing. By capping annual catches, fishery managers can prevent stock depletion,

or in the case of already depleted stock, can arrange for stock rehabilitation. The

usual management objective has been catches set at the MSY level, possibly with

a safety factor to allow for the inevitable uncertainties in stock estimates and an

nual catch levels. The annual catch quota set with such an objective in mind is

called the total allowable catch (TAC).

TAC-regulated management has at least the effect of preventing overfishing,

even though this can prove difficult if fishing capacity is large. The problem has

to do with individual fishermen's economic incentive under conditions of compet

itive access to the resource (Clark, 2010).

A model is proposed that seeks to determine the discounted total net revenue

from not only harvesting the fish stocks, but also maintaining the TAC. That is,

the model has as one of its constraints the total yield in a given time horizon.

The proposed model has a quadratic objective functional signifying the costs

are not linear in effort, and can be expressed as

-r

max

E

Z{E) = f € ^\pqx — c\-^-E)Edt
Jo 2

dx / X \
subject to T" = (4.42)

dt \ KJ

qExdt = BL0
jc(0) = ,ro

0 ̂ ^ Efjjax 1

where B is the TAC in the finite time horizon, T.

The Model (4.42) contains an isoperimetric constraint and can thus be trans-
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formed into a two-dimensional model of the form:

-r

max
E

Z(£) = ̂  e ^•{pqx-Ci-'^-^E)Edt
subject to ^^=rx{\-^-qEx (4.43)

dz

x{0) = xo

z(0) = 0, z{T) = B

^ ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂max 5

where the state variable, z{t) denotes the TAC at any time, t. Obviously, the TAG

at the initial time is zero and the TAC at the final time is fixed (in this instance, the

value is 5).

Optimality of the model

The sufficiency conditions are investigated and discussed in this section. In

particular, the existence of an optimal control is determined. Also, the charac

terisation of the optimal control as well as the existence and uniqueness of the

optimality system is sought. The goal is to maximise the present value of the net

revenue. Thus, we seek an optimal control £5 such that

Z{E^) = m'dx{Z{E)\EeU},

where the control set is Lebesgue measurable for a finite time horizon, T and

defined by

U = {£(010 < £(0 < £,„„, f € [0,r]}.

As mentioned earlier, in the solution of an optimal control problem, necessary

and sufficient conditions of the problem need to be investigated and verified. We

examine the conditions that are sufficient for the existence of an optimal control

to the underlying problem.

Theorem 4.3. There exists an optimal control E^ that maximises the objective

functional Z(E) over the control set U.
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The proof of theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.5 on page 153.

Characterisation of the optimal control

The optimal control will be characterised—obtaining an explicit formulation

for the optimal control level—as well as the optimality system determined. Since

the existence of an optimal control to Model (4.43) has already been established,

to derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, a version of Pontrya-

gin's maximum principle (Pontryagin et oL, 1962) is employed.

Theorem 4.4. Given an optimal control and a solution to the corresponding

state system, there exists adjoint variables Xi and X2 satisfying

= ̂5 — r + X\ — {p — Xi X2)qE, (4.44)
A4 = 5A.2, (4.45)

and the transversality condition,

:\.i(r) = o.

Furthermore, £§ can be presented as

.  {{p-Xi+X2)qx-Ci\'^
£5 = mm I Emax, ( — )

Proof. The current value Hamiltonian for the optimal control problem (4.43) is

H = [pqx -c\- ~ X2qEx. (4.46)

Therefore, we obtain Equations (4.44) and (4.45) from the respective adjoint

equations

^ = bX2-^.
oz

The optimality condition is given by

^ = (p-^i + X2)qx-ci-C2E = 0.
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Thus,

{p-X\+X2)qx-c\
^5 = ̂ ^. (4.47)

C2

The characterisation of the optimal control is

£8 = 0 if ^<0,

0<£5<£m«^ if gf = 0, (4.48)

^ £"6 = £mfljr if ^ > 0.

By standard control arguments involving the bounds on the control, we have

0  it A.1 — X,2 > /? ,
qx

rr i^P ~X\ -\-X2^qX — C\ {p\ C2EiYiax) ̂ ^£«=< ^ .fp <X,-X2<p--,

'■ma. if X,-X2<p- .
qx

(4.49)

This implies that the optimal control comprises both the boundary solutions

(or binding constraints) and the interior solution. The boundary solutions indicate

that the resource should be harvested if and only if the marginal net revenue of

harvest as a result of applying the maximum effort exceeds the difference of the

shadow price of fi sh stock and the shadow price of the introduced state variable,

TAC. The shadow price of fish stock is positive (only zero at the terminal time),

implying an additional tonne of stock will increase net revenue. On the hand, the

shadow price of TAC is negative, reflecting the fact that any additional tonne of

catch (beyond the TAC) will depress net revenue (the costs will exceed revenues).

Furthermore, the interior solution is applicable if the difference of the shadow

prices lies between the two marginal revenues. In compact notation,

r- ({p-X\-\rX2)qx-c\\^— min I Emax^ V c /

The optimality system comprises the state equations and the adjoint equations

with the initial and transversality conditions, together with the characterisation of

the optimal control.
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Therefore,

x' = rjc — <7min ̂
z' = ̂min f (̂p-X +i -\-X2)qx-c\ ^ ^ ̂

,, _ , 2rx\^ ,_ , . („ ({p-'>^l+'k2)qx-c\\^— ( o ^ K ) ̂ +A.2)^min I ^

A-2 = 5A,2 ,

with ;c(0)=j:o, z(0) = 0, z{T)=B and Xi(r)=0. □

The existence of the optimal control has already been established by Theorem

3.12. We wish to ensure the uniqueness of the so established optimal control. The

arguments espoused in Theorem 4.5 for the uniqueness suffice.

Numerical simulations

Solving optimal control problems in which a state variable has both the ini

tial state and terminal state fixed can be a bit challenging. The forward-backward

sweep method employed so far cannot deal with such problems. A modification

to this method, called the Adapted Forward-Backward Sweep method is imple

mented for such problems. For further details, see Lenhart and Workman (2007).

We shall subject the model to numerical simulations and the results illustrated

graphically. First, a number of simulations are performed with the TAG at the

MSY level and the maximum rate of fishing effort set at more than twice the MSY

level. Second, the maximum rate of fishing effort is maintained at almost twice

the MSY level, while simulations are carried out varying the TAG for a given time

horizon.

Simulation results for the effort, biomass and total harvest levels relating to the

case where xq = 750,000 tonnes, z{T) = 355,000 tonnes, E^ax = 800,000 trips

and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 35. In Figure 35 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest level Emox js set at more than twice the MSY level, the
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optimal effort level appears convex, starting from 309,443 trips to 305,628 trips,

with a minimum value of 263,255 trips for the one-year horizon. Furthermore,

the fish biomass decreases to a value of around 685,733 tonnes (Figure 35 (b)).

The Total harvest plot (Figure 35 (c)), shows that the TAC is linear, from initially

zero to 355,000 tonnes, which is the annual harvest at the MSY level.

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes and a TAC of 355,000

tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given

effort rate is computed as US$139,040,000.

The TAC plot is just a straight line from z(0) = 0 to z(l) = 355,000. In sub

sequent plots, this will be replaced by the Harvest plot. The harvest rate plot

component of Figure 35 is presented in Figure 36. It shows that the harvest rate

is convex, starting from an initial value of about 417,747 tonnes per year to about

377,242 tonnes per year, with the minimum being 335,236 tonnes per year.

Simulation results for the effort, biomass and total harvest levels relating to the

case where xq = 550,000 tonnes, z{T) = 355,000 tonnes, Emax = 800,000 trips

and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 37. In Figure 37 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest level Emax is set at more than twice the MSY level,

the optimal effort starts at 181,980 trips and increases monotonically to 569,964

trips for the one-year horizon. However, the fish biomass is concave, starting from

550,000 tonnes to around 541,611 tonnes, with a maximum of 590,207 tonnes

(Figure 37 (b)). In Figure 37 (c), the harvest rate monotonically increases to about

555,658 tonnes per year, from an initial value of around 180,161 tonnes per year.

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes and a TAC of 355,000

tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given

effort rate is computed as US$119,500,000.

Simulation results for the effort, biomass and total harvest levels relating to

the case where .xq = 1,000,000 tonnes, ̂(7*) = 400,000 tonnes, Emax — 800,000

trips and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 38. In Figure 38 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest level Emax is set at more than twice the MSY level,

the optimal effort starts at 475,400 trips and decreases monotonically to 161,700
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Figure 35: (a) Effort, (b) Biomass and (c) Total Harvest Levels forxo = 750,000,

z(r) = 355,000, E„,„^ = 800,000 and T = 1

trips for the one-year horizon. Furthermore, the fish biomass decreases to about

789,500 tonnes (Figure 38 (b)). In Figure 38 (c), the harvest rate decreases to

around 229,800 tonnes per year, from an initial value of about 855,800 tonnes

per year.
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Figure 36: Harvest Level foTXQ = 750,000, z{T) = 355,000, Emax = 800,000

and T = 1

Assuming an initial population size of 1,000,000 tonnes (the carrying capac

ity) and a TAC of 400,000 tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon

corresponding to the given effort rate is computed as US$169,970,000.

Simulation results for the effort, biomass and total harvest levels relating to the

case where .jcq = 750,000 tonnes, z{T) = 400,000 tonnes, Emax = 800,000 trips

and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 39. In Figure 39 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest level Ef^jax is set at more than twice the MSY level, the

optimal effort appears convex, starting from 347,571 trips to 380,660 trips, with a

minimum value of 298, 256 trips for the one-year horizon. On the other hand, the

fish biomass decreases to about 650,187 tonnes (Figure 39 (b)). In Figure 39 (c),

the harvest rate appears convex, starting from 469,221 tonnes per year to 445,501

tonnes per year, with a minimum value of 372,986 tonnes per year.

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes and a TAC of 400,000

tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given

effort rate is computed as US$153,240,000.

Simulation results for the effort, biomass and total harvest levels relating to the

case where xq = 500,000 tonnes, z{T) = 250,000 tonnes, E^ax = 800,000 trips
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Figure 37: (a) Effort, (b) Biomass and (c) Harvest Levels for xq = 550,000,

z{T) = 355,000, En,ax = 800,000 and T = 1

and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 40. In Figure 40 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest level Emax is set at more than twice the MSY level,

the optimal effort starts at 71,647 trips and increases monotonically to 406,874

trips for the one-year horizon. However, the fish biomass is concave, starting from
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Figure 38: (a) Effort, (b) Biomass and (c) Harvest Levels for xq = 1,000,000,
2(7-) = 400,000, E„,ax = 800,000 and T = 1

500 000 tonnes to around 594,862 tonnes, with a maximum of 605,600 tonnes
(Figure 40 (b)). In Figure 40 (c), the harvest rate monotonically increases to about
435 660 tonnes per year, from an initial value of around 64,483 tonnes per year.

Assuming an initial population size of 500,000 tonnes and a TAC of 250,000
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Figure 39: (a) Effort, (b) Biomass and (c) Harvest Levels for jcq = 750,000,
^(7) = 400,000, Eniax = 800,000 and T = 1

tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given

effort rate is computed as US$87,667,000.

Simulation results for the effort, biomass and total harvest levels relating to the

case where xq = 500,000 tonnes, z{T) = 350,000 tonnes, = 800,000 trips
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Figure 40: (a) Effort, (b) Biomass and (c) Harvest Levels for = 500,000,
z{T) = 250,000, En,ax = 800,000 and 7 = 1

and T = 1 year are presented in Figure 41. In Figure 41 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest level En,ax is set at more than twice the MS Y level, the

optimal effort starts at 137,769 trips and increases to about 654,406 trips for the
-vpar horizon. However, the fish biomass is concave, starting from 500,000
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tonnes to around 502,411 tonnes, with a maximum of 557,859 tonnes (Figure 41

(b)). In Figure 41 (c), the harvest rate increases to about 591,805 tonnes per year,

from an initial value of around 123,992 tonnes per year.

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes and a TAG of 350,000
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Figure 41: (a) Effort, (b) Biomass and (c) Harvest Levels for xq = 500,000,
z(T) = 350.000, En,ax = 800,000 and 7 = 1
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tonnes, the total net revenue over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given

effort rate is computed as US$110,840,000.

Model summary

This section looked into the fishing effort strategies of the sardinella fishery

under a model incorporating TAG in order to determine the optimal strategy. Dy

namics of the biomass were modelled using the Schaefer equation. However, the

objective functional of the canonical Gordon-Schaefer model was subjected to a
modification. Instead of the linear costs in the model, the objective functional

assumed quadratic costs.

Numerical simulations were performed on the model to highlight further use

ful insights. As already alluded to, because one of the state variables has a fixed
endpoint as well as a fixed initial point, convergence of the iterates for a lot of
parameter values was not achievable. For those that achieved convergence, the
model recommended a relatively small effort rate out of the maximum allowable

in order to realise a TAG set at the MS Y level. Even assuming an initial biomass
level of the full carrying capacity did not seem to affect the magnitude of the op
timal fishing rate in relation to the maximum rate available. That is, in order to
ensure sustainability of the resource, there needs to be a drastic reduction in effort.

This can be achieved through seasonal closures.

It was further observed that for the same TAG, a lower initial biomass level
requires a higher effort rate at the final horizon than for a higher initial biomass
level. Also, for the same initial biomass level, a higher TAG requires a higher
average effort rate.

A Model with Modified Catchability

The present precarious situation of Ghana's sardinella fishery has been amply
documented and discussed. However, the role of unorthodox fishing practices,
especially the use of under-sized mesh fishing gears by fishermen in exacerbating
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the problem has not been examined to a large extent by researchers in the field of

fishery science.

The assumption of constant catchability coefficient in the Gordon-Schaefer

model is at variance with technological aspects of the evolution of fishing power.

Improvements in fishing gear design such as the use of synthetic fibres, and tech

nologies for fish detection, with increased precision in the application of fishing

power, are rarely explicitly considered when standardising fishing effort (Caddy,

1996, 1999; Defeo & Caddy, 2001).

Therefore, a bioeconomic model is developed to assess the possible impact of

the use of these unapproved fishing gears (call it a crude form of technology) on

specifically the catchability of the sardinella. In the second section of the Chapter,

the optimal control model is formulated comprising the biomass dynamics (with

bifurcation analysis) as well as the complete bioeconomic model. Optimality of

the model, which consists of the characterisation of the optimal control as well

as the existence and uniqueness of the optimality system is discussed in the third

section. Numerical and graphical illustrations of the model are portrayed in the

fourth section while the last section deals with the summary and conclusion.

Model formulation

The formulation of the model takes into account the biological considera

tions as well as the economic objectives of fisheries management. The biological

growth dynamics with harvesting makes use of the Schaefer model

^ = rx(\ - - qEx, x{0) = .xq .
at \ K/

As mentioned earlier, there are two equilibrium points associated with the state

dynamics of the model when the effort is less than the bifurcation point. These

are 0 and x* = K^\ - —^» and the bifurcation point is given by
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Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis on the catchability coefficient of the model will be per

formed to simulate the effects of lUU fishing on the sardinella stocks.

The constant catchability coefficient q is replaced by <?( 1 + 0), where 0, a pro

portion of the catchability, is a measure of the effect of lUU fishing—under-sized

mesh gears, light fishing, explosives and chemicals—on biomass levels. The val

ues of 0 will range from 0 (no lUU fishing) to 1 (extreme lUU fishing). For further

details, see Mackinson, Sumaila and Pitcher (1997) and Habib et al (2014).

Therefore,

= 2c,(i+Q) " ■

The harvests will now become

hQ = q{^ +Q)Ex

= qEx{ 1 + 0)

= h{\-1-0).

This implies that, to ensure sustainability of the resource (attaining equilib

rium) at the MSY level when the catchability is increased by 0 (a multiplier of

q), the accompanying effort level E^^y should be reduced to a value that is

of the EmsY' Otherwise, the harvests Hq would be a proportion 0 greater than the

harvests without any increase in catchability, h.

Consequently, if

he > Hmsy 7

then the long-term sustainability of the fishery will be seriously jeopardised.

Bifurcation analysis

We shall present the solution curves for the scenario depicting the effects of

the variation in catchability on the fish stock. The equilibrium points and the asso

ciated stability properties of the model will be clearly highlighted in the ensuing

figures.
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Figure 42: Solution Curves for E = 394.444

Solution curves corresponding to the situation where E = Emsy = 394,444

trips (with no variation in catchability) are presented in Figure 42. It can be

observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 and x* = xmsy =

500,000 tonnes. For any initial biomass level, !> the population ap

proaches the equilibrium population, in the long run. Similarly, for 0 < a"o <

XMSYt the population asymptotically approaches Thus the biomass level 0 is

unstable while xmsy is stable (making the system structurally stable). Of course,

biomass levels starting from the equilibrium levels, 0 and remain there indef

initely. Hence, an effort level corresponding to Ej^sy induces a long-term biomass

level of exactly half the carrying capacity.
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Figure 43: Solution Curves for E = 394.444 with 0 = 0.25

Solution curves corresponding to the situation where E = Emsy = 394,444

trips, with a variation in catchability, 0 = 0.25, are presented in Figure 43. It can

be observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 and jce = 375,000

tonnes. For any initial biomass level, xq > ;ir0, the population approaches the equi

librium population, xq in the long run. Similarly, for 0 < .^o < xe, the population

asymptotically approaches xe. Thus the biomass level 0 is unstable while is

stable (making the system structurally stable). Of course, biomass levels starting

from the equilibrium levels, 0 and Je remain there indefinitely. Hence, an increase

in catchability of 25% is equivalent to fishing at an effort rate of one and a quarter

times the effort rate at Emsy- This induces a long-term decline in fish stock to a

level that is 75% of xmsy-

Solution curves corresponding to the situation where E = Emsy = 394,444

trips, with a variation in catchability, 0 = 0.5, are presented in Figure 44. It can

be observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 and^e = 250,000

tonnes. For any initial biomass level, the population approaches the equi

librium population, xq in the long run. Similarly, for 0 < xq < xq, the population

asymptotically approaches xq. Thus the biomass level 0 is unstable while xe is

stable (making the system structurally stable). Of course, biomass levels starting
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Figure 44: Solution Curves for E = 394.444 with 0 = 0.5

from the equilibrium levels, 0 and;re remain there indefinitely. Hence, an increase

in catchability of 50% is equivalent to fishing at an effort rate of one and a half

times the effort rate at Emsy- This induces a long-term decline in fish stocks to a

level that is 50% of x^sY-

x' = rx(1-x/K)-0.0018 (1 + theta) Ex r=1.42 K = 1000 theta =0.75 E= 394.444

4  5 6

Time (years)

Figure 45: Solution Curves for E = 394.444 with 0 = 0.75

Solution curves corresponding to the situation where E = Emsy = 394,444

trips, with a variation in catchability, 0 = 0.75, are presented in Figure 45. It can

be observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: 0 andxe = 125,000
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tonnes. For any initial biomass level, xq > xq, the population approaches the equi

librium population, xg in the long run. Similarly, for 0 < ;co < xg, the population

asymptotically approaches xg. Thus the biomass level 0 is unstable while xg is

stable (making the system structurally stable). Of course, biomass levels startin<y

from the equilibrium levels, 0 and ̂-0 remain there indefinitely. Hence, an increase

in catchability of 75% is equivalent to fishing at an effort rate of one and three-

quarters times the effort rate at Emsy- This induces a long-term decline in fish

stocks to a level that is 25% of xmsy- The question of persistence of the fish stock

again arises when the final biomass level for this effort strategy is such low.

X ■ = r X (1 - x/K) - 0.0018 (1 + theta) E x r = 1.42 K = 1000 Iheta = 1 E = 394.444

S  700

4  5 6
Time (years)

Figure 46: Solution Curves for E = 394.444 with 0 = 1

Solution curves corresponding to the case where E = 394,444 trips, with a

variation in catchability, 0 = 1, are presented in Figure 46. This implies that an

increase in catchability of 100% is equivalent to fishing at an effort rate that is

twice the effort rate at Emsy- Fishing at two times of Emsy corresponds to the

bifurcation point of the model. Thus, for any initial biomass level, a"o > 0, the

population approaches the nonhyperbolic equilibrium population, 0 in the long

run. Thus, at the bifurcation point (2 x Emsy)^ the single equilibrium biomass level

0, is semi-stable (making the system structurally unstable). Of course, biomass

levels starting from the equilibrium level, 0 remain there indefinitely. Hence,
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for any initial biomass level, the long-term population of fish stock is towards

extinction.

The bioeconomic model

Incorporating economic parameters into the afore-mentioned biological model

(Schaefer model) gives the bioeconomic model. The net revenue is the difference

of total sustainable revenue TRs and total cost TC, where TC is taken to be a

quadratic function of E. That is,

TC = ciE + jE^.

As Hanson and Ryan (1998) state, the additional quadratic cost term

appropriately scaled, may be viewed as a perturbation on the more typically em

ployed linear costs as well as a technique to avoid complexities inherent in the

application of singular controls. It is assumed that both ci and C2 are strictly pos

itive, so that costs are a monotonically increasing function and grow rapidly than

a linear function of effort. Such a cost function is, however, commonplace and

has been employed in fisheries studies by a number of authors (Koenig, 1984;

Lewis, 1981, 1982; Sancho & Mitchell, 1977). As emphasised by Sancho and

Mitchel (1975) and Holt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon (1960), quadratic costs

appear more to reflect reality, as opposed to linear costs.

Open access yield

Operating under an open-access regimen where there is little or no regulation

of the resource, effort E tends to a level where the sustainable economic rent or

net revenue Ks is zero. That is,

%S = phs-c\E-^E^

= pgEK(l-^)-ciE-^E^, (4.50)
where p is the price per unit harvest and c\ and C2 are the cost components relating

to the effort.
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Letting Equation (4.50) go to zero gives

2'-(P9Ar-c,)
2pq^K + rc2 '

where pqK > C|. Notice that Eqay reduces to what was obtained for the linear
cost when C2 = 0.

To get the biomass level xq^y associated with Eoay, we have

The associated harvest level is

^OAY = qEq/^yxqay • (4.53)

Maximum economic yield

The level of harvesting that maximises the net revenue is the MEY. The effort

level that maximises the sustainable net revenue is found from Equation (4.50) as

^  r[pqK-ci)

Also, Emey reduces to what was obtained for the linear cost when C2 = 0, as

well as being 50% of Eqay-

The associated biomass level is

XMEy = K{\-SE^y (4.55)
and the corresponding harvest level is

hMEY = qEmeyxmey ' (4.56)

Therefore, the optimal control problem is to maximise the present value (or

discounted value) of the net revenue, and can be expressed as

Z{E) = [pqx-c, - Edt

subject to ^ = rx(^l-^)-qEx (4.57)
^(0) = Jfo

0 < £• < £■,—  — ^mox
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Optimality of the model

The sufficiency conditions are investigated and discussed in this section. In

particular, the existence of an optimal control is determined. Also, the charac

terisation of the optimal control as well as the existence and uniqueness of the

optimality system is sought. The goal is to maximise the present value of the net

revenue. Thus, we seek an optimal control £"5 such that

Z{E^) = max{Z(£) \EeU},

where the control set is Lebesgue measurable for an infinite time horizon and

defined by

C/= {£(/) |0 < £(0 < /€ [0,00)}.

As already intimated, in the solution of an optimal control problem, necessary

and sufficient conditions of the problem need to be investigated and verified. We

examine the conditions that are sufficient for the existence of an optimal control

to the underlying problem.

Theorem 4.5. There exists an optimal control £5 that maximises the objective

functional Z(E) over the control set U.

Proof To prove the given theorem, we invoke a sufficiency result proposed by

Fleming and Rishel (1975), Theorem 3.12.

To verify the conditions of Theorem 3.12, we first refer to an existence and

uniqueness of the solution of the state equation with bounded coefficients guaran

teed by Picard-Lindelof, Theorem 3.5. This gives condition 1 of Theorem 3.12.

For verification of condition 2, by definition, the control set U is closed and

convex. In order to verify condition 3, first, the boundedness of the solution to the

state equation is determined using the comparison theory of differential equations

and the theorem on differential inequalities. Since

j:' = rjr(l -i) -qEx<rx{\-^
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for 0 < r < oo and xq > 0, then

Thus,

xqK
4t)<

xoH-(A' — "

Therefore, as f —> oo

x<K.

Second, the right hand side of the state equation can be written as

S(t,x,E) = rx(\-^ -qEx<rx<rK.

Hence the bound on the right hand side is given by

S{t,x,E) < rK.

Next, we show that the integrand of the objective functional, L{t,x,E) ~

pqxE -c\E - —E'^ is concave on U. First, using the convex property of for
0 <m < 1 and E\, E2 E £/, it implies that

mE\ + (1 - m)El > [m£| + (1 - m)E2Y ■

Thus the objective is to show that

mL(t,x,Ex) + {\ ~m)L{t,x.E2)<L{t,x,mEi+(\~m)E2).

Commence the proof by noting that the difference ofmL{t,x,Ex) + {\~in)L(t.x,E2)

and L{t,x,mE\ + (1 —m)£'2) is given by

mL{t,x,Ei) + {\-m)L{t,x,E2)-L{t,x,mEx-\-[\~m)E2)

= mpqxE\ ~mc\E\ -m~E^-h{ \ - m)/?^x£2 - (1 - m)ci£2 - (1 ~m)—E2
^  2

- pqx{mEi + (1 - m)E2] + ci [m£i + (1 - m)E2] + y [mEj + (1 - m)E2f.

Simplifying, this implies the right-hand-side is given by

-y + (i - -[niEx + {\-m)E2]^} < 0,
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since from the convexity of E,

mE\ + {l-m)Ej - \mEi + (1 -m)E2]^ > 0.

Hence,

iL{t,x,Ei)-\-{\ -m)L{t,xM2)<L{t,x,mE\-{-{\-m)E2)mi

This satisfies condition 4.

Finally, to verify condition 5, we note that jr and E are bounded. So there

exists a > 0 such that B and £ < 5 on [0,oo), where B = max (AT,

Therefore,

pqxE-ciE-^E'^ < pqB^-—E^
^  2

< wi— W2E ,

where

9  c?w\=pqB, W2 = — and r\ = 2. □

Characterisation of optimal control

The optimal control will be characterised—obtaining an explicit formulation

for the optimal control level—as well as the optimality system determined. Since

the existence of an optimal control to Problem (4.57) has already been established,
to derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, a version of Pontrya-
gin's maximum principle (Pontryagin et al, 1962) is employed.

Theorem 4.6. Given an optimal control E^ and a solution to the corresponding

state equation, there exists an adjoint variable X satisfying

X'=(d-r+^^X~{p-X)qE (4.58)
and the transversality condition,

lim %{t) = 0,
/—>00
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Furthermore, £§ can be presented as

17 ({p-^)qX-Cl\*
^5 — mm I tL^joxi I I

where the notation is given by

j  n if n>0,
rr =

0  if n<0.

(Fister & Panetta, 2000; Royden, 1988)

Proof. The current value Hamiltonian for the optimal control problem (4.57) is

H = {pqx-ci - £ + A, (l - - qEi^ . (4.59)

Therefore, we obtain Equation (4.58) from the adjoint equation

A,' = SA-^.

The optimality condition is given by

Thus,

^ = pqx — c\— C2E — Xqx = 0
uE

Z7 {p-^kx-c\E^ = . (4.60)
C2

The characterisation of the optimal control is

£5 = 0 if ||<0,

0<£s<£m«.v if § = 0, (4.61)
^ £g = £„^ if ^>0.

By standai'd control arguments involving the bounds on the control, we have the

following,
dH^5 = 0 if -^<0.

This implies

pqx — c\— C2E — Xqx < 0,
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and so

Thus,

Similarly,

This implies

and so

Thus,

Hence,

{p-l^qx-ci

ci

{p-Vjqx-ci

<£■5 = 0

C2
<0

^5 — ^mox

pqx-ci -C2E -Xqx>0,

{p-X)qx-ci
> £

C2

{p-X)qx-ci
C2

5 = max

>£max

0 if kz^)Ez£L<0,
C

£5= <
2(p-X)qx-c^ jj. Q < (£z^:)fLz£i < £.

C2

■'maxi if

— ^max 1

C2
'max

This implies

£§ = <

0
ciif X>p-^,
qx{p-X)qx-c\ (£L±£2^^ <;^< _£L

C2 qx ~ ~ ^
(ci + C2Efnax)

qx

if X< p"max 1 —
qx

(4.62)

Therefore, the optimal control comprises both the boundary solutions (or bind

ing constraints) and the interior solution. The boundary solutions indicate that the

resource should be harvested if and only if the marginal revenue of harvest due to

the application of maximum fishing effort exceeds the current value shadow price

of the resource. In compact notation.

£§ = min £jmax'

C2
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The optimality system comprises the state equation coupled with the adjoint

equation and the initial and transversal ity conditions together with the characteri

sation of the optimal control.

Therefore,

y = rx ~ ~
+

'max) I 1 )
V  ̂2

V = (5-f) X- (p-X),min (£_, f +

with jr(0) = xq and lim A.(/) = 0. □
t-i-oo

The existence of the optimal control has already been established by Theorem

3.12. We wish to ensure the uniqueness of the so established optimal control.

Given the a priori boundedness of the state and adjoint equations; and also the

state equation being continuously differentiable, then through the application of

the mean value theorem the state equation satisfies the Lipschitz condition with re

gard to the state variable. Thus, we obtain the uniqueness of the optimality system

for small time intervals. There is a restriction on the length of the time interval in

order to guarantee the uniqueness of the optimality system. This small time con

dition is due to the opposite time orientations of the state and adjoint equations;

the state equation has initial value, and the adjoint equation has a terminal value.
Furthermore, the uniqueness of the solutions of the optimality system guar

antees uniqueness of the optimal control (Lenhart & Workman, 2007; Okosun,

Makinde & Takaidza, 2013).

Numerical simulations

The model will be subjected to numerical analyses and the results illustrated

graphically. First, a number of simulations are performed with the maximum ef
fort set at the MEY and OAY levels, while varying the initial stock level. Initially,

we shall consider the transient case where T is finite, and then extend it to the
equilibrium scenario where T -> <».
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The maximum effort maintained at an appropriate sustainable yield level is

considered second. Simulations will be carried out while varying the catchability

coefficient of the model to take into account the illegal and unapproved fishing

methods employed by the fishermen. The catchability coefficient can be thought

of conceptually as the probability of any single fish being caught. Catchability is

also called fishing power, or sometimes gear efficiency (Hilborn & Walters, 1992).

The linear and quadratic costs are depicted in Figure 47. The perturbation in

the linear costs is such that when the effort is at the MSY level, the quadratic costs

are 25% greater than the linear costs.

In the simulations, cj takes the value of the linear cost c = $ 195/trip/year

whereas C2 is computed as

c. = 2(^)
\ ̂MSY J

= $2.47 X !0~'^/trip^/year.

X 10

— - Linear

Quadratic

ISO 200 250
Effort (thousand trips)

Figure 47: Linear and Quadratic Costs

The initial simulations are based on the Schaefer model assumption of constant

catchabilty (0 = 0); later simulations will incorporate sensitivity analysis of the

catchability. Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to

the case where Eniax = 296,380 trips, T = 1 year, xq = 550,000 tonnes and xq =
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750,000 tonnes are presented in Figure 48. In Figure 48 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum effort rate En^ax i5> i>et at the MEY level, the optimal effort rate

appears to follow the same path of around 296,250 trips for the one-year horizon

for the different initial biomass levels. However, the fish biomass levels follow

different trajectories. The biomass decreases for the higher initial value to about

670,000 tonnes, and increases for the lower value of 550,000 tonnes to about

578,000 tonnes (Figure 48 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is com

puted as US$ 106,430,000; a decrease of 29% of the net revenue for xq = 750,000

tonnes.
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Figure 48: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 296,380,

jco = 550,000; 750,000 and 7 = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case
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where E,nax = 296,380 trips and T = 20 years are presented in Figure 49. In

Figure 49 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort rate E^ax is set at the

MEY level, the optimal effort rate appears to initially follow different trajectories

for the initial biomass levels. The lower initial biomass level effort rate starts at

245,827 trips. However, the effort rates soon follow the same path very close to

the MEY level throughout the twenty-year horizon for both initial biomass lev

els. However, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass

decreases for the higher initial value and increases for the lower initial value of

550,000 tonnes to the equilibrium value of around 624,000 tonnes (Figure 49 (b)).

It is interesting to observe that the fishery will attain equilibrium status even

at lower initial biomass levels provided that the rate of fishing effort is kept at the

MEY level.
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Figure 49: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 296,380,

xo = 550,000; 750,000 and T = 20
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Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is

computed as US$806,620,000; a decrease of 7% of the net revenue for a'o =

750,000 tonnes.

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where Emax = 592,761 trips, T = 1 year, xq = 550,000 tonnes and xq = 750,000

tonnes are presented in Figure 50. In Figure 50 (a), it is observed that when the

maximum effort rate Emox 'S set at the OAY level, the optimal effort rate appears to

initially follow different trajectories for the initial biomass levels. The lower ini

tial biomass level effort rate starts at 325,341 trips. However, the effort rates soon

follow the same path of nearly 592,200 trips for the one-year horizon for both

initial biomass levels. On the other hand, the fish biomass levels follow different

trajectories. The biomass decreases for the higher initial value to about 470,000

tonnes, and decreases also for the lower initial value of 550,000 tonnes to a little

above 440,000 tonnes (Figure 50 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort is com

puted as USS134,000,000; a decrease of 33% of the net revenue for xq = 750,000

tonnes.

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where Emox = 592,761 trips and 7 = 1.5 years are presented in Figure 51. In

Figure 51 (a), it is observed that when the maximum effort rate Emax is set at

the OAY level, the optimal effort rate appears to follow the same path of almost

592,761 trips for both initial biomass levels throughout the one and half-year hori

zon' except for a period where it is convex, attaining a minimum value of 498,056

trips. However, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass
decreases for the higher initial value to a little below 450,000 tonnes, and also

decreases for the initial lower value of 550,000 tonnes to around 445,000 tonnes;

see Figure 51 (b).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenue
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Figure 50: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 592,761,

xo = 550,000; 750,000 and 7 = 1

over the one and half-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of fishing effort

is computed as US$185,260,000; a decrease of 30% of the net revenue for a-q =

750,000 tonnes.

It is instructive to note that when the rate of fishing effort is pegged at the

OAY level, the iterates failed to converge beyond a time horizon of three years no

matter the initial biomass level.

In the standard Gordon-Schaefer model (where 0 = 0 and C2 = 0) the OSY

is computed as 351,328 trips per annum. Therefore to ensure sustainability of

the resource, the annual rate of effort of the quadratic model should be less than

351,328 trips (since the higher fishing costs in the quadratic model has the ten

dency to reduce effort rate). For the quadratic model, set the sustainable yield

(SY) at 315,000 trips per annum.
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Figure 51: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 592,761,

xo = 550,000; 750,000 and 7 = 1.5

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xq = 750,000 tonnes, T = 1 year, E^ax = 296,380 trips and E^ax = 315,000

trips are presented in Figure 52. In Figure 52 (a), it is observed that when the max

imum effort rate Emax is set at the MBY and SY levels, the optimal effort rate ap

pears to follow different paths of nearly 296,380 and 315,000 trips corresponding

respectively to the MBY and SY levels for the one-year horizon . Furthermore,

the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass decreases for

both effort levels, to a value of around 670,000 tonnes for the MBY, and a value

of a little below 657,000 tonnes for SY (Figure 52 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the effort levels at MBY and SY are

computed as US$145,460,000 and US$151,300,000, respectively.
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Figure 52: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass levels for E^ox = 296,380; 315,000,

jco = 750,000 and T = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xo = 750,000 tonnes, 7* = 20 years, Emca — 296,380 trips, and E^ax =

315,000 trips are presented in Figure 53. In Figure 53 (a), it is observed that when

the maximum effort rate E^ax is set at the MEY and SY levels, the optimal effort

rate appears to follow different paths corresponding to almost the equilibrium

values at the MEY and SY levels throughout the twenty-year horizon. Further

more, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass decreases

for both effort levels, to their equilibrium levels of about 624,000 tonnes for the

MEY, and about 600,000 tonnes for SY (Figure 53 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the effort levels at MEY and SY

computed as US$866,530,000 and US$873,300,000, respectively.are
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Figure 53: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 296,380; 315,000,

xo = 750,000 andr = 20

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xo = 550,000 tonnes, T = 1 year, E,nax = 296,380 trips, and E,nax = 315,000

trips are presented in Figure 54. In Figure 54 (a), it is observed that when the
maximum effort rate Emax is set at the MEY and SY levels, the optimal effort

rate appears to follow different paths of around 296,200 and 315,000 trips corre

sponding respectively to the MEY and S Y levels throughout the one-year horizon.
Furthermore, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass in

creases for the effort level at MEY to a value of around 592,000 tonnes, and also

increases for the effort level at SY to a value of about 578,000 tonnes (Figure 54

(b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the effort levels at MEY and SY are
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computed as US$106,430,000 and US$110,140,000, respectively.
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Figure 54: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for En,ax = 296,380; 315,000,

xo = 550,000 and r = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xo = 550,000 tonnes, T = 20 years, E^ax = 296,380 trips and Emax =

315,000 trips are presented in Figures 55. In Figure 55 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum effort rate Emax is set at the MEY and SY levels, the optimal

effort rate appears to follow different paths corresponding respectively to the equi

librium MEY and SY levels throughout the twenty-year horizon. Furthermore, the

fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass increases for effort

level at MEY to its equilibrium value of 624,000 tonnes, and also increases for

effort level at SY to its equilibrium value of 600,000 tonnes (Figure 55 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 550,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the effort levels at MEY and SY
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are computed as US$806,620,000 and US$809,690,000, respectively.
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Figure 55: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 296,380; 315,000,

a-o = 550,000 andr = 20

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xq = 750,000 tonnes, T = 1 year, Emax = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.25

are presented in Figure 56. In Figure 56 (a), it is observed that when the maxi

mum effort rate Emax is set at about half the MSY level, the optimal effort rate

appears to follow the same path of a little below 200,000 trips corresponding to

both values of 0 for the one-year horizon. However, the fish biomass levels fol

low different trajectories. The biomass decreases for both catchability levels, to a

value of around 748,000 tonnes for 0 = 0, and a value of about 707,000 tonnes

for 0 = 0.25 (Figure 56 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the one-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.25 are computed
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as US$109,320,000 and US$140,970,000, respectively. In other words, a 25%

increment in the catchability results in a revenue increase of 29%, and a decrease

in final biomass level of about 5%.
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Figure 56: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 0.25

and 7=1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where ;ro = 750,000 tonnes, 7 = 20 years, Emax = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and

0 = 0 25 are presented in Figure 57. In Figure 57 (a), it is observed that when

the maximum effort rate E^^ax is set at the MSY level, the optimal effort rate

appears to follow the same path of around 200,000 trips corresponding to both
values of 0 throughout the twenty-year horizon. However, the fish biomass levels

follow different trajectories. The biomass decreases for both catchability levels to

their respective equilibrium levels of around 747,000 tonnes for 0 = 0 and around
683,000 tonnes for 6 = 0,25 (Figure 57 (b)).
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Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.25 are computed

as US$743,540,000 and US$905,340,000, respectively. In other words, a 25%

increment in the catchability results in a revenue increase of about 22%, and a

decrease in final biomass level of 9%.
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Figure 57: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 0.25

and T = 20

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xq — 750,000 tonnes, 7" = 1 ycai, En^dj^ = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.5

are presented in Figure 58. In Figure 58 (a), it is observed that when the maxi

mum effort rate is set at 200,000 trips the optimal effort rate appears to follow the

same path of a little below 200,00 trips corresponding to both values of 0 for the

one-year horizon. However, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories.

The biomass decreases for both catchability levels, to a value of around 748,000
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tonnes for 0 = 0, and a value of about 668,000 tonnes for 0 = 0.5 (Figure 58 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the one-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.5 are computed as

US$109,320,000 and US$170,480,000, respectively. In other words, a 50% in

crement in the catchability results in a revenue increase of 56%, and a decrease in

final biomass level of about 11 %.
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Figure 58: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 0.5 and

r= 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xo = 750,000 tonnes, T = 20 years, Emax = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and

0 = 0.5 are presented in Figure 59. In Figure 59 (a), it is observed that when

the maximum effort rate is 200,000 trips, the optimal effort rate appears to follow

the same trajectory of around 200,000 trips for both catchability levels through

out the twenty-year horizon. However, the fish biomass levels follow different
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trajectories. The biomass decreases for both catchability levels to their respec

tive equilibrium levels of around 747,000 tonnes for 0 = 0, and around 620,000

tonnes for 0 = 0.5 (Figure 59 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

for the twenty-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.5 are computed as

US$743,540,000 and US$1,031,000,000, respectively. In other words, a 50%

increment in the catchability results in a revenue increase of 39%, and a decrease

in final biomass level of 17%.
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Figure 59: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for E„jax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 0.5 and

T = 20

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xq = 750,000 tonnes, T = 1 year, E^ax = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.75

are presented in Figure 60. In Figure 60 (a), it is observed that when the maxi

mum effort rate is set at 200,000 trips, the optimal effort rate appears to follow
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the same path of about 200,000 trips corresponding to both values of 0 for the

one-year horizon. However, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories.

The biomass decreases for both catchability levels, to a value of around 748,000

tonnes for 0 = 0, and a value of about 630,000 tonnes for 0 = 0.75 (Figure 60

(b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the one-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.75 are computed

as US$109,320,000 and US$197,960,000, respectively. In other words, a 75%

increment in the catchability results in a revenue increase of 45%, and a decrease

in final biomass level of about 16%.
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Figure 60: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 0.75

and r = 1

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xo = 750,000 tonnes, T = 20 years. En,ax = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and
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0 = 0.75 are presented in Figures 61. In Figure 61 (a), it is observed that when

the maximum effort rate Err^ax is set at 200,000 trips, the optimal effort rate ap

pears to follow the same trajectory of almost 200,000 trips for both 0 = 0 and

0 = 0.75 throughout the twenty-year horizon. However, the fish biomass levels

follow different trajectories. The biomass decreases for both catchability levels,

to the equilibrium value of 747,000 tonnes for 0 = 0, and a value of about 557,000

tonnes for 0 = 0.75 (Figure 61 (b)).
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Figure 61: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 0.75
and r = 20

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 0.75 are computed

as US$743,540,000 and US$1,121,500,000, respectively. In other words, a 75%
increment in the catchability results in a revenue increase of 51%, and a decrease

in fi nal biomass level of 25%.
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Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xq = 750,000 tonnes, T = 1 year, Emox = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and 0 = 1

are presented in Figure 62. In Figure 62 (a), it is observed that when the maximum

effort rate is 200,000 trips, the optimal effort rate appears to follow the same path

of about 200,000 trips corresponding to both values of 0 for the one-year horizon.

However, the fish biomass levels follow different trajectories. The biomass de

creases for both catchability levels, to a value of around 748,000 tonnes for 0 = 0,

and a value of about 594,000 tonnes for 0 = 1 (Figure 62 (b)).
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Figure 62: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 1 and
T= 1

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues

over the one-year horizon corresponding to 0 = 0 and 0 = 1 are computed as

US$109,320,000 and US$223,500,000, respectively. In other words, a 100%

increment in the catchability results in a revenue increase of over 100%, and a
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decrease in final biomass level of about 21%.
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Figure 63: (a) Effort and (b) Biomass Levels for Emax = 200,000, 0 = 0, 1 and
T = 9

Simulation results for the fishing effort and stock size relating to the case

where xq = 750,000 tonnes, T = 9 years, Emax = 200,000 trips, 0 = 0 and 0 = 1
are presented in Figure 63. In Figure 63 (a), it is observed that when the maxi
mum effort rate is 200,000, the optimal effort rate appears to follow significantly
different trajectories (at least for some period in the interval) for the nine-year
horizon The effort rate corresponding to 0 = 0 is almost 200,000 trips; and also
about 200,000 trips for 0 = 1, except for a brief period where it is almost convex
and attaining a minimum value of 190,748 trips. Furthermore, the fi sh biomass
levels follow different trajectories. The biomass decreases for both catchability
levels, to the equilibrium value of 747,000 tonnes for 0 = 0, and a value of about
495,000 tonnes for 0 = 1 (Figure 63 (b)). It is instructive to note that the iterates
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failed to converge when the time horizon is beyond nine years.

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenues
over the nine-year horizon corresponding to 6 = 0 and 0 = 1 are computed as
US$579,770,000 and US$941,440,000, respectively. In other words, a 100%
increment m the catchability results in a revenue increase of 62%, and a decrea.se

in final biomass level of 34% (with no equilibrium or sustainable level achieved).

Effects of varying discount rate

Figures 64 and 65 show the plot of the net revenue against the modification on

the catchability coefficient, 0 for a time horizon of twenty years {Emax = 200,000
and xo = 750,000). In Figure 64, it can be seen that when the discount rate,
5 is 15% per year, the net revenue curve is concave, starting from a value of
US$743,540,000 and increasing to a maximum value of US$1,106,200,000 at
0 = 0.7.
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Figure 64: Net Revenue against 0 for 5 = 0.15 and T = 20

Figure 65 depicts the case where 5 varies from 0 to 15% per year. It shows

that when the discount rate, 6 is 0 per year, the net revenue curve is concave,

starting from a value of US$2,346,300,000 and increasing to a maximum value

of US$3,371,700,000 at 0 = 0.7. The curve for 5 = 0 is always above the curve
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for 5 = 0.15 for the given values of 6. Additionally, the maximum revenue for the

case where 5 = 0 is 67% greater than the case where 6 = 0.15.

0.5

5=0.15

Figure 65: Net Revenue against 0 for 5 = 0, 0.15 and T = 20

Model summary

This section looked into the fishing effort strategies of the sardinella fishery un

der the modified Gordon-Schaefer model in order to determine the optimal strat

egy. Dynamics of the biomass were modelled using the Schaefer equation. Bifur

cation analysis was performed on this model incorporating the sensitivity analysis

of the catchability coefficient. However, the objective functional of the canoni

cal Gordon-Schaefer model was subjected to a modification. Instead of the linear

costs in the model, a more realistic cost option—quadratic costs—was consid

ered. The reference points under this modified model—the MEY and OAY—were

determined. It was realised that when the coefficient of the quadratic cost term

is zero, the modified reference points reduced to the canonical Gordon-Schaefer

model reference points.

The existence of an optimal control was proven as well as the characterisation

of the optimal control using Pontryagin's maximum principle. Uniqueness of the

optimality system is guaranteed due to the Lipschitz property of the system.
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Numerical simulations were performed on the modified model in which the

quadratic costs are seen as perturbations on the usual linear costs. The model has

been found to attain equilibrium status when the fishing effort is set at the MEY

and SY levels. However, the model failed to achieve equilibrium status when the

fishing effort is at the OAY level, no matter the size of the initial fish population.

In fact, at the OAY level, the iterates failed to converge beyond a time horizon of

only two years.

The effort strategies at MEY and SY levels were compared at various time-

horizon values as well as at different initial biomass levels. It was observed that at

equilibrium, the total net revenue for SY was greater than the revenue for MEY.

However, the final biomass level for MEY was greater than the biomass level

for SY at initial biomass levels of 75% and 55% of the carrying capacity. This

result agrees with the theoretical result that MEY is not optimal under dynamic

conditions.

Sensitivity analysis was performed on the catchability coefficient to simulate

the effects of lUU fishing (especially the use of under-sized mesh gears) on fish

stocks. The results show that in the long run, lUU fishing has a disastrous effect

on fish biomass without very substantial increase in total net revenue.

At higher levels of increased catchability as a result of the illegal practices,

the consequences on the fish stock size are near catastrophic levels: as low as less

than half of the carrying capacity in finite time. This may lead to the fishery being

formally declared as overfished, since the biomass level is less than the stock size

at MSY.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has discussed models with the biological dynamics modelled by

the logistic equation and the rate of harvesting being proportional. These models

are the canonical Gordon-Schaefer model, the optimal yield model, the Craven

model and a model with an isoperimetric constraint.
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The canonical model was subjected to bifurcation analysis and the equilibrium

points and their stability properties determined. Optmality of the model gave rise

to both singular and bang-bang controls. Simulations performed on the dynamic

model showed the optimal fishing effort must be set at the OSY level. Further

more, the current rate of fishing effort was estimated to be above the bifurcation

point of the model.

With regard to the optimal yield model, as the name of the model implies,

the objective is to determine the optimal yield without taking into account the

cost of fishing. Optimality of the model was determined and the optimal control

characterised. The results of the simulations indicate that, in general, the optimal

rate of fishing effort must be pegged at the MSY level.

The Craven model is a modification of the canonical model in the sense that it

includes a diminishing returns factor in the objective functional. Also, the control

for the model is the level of harvesting, which is the product of the catchability

coefficient and the fishing effort. Bifurcation and optimality of the model were

determined. Results from the simulations on the dynamic model show that it is

optimal to harvest at a level corresponding to OAY

A model with an isoperimetric constraint was also discussed. This constraint

translates into an annual catch quota called the TAG. Optmality of the model

was determined and simulations carried out to ascertain certain properties of the

model. It was found that, when the TAG is set at the MSY level, the rate of fishing

effort has to significantly reduce to ensure sustainability of the resource.

The last section in the chapter investigated a model with modified catchability

and quadratic costs. Bifurcation analysis was carried on the model ascertain the

stability properties of the equilibrium points. The existence of an optimal control

and uniqueness of the optimality system were proven. Simulations on the model

reveal that the increased catchability induced by the lUU fishing has a disastrous

effect on the stock size.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONSTANT AND PERIODIC HARVESTING MODELS

Introduction

Ghana's sardinella fishery current crisis is a concern to all stakeholders in the

industry. As mentioned earlier, the catches are among the lowest in recent history.

Therefore, every effort is needed to help address the present predicament. Hence,

the present study.

We turn our attention now to the canonical Gordon-Schaefer model with a

constant rate of harvesting. Afterwards, some modifications to this model will

be investigated with the aid of bifurcation and numerical analyses to further shed

light on the sardinella fishery in Ghana.

The Gordon-Schaefer Model

The constant harvesting version of the dynamic Gordon-Schaefer model can

be presented in the following form:

ixZ{h)= e-^'{p-c)hdt
I  Jo

subject to ^ = (5,i)
jr(0) - XQ

0<h<h,^  '^mox >

where h^ax is the maximum allowable harvest rate and p and c are the price and

cost per unit harvest, respectively. The model aims to determine the harvest strat

egy h that results in the largest possible net economic benefit as expressed by the

present value integral Z of Model (5.1).
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Bifurcation analysis

We shall investigate the stability dynamics of the state equation in order to

determine the number of equilibrium points and the associated structural stability

of the dynamical system. As mentioned earlier, there are two equilibrium points

associated with the state dynamics of the model (5.1) when the harvest rate is less

than the bifurcation point. These are:

f'K
and the bifurcation point is given by h =

Figure 66 presents the solution curves for the case where h = 200,000 tonnes

per year. It is observed that there are two hyperbolic equilibrium points: x\ =

169,614 tonnes and = 830,386 tonnes. For any initial population size or

biomass level, xq > 830,386 tonnes, the population approaches the equilibrium

population, 830,386 tonnes in the long run. Similarly, for 169,614 <^o < 830,386

tonnes, the population asymptotically approaches 830,386 tonnes. Also, for jcq <

169,614 tonnes, the population goes into extinction in finite time. Thus the

biomass level, 169,614 tonnes is unstable while 830,386 tonnes is stable (making

the system structurally stable). Of course, biomass levels starting from the equi

librium levels, 169,614 and 830,386 tonnes remain there indefinitely. Hence, a

harvest rate corresponding to h = 200,000 tonnes per year induces a long-term

biomass level of more than a half the carrying capacity provided xq > 169,614

tonnes.

Figure 67 presents the solution curves for the case where h = Hmsy = 355,000

tonnes per year, the saddle-node bifurcation point. It is observed that there is

a single nonhyperbolic equilibrium point, x* = 500,000 tonnes. For any ini

tial population size or biomass level, jtq > 500,000 tonnes, the population ap

proaches the equilibrium population, 500,000 tonnes in the long run. However,

for XQ < 500,000 tonnes, the population goes into extinction in finite time. Thus

the biomass level 500,000 tonnes is semi-stable (making the system structurally
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Figure 66: Solution Curves for h = 200,000

unstable). Of course, biomass levels starting from the equilibrium level, 500,000

tonnes remain there indefinitely. Hence, a harvest rate corresponding to h =

355,000 tonnes per year induces a long-term biomass level of exactly half the

carrying capacity provided xq > 500,000 tonnes.

x' = rx(1 -x/K)-h r=1.42 K=1000 h = 356

8  10 12

Time (years)

Figure 67: Solution Curves for h = 355,000

Figure 68 presents the solution curves for the case where h = 400,000 tonnes

per year. It is observed that there is no equilibrium point for this rate of harvest.

For any initial population size or biomass level, the population goes into extinction
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in finite time. Thus, a harvest rate corresponding \.oh = 400,000 tonnes per year,

just 13% greater the MSY level, sends the population into extinction in finite time.

X ■ = r X (1 - x/K) - h r=1.42 K= 1000 h = 400

Time (years)

Figure 68: Solution Curves for h = 400,000

Optimality of the model

The characterisation of the optimal control is sought for in this section. Also,

the model is analysed to determine whether or not the singular path is attainable

by the control. The goal is to maximise the discounted present value of future net

revenues. Thus, we seek an optimal control such that

Z(/i5) = max{Z(/7)|/zGC/},

where the control set, which is Lebesgue measurable for an infinite time horizon,

is defined by

U = {h{t) 10 < hit) < hmax. / € [0,oo)} .

To derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, Pontryagin's maxi

mum principle (Pontryagin et al, 1962) is employed. The current value Hamilto-

nian for the optimal control problem (5.1) is

H = {p-c)h-\-X (5.2)
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The adjoint variable X is governed by

X' = sx-
ûX

= 5X-X(r~^
V  K

(5.3)

The switching function is defined by

= {p-c)-X. (54)

The characterisation of the optimal control is

/?5 = 0 if \|/(r)<0,

0 < /ig < hmox if V(^) = Oj (5.5)

,h = hmax if \|/(0>0.

Singularity analysis of the model

This analysis will enable us determine whether the optimal control would be

bang-bang or follow a singular path. For a singular control, we assume that there

is an interval / for all r G / C [0,oo) such that

V(0 = 0- (5.6)

Thus, from Equations (5.4) and (5.6),

(/7-c)-X. = 0. (5.7)

So, solving for X we find
X = p-c. (5.8)

Differentiating Equation (5.8) with respect to t, it follows that

^' = 0. (5.9)

By plugging the X expression in Equation (5.8) into the adjoint equation (5.3), we

get
/  2rx\

X'= {p-c)\8-r + —\ . (5.10)
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Setting the expressions in Equations (5.9) and (5.10) equal to each other and sim

plifying, we obtain the positive optimal biomass level as

provided 5 < r.

Substituting the value of in Equation (5.11) into the optimal harvest,

''S = (l - ̂)

gives

he = ■

4 V
I, f,
^^8 = ̂  1-3 • (5.12)

rK
However, from the bifurcation analysis, since h^< — (the bifurcation point),

there exists two hyperbolic equilibrium points. Therefore, solving

-1.6 = 0

for the optimal biomass level gives

if

X6= (5.13)
rf xo> 2(1-7

Additionally, from the bifurcation analysis, approaches zero in finite time if

Hence the optimal harvesting rate is

0  if A, > p — c,

rK f 5^ \h5={ XV >'̂  = p-c, (5.14)

hmax X <i p — C.

This implies that the optimal control comprises both the extreme controls and

the singular control. The extreme controls indicate that the resource should be

harvested if and only if the net revenue per unit harvest (or the marginal net rev

enue of harvest) exceeds the current value shadow price of the resource (or the

marginal net revenue of stock).
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Numerical simulations

In order to ensure that both the proportional and constant harvesting models

have the same net revenue at the MS Y level, we compute the cost per unit harvest,

c from the cost per unit effort, c{E) as follows:

c=

^^MSY

= $216.67/tonne.

Additionally, for a discount rate of 15%, the optimal harvest rate is

= 351.039 tonnes/year;

and the corresponding optimal biomass level is

f 447,183 if A-o= 447,183,
^5= <
[ 552,815, if xo> 447,183,

where A'g = 552,815 tonnes, is stable while = 447,183 tonnes is unstable. Fur

thermore, for XQ < 447,183 tonnes, the fish population goes into extinction in

finite time

We present simulations results corresponding to OSY (which is optimal under

dynamic conditions). The results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the

case where h^ax = 351,039 tonnes per year, T = 1 year, xq = 450,000 tonnes and

XQ = 600,000 tonnes are presented in Figure 69. In Figure 69 (a), it is observed

that when the maximum harvest rate hmax is set at the OSY level, the optimal har

vest rate follows the same path of around 350,700 tonnes per year for both initial

biomass levels for the one-year horizon. However, the biomass levels appear to

differ The higher initial biomass level ends at about 590,000 tonnes, while the

lower initial biomass level appears to show no significant change (Figure 69 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 600,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is com-
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puted as US $124,840,000. The same net revenue is realised for an initial popu

lation size of 450,000 tonnes, since the optimal harvest is the same for both initial

biomass levels.

x.=450

- - X =600
f  351

0.4 0.5 0.6

(a) Time (years)

x.=450

- - X =600

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
(b) Time (years)

Figure 69: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for = 351,039,

;co = 450,000; 600,000 and T = 1

Simulation results for the harvest level and fish stock size relating to the case

where hmax = 351.039 tonnes per year, T = 100 years, xo = 450,000 tonnes and

xn = 600,000 tonnes are presented in Figure 70. In Figure 70 (a), it is observed

that when the maximum harvest rate h,„ax is set at the OSY level, the optimal

harvest rate follows marginally different paths of around 350,996 tonnes per year

and 351,028 tonnes per year for xq = 600,000 tonnes and jro = 450,000 tonnes,
respectively throughout the hundred-year horizon. However, the biomass levels
converge at the stable equilibrium level of around 552,815 tonnes (Figure 70 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 600,000 tonnes, the total net revenue
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over the hundred-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is

computed as US $897,000,000. The net revenue for an initial population size of

450,000 tonnes is marginally higher at US $897,080,000; about 0.01% greater.

351.03

X =450
0) 351.02
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Figure 70: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for - 351,039,
xo = 450,000; 600,000 and T = 100

Simulation results for the harvest level and fish stock size relating to the case
.  A - 351 039 tonnes per year, atq = 400,000 and 7" = 6 years are pre-where hmax — JO i, oj?

-7, Tn Fivure 71 (a), it is observed that when the maximumsented in Figure 71. m
tl OSY level, the optimal harvest rate follows the max-

harvest rate hmox at le
^  (m tonnes per year throughout the six-year horizon,

imum path of around 35 i, i
.  u- level monotonically decreases to about 120,000

On the other hand, the biomass level
tonnps rFiiJurc 71

Aiming .n inimi W"'*""
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puted as US $532,350,000.

It is worthy of note that, when the initial biomass level is 400,000 tonnes

(below the lower equilibrium point of 447,183 tonnes) the population goes into

extinction beyond six years. This perfectly agrees with theoretical results.
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Figure 71: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for h^ax = 351,039,

xq — 400,000 and T = 6

Simulation results for the harvest level and fish stock size relating to the case

where hmax = 400,000 tonnes per year, xq = 750,000 and T = 8 years are pre

sented in Figure 72. In Figure 72 (a), it is observed that when the maximum har

vest rate hmax is set beyond the harvest rate at MSY, the optimal harvest rate fol

lows the maximum path of around 400,000 tonnes per year throughout the eight-

year horizon. On the other hand, the biomass level decreases to about 180,000

tonnes (Figure 72 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue
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over the eight-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is com
puted as US $714,290,000.

It is worthy of note that, when the initial biomass level is as high as 75% of the
carrying capacity and the harvest rate is set at 400,000 tonnes (just 13% higher
than the MSY level) the population goes into extinction beyond eight years. This
validates theoretical results.
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Figure 72: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for h,„ax = 400,000,

A'o = 750,000 and 7" = 8

Model summary

This section looked into the harvesting strategies of the sardinella fishery under

the Gordon-Schaefer model with a constant rate of removals in order to determine

the optimal strategy. The biomass was subjected to a bifurcation analysis to deter

mine the bifurcation and the equilibrium points as well as the stability properties
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of the dynamical system. Unlike in the proportional harvesting model where the

harvest rate at the MSY level was 50% of the bifurcation point, in the constant

harvesting model the MSY level and the bifurcation point are identical. Thus, any

harvest strategy (with zero discounting) that positively deviates from the MSY

level could create a catastrophe (see Figure 68).

Numerical simulations were performed on the model to highlight further use

ful insights. Recall that the optimal yield generated two equilibrium points the

larger one being stable and the smaller one, unstable. These equilibrium points

are attained depending on the initial biomass level. It was observed that the model

takes a longer time to reach equilibrium compared with the proportional harvest

ing model; and at equilibrium, the lower initial biomass level had a marginally

higher total net revenue than the higher initial biomass level.

It was further observed that for the same harvesting level, a lower initial

biomass level requires a higher harvest rate than for a higher initial biomass level.

The Goh Model

We present a model that seeks the optimal harvest strategy in order to attain

the maximum harvest (or yield). The model, originally proposed by Goh (1969),

is given as

maxZ(/j) = f hdt
h  Jo

subject to ^ = rx(^l-^^-h (5.15)
x{0) = XQ

0<h< h,^  tifnax

Optimality of the model

The characterisation of the optimal control is sought for in this section. There

fore, the model will be analysed for the determination of a singular path and/or

the boundary solutions. This is to enable us establish the conditions necessary for
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optimality by the use of Pontryagin's maximum principle. The Hamiitonian for

the optimal control problem (5.15) can be expressed as

ff = /! + x[;x(l-|)-A] . (5.16)

The adjoint variable X is governed by

dH

dx

= -x(r-^
[  K

The switching function is defined by

, , dH

= 1-A.

The characterisation of the optimal control is

(5.17)

(5.18)

h = 0 if y(/) < 0,

^<h<hmax if v(0=0, (5.19)

^ ^5 ~ ̂max'. if V(^) ̂  (^*

Singularity analysis of the model

The task is to determine whether the optimal control would be bang-bang or

follow a singular path. For a singular control, we assume that there is an interval

I for all / € / C [0,oo) such that

V(0 = 0- (5.20)

Thus, from Equations (5.18) and (5.20),

1-A, = 0.

So, solving for A, we find

(5.21)

X= 1
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Differentiating Equation (5.22) with respect to t, it follows that

^' = 0. (5.23)

By plugging the X expression in Equation (5.22) into the adjoint equation (5.17),

we get

2rx
(5.24)

Setting the expressions in Equations (5.23) and (5.24) equal to each other and

simplifying, we obtain the optimal biomass level as

K
(5.25)

The harvest rate corresponding to xg is found from the state equation in Model (5.15),

after noting that / = 0, since xg is a constant. Thus

rK
h = -^- (5.26)

Hence the optimal rate of harvesting is

0  if \ > I.

rK
(ta = < if X = 1, (5.27)

hmax tf A. < 1 .

This implies that the optimal control comprises both the extreme controls and

the singular control. The marginal yield, X may be viewed as the additional yield

associated with an increase in stock size of one tonne. Thus, the extreme controls

indicate that the resource should be harvested if and only if the marginal yield

does not exceed one tonne.

In addition, the harvested resource could follow the OSY path (or singular

path) if the marginal yield exactly equals a tonne. Thus the OSY parameters are

jcg and /z§, which are exactly the parameters at the MSY level (since the costs as

well as the discount factor are assumed to be zero).

Numerical simulations

Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

hmax = 355,000 tonnes per year, T = 1 year and xq = 550,000 and xq = 750,000
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tonnes are presented in Figure 73. In Figure 73 (a), it is observed that when the

maximum harvest rate h^jax is set at the OSY level (same as MSY level), the

optimal harvest rate follows the same path of around 354,570 tonnes per year
for both initial biomass levels for the one-year horizon. However, the biomass

levels appear to differ. The higher initial biomass level ends at about 680,000

tonnes, while the lower initial biomass level appears to show only a slight decrease

(Figure 73 (b)).
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Figure 73: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for h,nax = 355,000,

;ro = 550,000; 750,000 and T = 1

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total yield over

the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is computed

as 354.653 tonnes. The same total yield is realised for an initial population size

of 550.000 tonnes, since the optimal harvest is the same for both initial biomass

levels.
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Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

hmox = 355,000 tonnes per year, T = 500 years, xq = 550,000 tonnes and xq =
750,000 tonnes are presented in Figure 74. In Figure 74 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest rate h„,ax is set at the OSY level, the optimal harvest

rate follows the equilibrium path of around 355,000 tonnes per year throughout

the five hundred-year horizon. Similarly, the biomass levels converge at the semi-

Stable equilibrium level of around 500,000 tonnes (Figure 74 (b)).
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Figure 74: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for hmax = 355,000,

xo = 550,000; 750,000 and T = 500

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the five hundred-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting

is computed as 177,500,000 tonnes. The same total yield is realised for an initial

population size of 550,000 tonnes, since the optimal harvest is the same for both

initial biomass levels.
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S.n.ulat.on results for the harvest level and stock size relat.ng to the case where
- 355,000 tonnes per year, xo = 450,000 and r = 12 years are presented in

Rgure 75. In Figure 75 (a), it is observed that when the nraxintunt harvest rate
.s set at the OSY level, the optimal harvest rate follows the maximum path

of around 355,000 tonnes per year throughout the twelve-year horizon. On the
other hand, the biomass level monotonically decreases to about 170,000 tonnes
(Figure 75 (b)).
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Figure 75; (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for h„,ax = 355,000,

xo = 450,000and r= 12

Assuming an initial population size of 450,000 tonnes, the total yield over
the twelve-year horizon corre.sponding to the given rate of harvesting is computed
as 4,259,900 tonnes. It is worthy of note that, when the initial biomass level

IS 450,000 tonnes (below the single equilibrium point of 500,000 tonnes) the
population goes into extinction beyond twelve years. This perfectly agrees with



theoretical results.

Simulation results for the harvest level and stoek size relating to the case where
h„u.. = 380,000 tonnes per year, = 750.000 and r = 12 years are presented in
Figure 76. In Figure 76 (a), it is observed that when the maximum harvest rate
h„u,x is set at a level above the OSY level, the optimal harvest rate follows the
maximum path of around 380.000 tonnes per year throughout the twelve-year
horizon. On the other hand, the biomass level decreases to about 200.000 tonnes
(Figure 76 (b)).
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Figure 76: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for h„,ax = 380,000,

xq = 750,000 and T = 12

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total yield over the

twelve-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is computed as

4,559.700 tonnes. It is worthy of note that, when the rate of harvesting is 380,000

tonnes (just 7% above the equilibrium point of 355.000 tonnes) the population
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goes into extinction beyond twelve years for an initial biomass level as high as
75% of the carrying capacity. This validates theoretical results.

Model summary

This section looked into the harvesting strategies of the sardinella fishery under
the optimal yield model in order to determine the optimal strategy. Characterisa
tion of the optimal rate of fishing gives room for both the bang-bang and singular
controls. The boundary controls indicate that the fish stocks should only be ex
ploited if and only if the marginal yield is less than one tonne, and the singular
path recommended the harvest rate at the MSY level.

However, in almost all the simulations carried out. the optimal strategy rec
ommended is along the singular path for long-term (or equilibrium) scenario, and
along the boundary path for short-term conditions. That is. the optimal harvest
rate is mostly at /i„„. thereby making the constraints on harvest to be binding.

From most of the simulation results, the recommended level of rate of harvest
ing IS at the level, with an initial fish stock size of at least 55% of the carrying
capacity for sustainability.

A Model with Effective Utilisation Factor

We present a model that seeks the optimal harvest strategy in order to attain the

maximum net revenue. To ensure that the fishery is managed in a sustainable way
so as to avoid wastage and pollution to the ecosystem, we incorporate an effective
Utilisation factor (or rate),

^(/) = 1 a,b>0

into the objective functional. The model, originally proposed by Wu, Shen and

Liao (2015), is given by
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iaxZ(h) = J^ e ^\p-c)h{\-ae~^')dt
subject to ^^=rx{\-^-h (5.28)
;c(0) = xq , x{T) = xr

^  ̂ ̂  ̂mox

Let the initial utilisation rate be j(0) = 5o and the achievable effective utilisation

rate at the terminal time T be .y(r) = st. Then, the pcu-euneters a and b in .y(/) can

be obtained as follows:

= 1 — .So ̂

T  1 — jj*

Additionally, .y(r) must satisfy the following assumptions:

1. With the development of technology, the effective utilisation rate s(f) will

gradually increase with respect to time r; that is, s^(f) > 0 .

2. The increase in will become more difficult after it reaches a certain

level in time (diminishing returns); that is, .s"(r) < 0 .

3. The ideal is for the complete or total utilisation of the resource; that is,

lim/_}.oo.y(0 = 1 •

Optimality of the model

The characterisation of the optimal control is sought for in this section. In this

vein, the model will be analysed for the determination of a singular path and/or

the boundary solutions. This is to enable us establish the conditions necessary for

optimality by the use of Pontryagin's maximum principle. The Hamiltonian for

the optimal control problem (5.28) can be expres.sed as

H = {p- c)hi 1 - ae~^'') + ̂ • (5-29)
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The adjoint variable X is governed by

X' = sx-
ôx

= dX-Xlr- —
K

(5.30)

The switching function is defined by

, , dH

= (p-c){\-ae-'")-X. (5.31)

The characterisation of the optimal control is

h = 0 if \)/(0<0,

0 < /z§ < htnax if v(0 ~ (5.32)

^ ^6 ~ ̂max il^ Y(0 ̂

Singularity analysis of the model

This analysis will enable us determine whether the optimal control would be

bang-bang or follow a singular path. For a singular control, we assume that there

is an interval / for all r G 7 C [0, T] such that

V(0 = 0. (5.33)

Thus, from Equations (5.31) and (5.33),

(p-c){\-ae-'")-X = 0. (5.34)

So, solving for X we find

X={p-c){\-ae-'"). (5.35)

Differentiating Equation (5.35) with respect to r, it follows that

X' = {p-c)abe~^'. (5.36)

By plugging the X expression in Equation (5.35) into the adjoint equation (5.30),

we get

X'= {p-c){\-ae '")^8-r+^\ . (5.37)
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Setting the expressions in Equations (5.36) and (5.37) equal to each other and
simplifying, we obtain

x = ~ ( _ \
2ry • (5.38)

Thus, on the singular interval I we can take the derivative of Equation (5.38)
with respect to /. This gives us

j  Comparing Equation (5.39) to the state equation in the model (5.28), we see
j  that they are not equal for all t. So hj is nowhere singular and thus it is bang-bang
j  with at most two switching times, occurring where the functions ;L(r) and (p -
I  c)(l-ae *') intersect. Therefore, the inclusion of the utilisation factor effectively

rules out the singular path and only the bang-bang approach is feasible. Hence the
bang-bang control is

1  (5.40)
^max if ^ < (p — c)(l — .

Therefore the optimal harvesting regime involves extreme policies only, either
harvesting at full capacity or none at all. In other words, the resource should be

harvested if and only if the net revenue per unit harvest, taking into consideration

the effective utilization rate, exceeds the shadow price of the resource. For further

details, see Ibrahim and Benyah (2017).

Numerical simulations

Assuming an effective utilisation rate of between 60 and 62%, the values of

the parameters a and b are respectively, 0.4 and 0.05. Also, the discount rate,

5 used in the simulations is 10%. Illustration is made of the optimal harvesting
strategies corresponding to three values of the maximum rate of harvest

These are; 200,000,250,000, and 300,000 tonnes per year at xo = 500,000 tonnes

and xr = 650,000 tonnes. Simulation results detailing the relationship between

the shadow price and net revenue are also illustrated.
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Figure 77 depicts harvesting at the maximum rate of 200,000 tonnes per year,

where the shadow price is convex and the revenue, linear. At the start of the

harvesting period, the shadow price of fish, US $175.94 is significantly lower than

the net revenue, US $230.00. This signifies that the revenue due an additional

tonne of fish being added to the biomass is less than the expected revenue from

harvesting the tonne of fish. So at this instance, it is prudent to harvest at the

maximum rate. As time progresses the shadow price experiences a sharp increase

in value while the revenue slightly increases until the two intersect at the switching

time t* = 0.97 year. Thereafter, the shadow price continues to appreciate in value,

ending at US $240.58. Meanwhile, the revenue has appreciated and ends with a

terminal value of US $237.48. Thus, after little over eleven and a half months (the

switching time) it is now less profitable to harvest the fish as the revenue would

be lower than the shadow price.

250

■e 220

dc 210

170

—— S. price
— Revenue

0.4 0.5 0.6
Time (years)

Figure 77: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for h,nax = 200,000 and T = 1

Simulation results for the harvesting strategy and biomass level relating to

the case where h,„ax = 200,000 tonnes per year are presented in Figure 78. In

Figure 78 (a), it is observed that the switching time occurs at t* = 0.97 year (see

Figure 77) indicating that for the initial eleven and a half months of the year,

the maximum rate of harvest should be applied. Thereafter, no harvesting should
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occur. This harvest policy allows the fishery resource to be exploited for about
eleven and a half months before harvesting stops. A slight change in the growth
of fish biomass can be observed once the harvesting is discontinued; see Figure 78
(b). The annual net revenue for this harvest policy is computed and has a value of
US $43,321,000.

® 150

J  L

0.4 0.5 0.6
(a) Time (years)

to 550

(b) Time (years)
0-7 0.8 0.9 1

Figure 78: (a) Harvest Strategy and (b) Biomass Level for h^ax = 200,000 and

T= 1

Figure 79 depicts harvesting at the maximum rate of 250,000 tonnes per year,

where the shadow price is convex and the revenue, linear. At the start of the

harvesting period, the shadow price offish, US $198.66 is significantly lower than

the net revenue, US $230.00. This signifies that the revenue due an additional

tonne of fish being added to the biomass is less than the expected revenue from

harvesting the tonne of fish. So at this instance, it is prudent to harvest at the

maximum rate. As time progresses the shadow price experiences a sharp increase
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in value while the revenue slightly increases until the two intersect at the switching

time t* = 0.79 year. Thereafter, the shadow price continues to appreciate in value,

ending at US $257.81. Meanwhile, the revenue has appreciated and ends with

a terminal value of US $237.48. Thus, after about nine and a half months (the

switching time) it is now less profitable to harvest the fish as the revenue would

be lower than the shadow price.

S. price
— Revenue

3 230

0.4 0.5 0.6

Time (years)

Figure 79: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for hmax = 250,000 and T = 1

Simulation results for the harvesting strategy and biomass level relating to

the case where hmax = 250,000 tonnes per year are presented in Figure 80. In

Figure 80 (a), it is observed that the switching time occurs at t* = 0.79 year (see

Figure 79) indicating that for the initial nine and a half months of the year, the

maximum rate of harvest should be applied. Thereafter, no harvesting should

occur. This harvest policy allows the fishery resource to be exploited for about

nine and a half months before harvesting stops. A significant change in the growth

of fish biomass can be observed once the harvesting is discontinued; see Figure 80

(b). The annual net revenue for this harvest policy is computed and has a value of

US $44,428,000.
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), — 250 000 tonnes per year and h,„ax — 300,000
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Bifurcation analysis

t. h(t) = h(\ +flsin(2ro)) has a mean harvestingThe periodic harvesting rate, h{ )
„ = 0,1,2,... and

rate ofh. For example, given

= 200(1+0-25 sin(27c0).

then

h{t)

/,(0.25 + n) = 250.

h{0.15+n) = 150-

Thus, h{t) has a m
aximum value of

•250 and a minimum of 150, with the mean

83).

value being h{0.5n)
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tion 'point'. These are:

I  4A 4tosin(2w) I
-V'Tk' rK )

4^ 4tosin(2n0 j .
^2 = yl i"^V''^ Tk )'

rK

• ■ „ r,r.:nt is given''y~ 4n+<'sin(2ro))and the bifurcation po \ equilibrium and bifurcation points
th'it when a— ^

It is worth noting that,
. nt rate harvesting model.reduce to those of the constan ^ ^ ̂  200,000 tonnes

Figure 84 presents the period solutions of period P = 1 oscil-
per ,e.r. 1. is ol"™" """ " «,4„„n«."<14 "!30,3»(i.onn.4 Fo,
la,..g „ouad,» ^ > 830,3.6 ■!» W"!--
.n, popola"»» " "'""li.wi.n, pop.i™»- """ ""
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.  ,v for 169.614^-*° go 614 tonnes, the populationlong run. Similarly, Also, for .to < '
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Irom the mean „„ ccAC'P'"''^ pnr-
definitely. Hence, u j^ore

vn. biomass lev
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x' = rx(1-x/K)-h(1+asin(2pit)) r=1.42 K = 1000 h=200 a = 0.25

8  10 12

Time (years)

Figure 84: Periodic Cycles for h = 200,000

Figure 85 presents the periodic cycles for the case where h = Hmsy = 355,000

tonnes per year, the bifurcation point. It is observed that there is a single peri

odic solution, .X* = 500,000 tonnes. For any initial population size or biomass

level, xo > 500,000 tonnes, the population approaches the mean equilibrium pop

ulation, 500,000 tonnes in the long run. However, for.xo < 500,000 tonnes, the

population goes into extinction in finite time. Thus the biomass level 500,000

tonnes is semi-stable. Of course, biomass levels starting from the equilibrium

level 500.000 tonnes remain there indefinitely. Hence, a harvest rate correspond

ing to h = 355,000 tonnes per year induces a long-term biomass level of exactly
half the carrying capacity provided xq > 500,000 tonnes.
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X' = rx (1 - x/K) - h (1 + a sin(2 pi t)) r=1.42 K = 1000 h=355 a = n9s

S 400

K  300

8  10 12

Time (years)
18 20

Figure 85: Periodic Cycles for h = 355,000

Figure 86 presents the periodic cycles for the case where h = 400,000 tonnes

per year. It is observed that there is no equilibrium point for this rate of harvest.

For any initial population size or biomass level, the population goes into extinction

in finite time. Thus, a harvest ratel corresponding to /z = 400,000 tonnes per year,

just 13% greater the MSY level, sends the population into extinction in finite time.

rrx(1-x/K)-h(1+asln(2pit)) r=1.42 K = 1000 h = 400 a = 0.25

<R 700

\zx\
3  500

400

8  10 12
Time (years)

Figure 86: Periodic Cycles for h - 400,000
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Optimality of the model

The characterisation of the optimal control is sought for in this section. Also

the model is analysed to determine whether or not the singular path is attainable

by the control. The goal is to maximise the discounted present value of future net

revenues. Thus, we seek an optimal control such that

Z(/?§) = max{Z(/z) | /i e t/},

where the control set, which is Lebesgue measurable for an infinite time horizon,

is defined by

U = {h{t)\Q<h{t)^ hmaxi ̂  ̂  [^5°°)} •

To derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, Pontryagin's maxi

mum principle (Pontryagin etai, 1962) is employed. The current value Hamilto-

nian for the optimal control problem (5.41) is

H = {p-c)h + x\rx(\-^)-h(\+as,m{2nt))^ . (5,42)

The adjoint variable X is governed by

CmT

/  2rx\
= 5X-A.fr-—I. (5.43)

The switching function is defined by

VC) = Ih
= (p-c)-X(l+flsin(2m)). (5.44)

The characterisation of the optinr.al control is

/,g = 0 if V(')<0,

0<hs<hn.ax if VW = 0, (5.45)

=  if »l'(')>0.
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Singularity analysis of the model

This analysis will enable us determine whether the optimal control would be

bang-bang or follow a singular path. For a singular control, we assume that there

is an interval I for all r 6 / C [0,0°) such that

\|/(0=0. (5.46)

Thus, from Equations (5.44) and (5.46),

(p_c) +flsin(27t0) = 0- (5.47)

So, solving for X we find

^~ 1 +asin(2ro)'

Differentiating Equation (5.48) with respect to /. it follows that
2ttg^)cos(2ro)

^ " (l+asin(2jK))2

By plugging the expression in Equation (5.48) into the adjoint equation (5.43),
we get / 2rx\

V-—^^-4—T 5-r+— . (5.50)
^ "" 1 +asin(2Jtf) V ^ /

Setting the expressions in Equations (5.49) and (5.50) equal to eaeh other and
simplifying, we obtain the mean optimal biomass level as

2ttacos(2ttr) - 5 + r

jicg = — i-(l H-^7sin(27i:^))

As in the constant rate harvesting model, if
rK

^5 ̂  4(H-flsin(27C?))'

,  1 exists two periodic solutions. Obviously, the
which i. II.. ,

.■ n (-5 51) and the second is given byfirst is Equation (5.51) an
' ̂  ^ n r*t I y It.i i —^ i i w

(5.52)K ar sin(2g)±i!5£!]^^ ^ ̂  ̂  ̂7(r+^7Sin(27r/))
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depending on the initial population level. The corresponding harvest level is given

by
rK ait)

where

a{t) = a^(r^-8^)sm^(2m)-aVcos^(2m)

+ 2a[r^- 8^) sin(2w) - 2ab8( 1 + asin(2ro)) cos(2to) + - 5^,

P(e) = r2(l+3asin(2ro)+3(7^sin^(2»)+a^sin^(2ro)).

Hence the optimal harvesting level is

0  if A. > 1 +asin(27tr)'

/is = <
rKa{t) .r Q, _ P-^ f....
4 p(/) ' 1 4-(3sin(27tr) '

.  p — c

/T-mox ^ H-flSin(27tr) '

This implies that the optimal control comprises both the extreme controls and

the singular control. The extreme controls indicate that the resource should be
harvested if and only if the mean net revenue per unit harvest exceeds the current
value shadow price of the resource (or the marginal net revenue of stock). It

thct if /7 = 0, Equations (5.51) to (5.53) reduce to their
is instructive to note tnai, ii «

respective equations in the constant rate harvesting model.

Numerical simulations

We present simulations results corresponding to OSY. The values employed
f .instant rate harvesting model, which can be seen as the mean

are those ot the con.M<»i

es of the periodic rate harvesting model. The initial simulations are for the
.  j ^ - n 95 Later simulations will vary the amplitude. Itcase when the amphtude, «-0.2b.

/7 - 0 we have the constant rate harvesting model,
must be reiterated that, when a ,

hall first consider the transient case where T is finite, and then extend it

.  . horvestinv at a maximum mean rate of 351,039 tonnes per
Figure 87 depicts harvesimt,

n  and T = 1 vear, where the mean net revenueyear.xo = 750,000tonnes.n = 0.25an



per unit harvest appears to be sinusoidal and the shadow price is constant. At the

start of the harvesting period, the mean net revenue, US $383.33 is significantly
higher than the shadow price, which is zero. This signifies that the revenue due an

additional tonne of fish being added to the biomass is much less than the expected

revenue from harvesting the fish. So at this instance it is prudent to harvest close to

the maximum rate. As time progresses the shadow price is identically zero while

the net revenue oscillates from a minimum of US $306.66 (at t = 0.25 year) to a

maximum of US $511.11 (at / = 0.75 year) around a mean value of US $408.89.

Obviously, the shadow price is always lower than the net revenue for the one-year

horizon. Thus the optimal strategy is bang-bang without switching; that is, fishing

at a rate close to the maximum rate throughout the time horizon (see Figure 88).

The shadow price is identically zero as a result of the oscillatory nature of

the biomass (see Figure 88). Within a periodic cycle of a year, any increase in

marginal net revenue due to an increase in biomass level is cancelled out by a

corresponding decrease in marginal net revenue due to a decrease in biomass level.
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Figure 87: Shadow Price and Net Revenue for - 351,039. a:o - 750,000,
a = 0.25 and r = I

1. the harvest level and stock size relating to the case whereSimulation results for tnen

c nPf vear a = 0.25, T = 1 year, xo = 500,000 and xo =
h  - 351,039 tonnes per year, ofT-max — ^'
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750,000 tonnes are presented in Figure 88. In Figure 88 (a), it is observed that

when the maximum harvest rate hmax is set at the OSY level, the optimal harvest

rate follows the same path of around 350,700 tonnes per year for both initial

biomass levels for the one-year horizon. However, the biomass levels appear to

differ. The higher initial biomass level sinusoidally ends at a little below 700,000

tonnes, while the lower initial biomass level ends at a little above 500,000 tonnes

(Figure 88 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the one-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is com

puted as US $124,840,000. The same net revenue is realised for an initial popu
lation size of 500,000 tonnes, since the optimal harvest rate is the same for both

initial biomass levels.
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Figure 89 depicts harvesting at a mean maximum rate of 351,039 tonnes per

year, xq = 750,000 tonnes and 7 = 50 years, where the mean net revenue per

unit harvest appears to be sinusoidal and the shadow price is constant. At the

start of the harvesting period, the mean net revenue, US $383.33 is significantly

higher than the shadow price, which is zero. This signifies that the revenue due an

additional tonne offish being added to the biomass is much less than the expected

revenue from harvesting the fish. So at this instance it is prudent to harvest close to

the maximum rate. As time progresses the shadow price is identically zero while

the net revenue oscillates from a minimum of US $306.66 (at t = 0.25 year) to a
r T TC c 11 11 rat t = 0.75 year) around a mean value of US $408.89.maximum or U6 11 i A

U  nrire is always lower than the net revenue throughout theObviously, the shadow price is aiway e
„ ThiK the optimal strategy is bang-bang without switching; thatfifty-year horizon, inus
.  to the maximum rate throughout the time horizon (see

is, fishing at a rate close lo i
that for a long-term time horizon (or under equilibrium

Figure 90)- This shows
•  „i tn harvest at a rate close to the maximum level (see

conditions), it is optimal to

Figure 90).
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where h,m,x = 351,039 tonnes per year, a = 0.25, r = 50 years, xo = 500,000 and

jr- _ 750,000 tonnes are presented in Figure 90. In Figure 90 (a), it is observed

that when the maximum harvest rate hmax is set at the OSY level, the optimal

harvest rate follows marginally different paths of around 350,996 tonnes per year

and 351,018 tonnes per year forxo = 750,000 tonnes and xq = 500,000 tonnes

respectively throughout the fifty-year horizon. However, the biomass levels si-
nusoidally converge around the mean stable equilibrium level of about 553,000
tonnes (Figure 90 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the fifty-year horizon corresponding to the given rate of harvesting is com-
Tio (CSO/; 400 000 The net revenue for an initial population size of puted as Ub boyOj'i-yvy, w

* marainallv higher at US $896,550,000; about 0.01% greater. 500,000 tonnes IS mareina^v
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Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

^ 351,039 tonnes per year, xq = 400,000 tonnes, a = 0.25 and r = 5 years

are presented in Figure 91. In Figure 91 (a), it is observed that when the maximum
harvest rate h„„, is set at the mean OSY level, the optimal harvest rate follows

the maximum path of around 351,039 tonnes per year throughout the five-year
horizon. On the other hand, the biomass level sinusoidally decreases to around
100.000 tonne.s (Figure 91 (b)). For an initial stock size of 400,000 tonnes, the

five-vear horizon corresponding to the given rate of
total net revenue over tne

TTQ <ca.73 320.000. It is worth noting that, when theharvesting is computed as us

,  • Ann 000 tonnes (a little below the lower equilibrium level,
initial bioma.s.s level is wu.o

. ,hp Donulation goes into extinction m just five years. This
and of course the xmsy) we PoP

perfectly agrees with theoretical results.
352.5

c 352
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I 351.5
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1 351
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xo
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Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

= 400,000 tonnes per year, xq = 750,000, a = 0.25 and r = 8 years are pre

sented in Figure 92. In Figure 92 (a), it is observed that when the maximum har

vest rate h^ax is set beyond the harvest level at OSY, the optimal harvest rate fol-

lows the maximum mean path of around 400,000 tonnes per year throughout the

eight-year horizon. On the other hand, the biomass level sinusoidally decreases to
about 170,000 tonnes (Figure 92 (b)). For an initial stock size of 750,000 tonnes.

,«r fhP eiffht-vear horizon corresponding to the given rate
the total net revenue over tne eigi y

j  . TTQ <K714 290,000. It is worth noting that, when theof harvesting i.s computed as US $7l4,zyu,
I,;„h nc 75% of the carrying capacity and the harvest rate

initial biomass level is as hign as /a
hieber than the OSY level) the population goes

is set at 400,000 tonnes Oas
.  • This is in agreement with theoretical results,

into extinction beyond eigh y

c 400.5

0) 400

399.5

(a) Time (years)

5  64  ®
^  ̂ 2 (b) Time (yea^s)

=400,000,
Levels for hmox

A (b) Biomass t-Harvest and ( . y = 8
_ 0.25 and 1

750,000, a-
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Simulation results for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where

hmox = 351,039 tonnes per year, T = 1 year, jro = 750,000 tonnes, a = 0 and
u = 0,5 are presented in Figure 93. In Figure 93 (a), it is observed that when the

.  u iccpt at the OSY level, the optimal harvest rate followsmaximum harvest rate IS set at ine wo X

.  ,• A -jsn 700 tonnes per year for both amplitude values forthe same path of around 350, /oo lonuc v j

.  • Hnwever the biomass levels appear to differ. The higherthe one-year horizon. However,
1  .inusoidally ends at 700,000 tonnes, while the loweramplitude biomass level sinuso y
.  nt about 690,000 tonnes (Figure 93 (b)).

amplitude biomass leve en
,  aize of 750,000 tonnes and an an amplitudeAssuming an initial population size ot , ^ .
ver the one-year horizon corresponding to the givenof 0.5, the total net re ^ $124,840,000. The same net revenue is

rate of harvesting is optimal harvest rate is the same for
realised for an amplitude o that an amplitude of zero effectively
both amplitude levels. It s constant rate harvesting model.

•  rate harvesting model to m
reduces the periodi
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realised for an ampUlude of zero, since

both amplitude levels.

the optimal harvest rate is the same for
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0.5, the total net revenue over the four-year horizon corresponding to the given

rate of harvesting is computed as US $404,730,000. The net revenue realised for

an amplitude of zero is US $404,710,000. a 0.01% reduction. It is worth noting

that, when the initial biomass level is 400,000 tonnes (a little below xmsy) the

population goes into extinction in just four years for the fish stock undergoing
periodic rate harvesting, while it may take a little longer for the constant rate
harvesting (see Figure 71).

351.015

0) 351.01
c
c
o

« 351.005

350.995 1.5 2 2.5
(a) Time (years)

n  06 i 1-5 2 2.5
(b) Time (years)

Figure 95: (a) Harvest and (b) Biomass Levels for = 351,039.
XQ = 400,000, o = 0, 0.5 and 7" = 4

Its for the harvest level and stock size relating to the case where
Simulation resu ^ ̂ ^ = 0 and

= 400,000 tonnes per year. - ̂
, = 0.5 are presented m

the maximum ̂ -vest ̂ e ,,„„„a400,000 tonnes per year
the optimal harvest rate tolio
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Figure 96* (a) Harvest and (b) Blomass Levels for hmax — 400,000,
XQ = 750,000, a = 0, 0.5 and 7" = 8

for both amplitude values throughout the eight-year horizon. Additionally the
biomass levels appear to show the periodic rate harvesting scenario almost oscil
lating around the constant rate harvesting scenario. The higher amplitude biomass
llv'el sinusoidally ends at the value of about 140,000 tonnes, while the lower am
plitude biomass level ends at about 190,000 tonnes (Figure 96 (b)).

Assuming an initial population size of 400,000 tonnes and an amplitude of
0 5 the total net revenue over the eight-year horizon corresponding to the given
,ate of harve.sting is computed as US $714,290,000. The .same net revenue .s

litude of zero, since the optimal harvest rate is the same forrealised for an amplitude ot

both amplitudes. ^
It is worthy of note that, when .o - •
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for the fish stock undergoing either periodic rate harvesting or constant rate har

vesting.

Model summary

This section has looked into the harvesting strategies of the sardinella fishery

under the Gordon-Schaefer model with a periodic rate of removals in order to de

termine the optimal strategy. The biomass was subjected to a bifurcation analysis

to determine the bifurcation and the equilibrium points and their stability proper

ties. The non-autonomous periodic rate model may be seen as a perturbation of

the autonomous constant rate model, and so the stability properties of the periodic
rate model mirror those of the constant rate model.

Numerical simulations were performed on the model to highlight further use

ful insights. The model was found to attain equilibrium status when the initial

biomass level was above the bifurcation point or in between the equilibrium points

provided the harvest rates were less than the OSY level. It was also observed that

the fish stock faced extinction in finite time when the initial biomass level is rela-

lively low, and also when the harvest rate is above the OSY level.
Simulations were also carried out to compare the relative performance of the
• die rate model and the constant rate model. The observation was that the

, model oscillates around the trajectory of the constant rate model,periodic rate muuci

specially when both models attain equilibrium. It was also observed that the
odic rate model was quicker to send the fish stock into extinction than the

coTtant rate model given the same initial biomass level and harvest rate.
, .as further observed that for the same harvesting level, a lower m.t.al

Chapter Summary

.  " ""ne ch.p«r 1«>. y

logistic equation and the
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Gordon-Schaefer model, the Gob model, and a model incorporating an effective

utilisation factor.

The canonical model was subjected to bifurcation analysis and the equilibrium

points and their stability properties determined. Optmality of the model gave rise
to both singular and bang-bang controls. Simulations performed on the dynamic
model showed the optimal harvesting rate must be set at the OSY level.

With regard to the Goh model, the objective is to determine the optimal yield
without taking Into account the cost of fishing. Optimallty of the model was de
termined and the optimal control characterised. The results of the simulations
indicate that, in general, the optimal rate of fishing effort must be pegged at the
MSY level.

A model with an effective utilisation factor was also investigated. This utili
sation factor modifies the objective functional of the canonical model. Optmality
of the model was determined and the singular control was ruled out, leaving only
the bang-bang control. The results of the simulations indicate that harvest rates
at 300 000 tonnes per year provided the greatest revenue and also the shortest
duration of harvest compared to rates at 200.000 and 250,000 tonnes per year.

The periodic rate harvesting model was the last to be discussed in the chapter.
.  , „f,ich is non-autonomous, can be viewed as a perturbation of the

This model, wnicn , . .

S constant rate model. Simulations reveal that harvesting at a periodic
rim d.biii»»g eiftc. .1.. ""I"-'»
harvesting scenario.
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CHAPTER SIX

A PREDATOR-PREV MODEL WITH RESERVE AREA

Introduction

There is the need to develop innovative ways to address the current dire situa

tion facing the artisanal fishery in Ghana. Therefore, the adoption and implemen
tation of marine reserves or marine protected areas (MPAs) should be given care
ful consideration; especially for areas where the fish stocks are known to spawn.

MPAs are defined as spatially well-defined areas where no harvesting takes

place, and have become a popular approach to managing marine fisheries (Kar &
Matsuda, 2008). The authors further argued that MPAs have provided many gen

eral benefits that include serving as a tool for conservation and marine environ

mental management. Also, it is relatively easy to enforce fishing bans in MPAs,

if the necessary will and resources exist: quite simply, any fisherman working in
such a reserve is breaking the rules. The more effectively a reserve is functioning,
the more carefully these restrictions must be enforced.

According to Kar and Chakraborty (2010), the implementation of marine re-
can protect and enhance the stock biomass by protecting the species

'''r rrreTerve area and increase fish abundance in adjacent areas. Addition-
insid® tne v , . j

■  ..tes of the stock biomass between the protected and unpro-
'iilv the migrahon i«ii6S o

uously re.stock.t.g (Hanski, 1999; Clark, 2010).
are known to exist developed to assess the possible impact

of the marine reserves O formulated. Stability analysis of
HpI—the state dynamics—a.

r.f the model—incaspect of the
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the model is csrrisd out in the third section. This comprises the loctil und globsl

stability as well as the existence, or lack thereof, of limit cycles. Optimality of the

model, which consists of the characterisation of the optimal control as well as the

singularity analysis of the model, is discussed in the fourth section. Numerical

and graphical illustrations of the model are portrayed in the fifth section while the
last section deals with the summary and conclusion.

Model Formulation

The following model, originally proposed by Schaefer (1954) (with u = 1), is

a Lokta-Volterra type model:

— = uqE{x-a), (6.1)
dt

where x{t) denotes the size of fish population—^the prey and E{t) denotes the

fishing effort, and may be considered as the size of the population of fishermen
the predator. Additionally, » (0 < « < D is the fraction of fish stock available for

j „ rn ̂  <^ /O is the economically critical level of stock size at
harvesting, and a

which further investment in fishing becomes unprofitable. That is, when the stock
slTfall below this level, vessels will tend to leave the fishery (Schaefer, 1954).
PuIhLo,.. lb. fmclion of lb. b.«™ i""" " "

main »»mpUo» of He "."bel " « «« i-w, logl.b-
,j,, in ,b. abse... «f WHS. <■( "»«««i" «» e.u»d

.  Addiii.nally,tb.'«e by tb.b, buman prrfane. <<,..1. "d ^ ̂
,  exponentially when x<a, wniifi shermen ■ obviously, the rate of change of the effort exerted is

eaponeniilly "bea ' > " „ » He fcWS » "O" ' <l>~»ie
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stability Analysis

We shall determine the equilibrium points of the system of equations (6.1)
and find the compact, positively invariant region (that is. a region where all the
solutions are positive and uniformly bounded). In this region the model is well-
posed both mathematically and in terms of natural resource harvesting (that is.
biologically). Furthermore, the local and global stability of the system will be
explored as well as the model examined for the existence of periodic orbits (or
limit cycles).

Existence of equilibria

The equilibria of the system (6.1) can be obtained by solving y = £' = 0. It is
easily checked that there are three equilibrium points:

FoCO.O), FiC/f.O) and Pzix*,E')..

where r(K-a)
x* = a and E' = ■

The following lemma shows that all the solutions of the system (6.1) are positive
and uniformly bounded.

,61 ForLemma 6.1. rur

n region of attraction for all solutions starting in the mtenor of the posmve
quadrant.

proof. •
,  • bvverifyingthefirstpartofthelemma.O<.<^r,usingWe begin by veruy h

u, the comparison theory,,,1,ferential inequalities t .
(. i)-uqEx<rx[l f^)

x' = rx[l
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for 0 <t <00 and xq > 0, then

Thus,

Therefore, as r —>■ 00

0 < x{t) <
xqK

XQ-{-(K-XQ)e-''^

0<x<K

The second part, 0 < a: + £' < ^, is verified as follows:
Let w{t) = x{t) +E{t), and T| > 0 be a constant. Then we have

dw dx dE_+T1m;=- + ̂ +V + 11£
fjP"

= rx——— uqEa + r[x-¥'X\E
K

rx^= (r-\-r])x- — -{uqa-'r])E

^2-47('-+t1) -7 '  K. , ^ - (iiqa-'r\)E

< 7-('* + 11) -A'. •r\<uqa
4r

Invoking Lemma (3.1) on differential inequalities, we have
'^') + w(x(Q),Eme

and when / —^
0<w<-, or

—  r| 'I
□

Local stability of equilibria

criteria. The Jacobian matrix for the system is „is given by

J(x, E) -
-mx

uqE uq(x —
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Evaluating the matrix J at Po(0»0) gives

J(0,0) =
r  0

0 —uqa

Since the matrix is diagonal, the associated eigenvalues are A,] = r > 0 and
_ ̂iiqa < 0. Thus the trivial equilibrium point yields a saddle, which of course

is always unstable.

Evaluating the matrix J at P\{K,0) gives

—r uqK

0  uq{K — a)

Since the matrix is upper triangular, the associated eigenvalues are X\ = -r<

0 and Xi = - a) >0. Thus the boundary equilibrium point, also
produces a saddle.

Evaluating the matrix J at P2{x*,E*) gives

j(a:,o) =

}{x\E*) =

ar
—uqa

r{K-o)
0

K

Thus,

Tr(J(^'
..n _ < 0 and det(J(j:*, E')) = > 0-

Hence the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable.The characteristic polynomial ofJ(.-,^-) is given by
uqor{K — a)

K

ar\. , uqar{K-a)
K-r •

K(-f)

uqar{K - ^ n
Xr^2= ^

Therefore,
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or

^1.2 € {(A.1 ,^2) e C2 : ha = a±bi. a <0}.

Thus the interior equilibrium point is either a stable node or stable spiral.

The phase-plane portrait relating to the case where a = 200,000 tonnes and
u = 0.5 is presented in Figure 97. It can be observed that the trajectories spiral
inwardly to the stable equilibrium point of 200,000 tonnes and 1,262,222 trips,
assuming that 50% of the fish stock is available for harvest. Thus, when the critical
biomass level is set at a fifth of the carrying capacity and half of the fish stock is
open for harvest (50% marine reserve), an effort rate of up to 1,262,222 trips is
achievable. This scenario could depict the open access nature of the sardinella
fishery in Ghana.

x' = rx(1 -x/K)-uqEx
E ' = u q E (X - a)

r= 1.42 u = 0.5
a = 200

q = 0.0018
K= 1000

c 800
O

400 .
Biomass (thousand tonnes)

pl,ure97:Phase.P.anePonraitfor. = 200.000and« = 0.5

The phase-plane portrait relating to the case where n = 500.000 tonnes and
A- Feure 98. It can be observed that the trajectories spiraln = 0.5 is presente ^ 500,000 tonnes and 788,889 trips,

inwardly to the stable equil harvest. Thus, when the critical

biomass level is set at a bifurcation point) is
ff rt rate of up to /oo,o"

open for harvest, an etto „,,„,ged.achievable. This scenario depicts a
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X ' = rx (1 - x/K) - u q Ex
E ■ = u q E (X - a)

r=1.42 u = 0.5 q = 0.0018
a = 500 K = 1000

2000

1600

_ 1400 -
</>

:= 1200

g 1000
o

^ 800 -

200 400 600 800
Biomass (thousand tonnes)

Figure 98: Phase-Plane Portrait for a = 500,000 and u - 0.5

Global stability

We determine the global stability of the interior equilibrium point through the

application of an appropriate Lyapunov function.

Theorem 6.1. solutions starting in the interior of the positive quadrant,

the non-trivial equilibrium point P2{x',E') is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. We shall consider a positive definite function about P^^xfE');

With respect to time / along the trajectories of System (6.1) givesDifferentiating V

y

Substituting for/and £'gives
(\,iyuqE]+m{E-E')(x-a)

y' = (x-x*)

At the interior equilibrium, we have
y _«9r=o.

;f*-n = 0-
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Thus,

V' = -(x-x') l-ix-xn + uiiE-E')] +uqiE-E''){x-x')
iK

= -^{x-x'f<0.

Hence V is negative definite and V is radially unbounded. Therefore by
LyapunoVs theorem on stability, it implies that the interior equilibrium point
Plix'^E') is globally asymptotically stable.

The following theorem indicates that the system (6.1) does not possess any
closed trajectories or limit cycles in the interior of the positive quadrant of the
X — E plane.

Theorem 6.2. The system (6.1) does not possess any limit cycles in the interior of
the positive quadrant.

Proof. Let

f{x,E) = rx{\-^-mEx,

g{x^E) = uqE (x —a).

At Ft > 0 in the interior of the positive quadrant. Therefore, we haveObviously* ^

9('l>/) ,
^ "dF" dE

l-<0.
' EK

,„3,.

Dulac Theorem, the sys

Optimality of the Model
.  „w a proportion of the fish stock is subjected to har-

As previously stated, o of ,he
vesting. Thus the optimal contro pro



net revenue derived from the partial harvests^ and can be expressed as
poo

maxZ(w)= / e~^'(puqx-c)Edt
u  Jo

subject to ^ ~
— = uqE{x — a)
dt

x{0)=xo, E{0) = Eo

0.4 ̂  W ̂  Umax •

It is assumed that the least proportion of fish stock available for harvesting is

0.4, and the maximum is Umax < 1 (Kar & Chakraborty, 2010).
The characterisation of the optimal control is determined in this section. Also,

the model is analysed to ascertain whether or not the singular path is attainable by
the control.

Characterisation of the optimal control

The goal is to maximise the discounted present value of future net revenues.

Thus, we seek an optimal control «5 such that

Z(w5) = max{Z(w) | w G t/},

h  the control set, which is piecewise continuous for an infinite time horizon,
is defined by

y = {u(t)\OA < u{t) < Umax^ ̂  G 10,oo;|.

T derive the necessary conditions for the optimal control, Pontryagm's max.-
principle

problem (6 2) is

H ={puqx

T,..d,oin. .
dH

A.| = 5^1' dx
(6.4)
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and

= [5 - uq{x - a)\k2 + uqxX\ - puqx + c,

The switching function is defined by

dH— = pqEx - qExX\ -\-qE{x — a)X2
du

The characterisation of the optimal control is

i/g = 0.4 if If < 0 >

0.4 <C. <C. Umax

W§ — Umax

if ^=0,

if
dH >0,

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

Singularity analysis of the model

The optimal control problem (6.2) has a linear control. Therefore, there arises

the possibility of singular arcs; and the higher order necessary conditions are given
by the Generalised Legendre-Clebsch conditions (de Pillis et al., 2007; Krener,
1977).

G' n interval and w ̂  1 control variables w/, / = 1,2,... ,a7, a singular arc
occurs when at least one of the control variables satisfies

B=0.
dui

It an be verified that a singular control « will first make an appearance in
an evi order titne derivative of • Additionally, the order of singularity of a
control „ on this interval is defined as the least integer . such that

_a
du dt du

.to

„,,/or;= l.A • •• _ , .,,.,..1

dui It) ^"J
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where k is the order of singularity of the control Then A must be non-negative
definite (or negative semi-definite) for the control to be maximising.

If there is only one singular control u, this reduces to

dt) dii
<0.

(de Pill is et al, 2007)

For a singular control, we assume that there is an interval /for all r € / C [O.oo)
such that

du

This implies, from Equation (6.6), that

^ = px-x'K\+(x-a)X2 = 0.
du

Next, we compute
=0,

dt\^u)

d then it will be shown that the control cannot be found in that equation. To
live for the value of the singular control, we will further compute

=0.
dt'^ V /

A., = p+ 5^.2(1--) '

d ( _ 0 is given by
the simplification of J
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« = —

|3(jc,£:)
a{x,E)'

where

a{x,E) = EKc}{4X2r + 4pr)x-EKq{KX2r-K5p + Kpr + cX2r + Kc),

^(x^E) = K4^2'- + 4/?'-)'<-^ + ''(-2/(r5^2 + ̂8/7-5X2r-5/<:/;r
- aX2r - 'iKc)x + r{K^5X2 -K^8p + K^X2r

ji2p^ + fCa?,X2 + KaXtr + 2K^c + Kac).

The Generalised Legendre-CIebsch condition needs to be satisfied for the sin
gular control to be maxim.s.ng; that is, a{x,E) would have to be non-negative on
this interval.

The order of singularity, k=i. To determine the sign of a{x,E), we plot
a{x.E) against x and £, after noting that X. W = 0 and ̂ .(t) = 0 (as t ̂  o.), it
should be noted that a{x,E) is only negative in a very specific region. In this

there can be a guarantee that there are no singular maximising arcs, so theregion, t ere

control IS bang-D^i'S-

ruled out (see Figure 99).

• n nf Sign of99: Determination of big



Hence, the optimal proportion of biomass available for harvesting is

0.4 if ^1 - (^1 - ^2 > P.

"S-^t a{x,E) ^ x)

Umax
if X,-{l-^)h<P-

The following discussion is on the coefficient of the shadow price of effort
>0 if x>a,

and

f 1 __j <0 if x<a.

Therefore, the boundary controls indicate that when the price of landed fish
is greater than the difference (or sometimes, the sum) of the shadow price offish
stock and a fraction of the shadow price of effort, the optimal control must be set
a, the maximum proportion of biomass available for harvesting; otherwise, the
control should be set at the minimum level.

The shadow price of effort (or the marginal net revenue of effort) may be
viewed as the change in net revenue as a result of one additional fishing trip.

It is instructive to note that, while X, is non-negative, Xi assumes all real values
•  hnth non-negative and negative values).

The existence of the optimality system is easily verified. That is, the bounded-
f the solutions of the state system has already been established (see Lemma

states exist (Fleming

Numerical Simulations

' """" Zor h».«»8 •' '»*■ ""
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initial stock level. Subsequently, the maximum proportion of biomass available
for harvesting will be set at 90%. Initially, we shall consider the transient case

c
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t 1
0
a
0

a 0.5
(!)
(0
(0

^ 0

\ T 1 1 1 ' 1 '
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—¥750
, J ^ ^^^^

1
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where T is finite, and then extend it to the equilibrium scenario where T ̂oo.

Simulation results for the biomass proportion, biomass, effort and harvest

levels relating to the case where a = 200,000 tonnes, Umax = 0.5, T = 1 year,

Eq = 100,000 trips, xq = 500,000 tonnes and jto = 750,000 tonnes are presented

in Figure 100. In Figure 100 (a), it is observed that when the maximum propor-

tion of biomass available for harvesting, u„^ is set at 50%, the optimal biomass
proportion appears to follow a path of around 0.5 for both initial biomass levels
for the one-year horizon. Furthermore, the fish biomass increases to a value of
around 750,000 tonnes for the initial lower biomass level and around 860,000
tonnes for the initial higher biomass level (Figure 100 (b)). The Effort plot (Fig
ure 100 (c)) also shows an increase for both initial biomass levels: to a value close
to 150,000 trips and 175,000 trips for the initial lower and higher biomass levels,
respectively. Figure 100 (d) shows that the harvest rate increases to about 100,000
tonnes per year for the initial lower biomass level, and to about 140,000 tonnes

per year for the initial higher biomass level.
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for an initial population size of 500,000 tonnes; about 45% lower.

Figure 101 depicts setting the maximum biomass proportion available, Umax =

0.5 and the critical biomass level at 200,000 tonnes with an initial biomass level

of 750,000 tonnes. The combined shadow price appears concave-like and the

price, linear. At the start of the harvesting period, the shadow price, US $4.70 is
significantly lower than the price, US $600.00. This signifies that the revenue due
to the combined effect of the shadow prices of stock and effort is less than the
expected price from harvesting a tonne of fish, so at this instance, it is beneficial
to harvest at the maximum available biomass proportion. As time progresses the
shadow price increases in value until it reaches its maximum at US $490.80 (with
, = 45 years), while the price remains constant. Thereafter, the shadow price
declines in value before finally going to zero at the final horizon. Thus the shadow
price is always lower the price for the entire duration, signifying that it is optimal
to harvest.

Simulation results for the biomass proportion, biomass, effort and harvest

levels relating to the case where a = 200,000 tonnes, Umox = 0.5, T = 6 years,
Eq - 100 000 trips, XO = 500,000 tonnes and xo = 750,000 tonnes are presented

Tn Fiffure 102 (a), it is observed that when the maximum propor-
in Figure 102. m . ...

of biomass available for harvesting, iw is set at 50%, the optimal biomass
° tion appears to follow a path of around 0.5 for both initial biomass lev-proportion purthermore, the fish biomass increases to

els throughout the six y . , , j ^
f  und 400.000 tonnes for the initial lower biomass level and arounda value ° ,evel (Figure 102 (b)). The Effort

ncn nnn tonnes for the mint" ing

102 (O) also shows an increase for both Initial biomass levels; to a
1 324 000 trips and about 1.400,000 trips for the Initial lower andvalue close to . . ^ ,02 (d) shows that the harvest rate In-

higher biomass leve s,
u  f AlO 000 tonnes per yearcreases to about . should be
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Assuming an initial population size of 750.000 tonnes, the total net revenue
over the six-year horizon corresponding to the given proportion of biomass avail
able is computed as US$290,010,000. A net revenue of US$268,320,000 is re
alised for an initial population size of 500,000 tonnes; about 7% lower. It is worth
noting that beyond six years the iterates do not converge.

Simulation results for the biomass proportion, biomass. effort and harvest
levels relating to the case where . = 500,000 tonnes, w = 0.5. 7 = 1 year.
= 100,000 trips. .0 = 500.000 tonnes andxo = 750.000 tonnes are presented

.  p- 103 In Figure 103 (a), it is observed that when the maximum propor-

„oport.n .0 <•«»» • »' ""
o»e.y» "»

„„„<! 758,000 (onnc. for Or. initial lo«=t bloma.. lovol and aroond 870,000
to rhe initid higher bl.nrar. le«l (Fignr. 103 (M), The Effor, plot

Uofh initial biomass levels; to a value close
ure 103 (c)) also shows an increase for both initial mo
,  ,13 OOOtripsand 134,000 trips for the initial lower and higher biomass levels.
°  IV Figure 103 (d) shows that the harvest rate increases to about 77.000

vear for the initial lower biomass level, and to about 105,000 tonnestonnes per year for m
fnr the initial higher biomass level.

initial population size of 750.000 tonnes, the total net revenue
TTyear horizon corresponding to the given proportion of biomass avail-overtheone-y n ^,oo^„etrevenueofUS$14,581,OOOisrealised
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never intersecting. The shadow price continues to fluctuate in value, reaching its

peak at / = 17.5 years with a value of US $396.03. Thereafter, it declines in value,
going to zero at the time horizon. Thus the shadow price is always lower than
the price for the entire horizon, signifying that it is beneficial to harvest at the
maximum proportion of biomass available.
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-200

-300 10 12
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Figure 104: Shadow Price and Price for a - 500,000, Umax 0-5 and T 20

S'mulation results for the biomass proportion, biomass, effort and harvest lev-
els rellting to the case where a = 500,000 tonnes. = 0.5, T = 20 years,
£ _ 100 000 trips, *0 = 500,000 tonnes and xo = 750,000 tonnes are presented
in Figure 105
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available is US$426,240,000. A net revenue of US$389,720,000 is realised for

an initial population size of 500,000 tonnes; about 9% lower.

Simulation results for the biomass proportion, biomass, effort and harvest

levels relating to the case where a = 200,000 tonnes, u„ax = 0.9, T = I year,

Eo = 100,000 trips, xq = 500,000 tonnes andxo = 750,000 tonnes are presented
in Figure 106. In Figure 106 (a), it is observed that when the maximum propor
tion of biomass available for harvesting, is set at 90%, the optimal biomass
proportion appears to follow the maximum path of 0.9 for both initial biomass
levels for the one-year horizon. Furthermore, the fish biomass increases to a value
of around 692,000 tonnes for the initial lower biomass level and around 780,000
tonnes for the initial higher biomass level (Figure 106 (b)). The Effort plot (Fig
ure 106 (c)) also shows an increase for both initial biomass levels: to a value close
to 195,000 trips and 257,000 trips for the initial lower and higher biomass levels,
respectively. Figure 106 (d) shows that the harvest rate increases to about 219,000

tonnes per year for the initial lower biomass level, and to about 325,000 tonnes
per year for the initial higher biomass level.

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue
» vf-nr horizon corresponding to the given proportion of biomass avail-over the one-year null

A  T IS$86 495 000. A net revenue of US$52,139,000 is realised
able is computed as uoo) ,
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a value close to 783,000 trips and about 929,000 trips for the initial lower and

higher biomass levels, respectively. Figure 107 (d) shows that the harvest rate in
creases to about 578,000 tonnes per year for the initial lower biomass level, and

to about 548,000 tonnes per year for the initial higher biomass level.

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue

over the three-year horizon corresponding to the given proportion of biomass
available is US$384,870,000. A net revenue of US$309,210,000 is realised for
an initial population size of 500,000 tonnes; about 20% lower. It is instructive
to note that the iterates failed to converge beyond four years for the initial lower
biomass level and beyond five years for the initial higher biomass level.

Simulation results for the biomass proportion, biomass, effort and harvest

levels relating to the case where a = 500,000 tonnes, = 0.9, T = 1 year.
En = 100,000 trips, jcq = 500,000 tonnes and jip ~ 750,000 tonnes are presented
in Figure 108. In Figure 108 (a), it is observed that when the maximum propor
tion of biomass available for harvesting, is set at 90%, the optimal biomass
proportion appears to follow the maximum path of 0.9 for both initial biomass
levels for the one-year horizon. Furthermore, the fish biomass increases to a value

ound 720 000 tonnes for the initial lower biomass level and around 816,000
the initial higher biomass level (Figure 108 (b)). The Effort plot (Fig-

,08 (O) also shows an increase for both initial biomass levels; to a value close
"",02 000 trips and 161,000 trips for the initial lower and higher biomass levels,

'  , FK'ure 108 (d) shows that the harvest rate increases to about 142,000
"Ts"'er yearfor the initial lower biomass level, and to about 213,000 tonnes

for the initial higher biomass level.
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shows that the harvest rate increases to about 355,000 tonnes per year for both

initial biomass levels.

Assuming an initial population size of 750,000 tonnes, the total net revenue
over the twenty-year horizon corresponding to the given proportion of biomass
available is US$818,320,000. A net revenue of US$749,300,000 is realised for
an initial population size of 500,000 tonnes; about 8% lower.

Chapter Summary

This chapter has taken a look at the fishing strategies of the sardinella fish
ery under a predator-prey model with a marine reserve in order to determine the
optimal strategy.

The suted dynamics were modelled using a modified version of the predator-
prey model originally proposed by Schaefer (1954). The model was subjected
to stability analysis, by first finding the equilibrium points and then determining
the characteristics of the local and global stability. It was found that the model is
locally as well as globally asymptotically stable for the interior equilibrium point.

hv the Dulac-Bendixson criterion, the model does not possess limitFurthermore, by the uui

. Li
' ' that the singular path could not be ruled out.

al simulations were performed on the model by varying the initial
biomass level w . e attain equilibrium status

available for harvesting

when the critical biom critical biomass level was set at a fifth
failed to achieve equilibrium .^^ilable for harvesting at
of the carrying capacity and the p^

OAY scenario. In fact-
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only three years.

When the critical biomass level is set at 200,000 tonnes, the initial net rev

enues accruing to the fishermen is higher than the situation where the critical

biomass level is set at 500,000 tonnes. However, the economic rent due the fish

ermen soon starts to dissipate as time progresses; and also the iterates fail to con

verge beyond certain time horizons (if o = 200 and the proportion of biomass
available for harvesting is set at 0.5 and at 0.9).

It is interesting to note that a singular control for u was not encountered in all

the simulations carried out for the model. This may be due to the fact that the
parameters employed in the model are such that the region of the singular arcs
was not optimal.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

The concluding chapter presents the summary and conclusions drawn from the

study on the application of optimal control in determining the optimal harvesting
effort for the sardinella fishery. At the end of the chapter, recommendations are
provided for relevant stakeholders and suggestions for future research are out
lined.

Summary

The primary focus of the study was to apply optimal control techniques to

determine the sustainable harvesting strategies of Ghana's sardinella fishery. In

this regard, various standard models in fishery were reviewed as well as original
models proposed to achieve the set objectives.

One of the preeminent models in fishery research is the Gordon-Schaefer bioe-
1 Thus all the models considered in this study revolve around thisconomicmodel. ihusani

model The model was initially analysed using three different rates

'  V - d OAY-were determined and discussed. Furthermore, the dy-MEY, MSY an n<?Y—was established. Numerical simula-
.ilihrium reference point—Obrnamic equiim hiehlight the important characteristics

we., perf"™'" o"

associated with it. dynamics the Schaefer model with
The Goh model, which has as . jning the optimal yield, was

the objective of deterim

^viewed .nd di,ce...ed.



functional is not total net revenue but total yield. A variant of this model which
considered the proportional rate harvesting scenario was reviewed as well. The
dynamic behaviour of these models were studied by performing numerical simu-
lations on them.

A model taking into account the effective utilisation of a renewable resource
was also reviewed and discussed. This is especially important as the current
catches of the sardinella fishery in Ghana are very low, and therefore there is
the need for proper and effective utilisation of this resource.

The Craven model, which considered the effect of unusually high catches on
price of landed fish, was studied. This model has a quadratic control, as opposed to
the standard Gordon-Schaefer model that employs a linear control. Additionally,
the control in this model is the level of harvesting, not the rate of fishing effort
as in the standard model. The model was subjected to bifurcation analysis, static
reference points determined, optimal level of harvesting established and numerical
simulations performed.

The standard Gordon-Schaefer model is one dimensional. An original two
■onal model centred on this model was proposed and discussed. This twodimensmna i,operimetric constant (or integral constraint). The

''""rcltraint takes care of the annual quota set by the fishery managers-
r ,he ways to deal with problems involving this type of constraint isTAC. One o constraint. This model also employs a

.  „ new variable to supplant the constra
'  • t as well as being of fi nite horizon. The optimal rate of fi,shingquadratic constrain ^insulations performed,

effort was determine
The mam thrust o In

.ardinella fishery m fi ,,ermen were
particular, certain unor ^^ndard
analysed and discussed. Ca

.^1 However, tnib0„,J».Scl.«fer ""Xia- »
Se..»i.»y "7 " ,« «... .ocb "b •"»



.  ■ functional. Static reference points for the mode]employed a quadratic object!
•  ̂ H nnalvsed The existence of the optimal control as well itswere determined and analyse .

...blished Numerical simulations were performed to shed moreuntqueness was e.^^
hght on the .mpac ,„,,ai„ability of the sardinella fishery,
effort, and ultimate y. incorporating a marine reserve was pro-

An original two the sardinella fishery currently per-
posed to help address the ̂  ^„p,cy a predator-prey model with
taining in Ghana. The mo e s

■  „i heina the total net revc
the objective function features a critical biomass

.. ui w harvesting- inem"
biomass made available tor the model was deter-

T  as well «s

level for the fish stock. Loca ^it^ the help
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of the Generalised Legendre- e ■ „,nning to, and
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4. At higher levels of increased catchability as a result of the lUU fishing
practices, the consequences on the size of the fish stocks are near
catastrophic levels-as low as 15% of the carrying capacity in finite time.

5. The periodic rate model was quicker to send the fish stock into extinction
than the constant rate model given the same Initial biomass level and
harvest rate.

6. When the TAC is set at Hmsy = 355,000 tonnes per year, the rate of fishing
277,, 000 trips per year.

n

7 The Predsror-Prey »" _ „ „„„ „ aM itx mdrf
r.f hp set at

a,, jevci must bebiomans

attain equilibrium status.
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catch beyond the TA
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Recommendations

The models employed in this study to achieve the stated objectives include

both autonomous and non-autonomous models, one- and two-dimensional mod
els, models with linear and non-linear controls, models with finite and infinite
time horizons, models with one endpoint and both endpoints fixed and models
with bounded controls.

Additionally, the models were analysed using both qualitative and quantita

tive methods. These included bifurcation analyses and numerical simulations.
Pontryagin's maximum principle was the main tool in establishing the necessary
conditions, while the sufficiency conditions were discussed using a result from
Fleming and Rishel (1995). Furthermore, the models were subjected to different
types of harvesting strategies in order to determine the optimal strategy for the
sardinella fishery.

The artisanal marine fishery in Ghana is essentially open access, and as Ko-
ranten (1998) observed, there does not appear to be any sustained management
'  f Given ilKC.mniO.Botih.ms.n.H!!"'!'in
rrlneu. in P-"- 'f"

biliV »' «■"" " •»
'  , ,H. »dy tl» folloxinS «• recon,™.d»l »..rd, the mmge-.ndhndlngsof ^ contmW.n, u.de, the «sl. et MOFAD,

„ent of the fch™, „,„,nte, md

coordinate pohcie.s

'  The eoneemttve " ™
fishing effort. fishing days. Therefore, toft, enceed! the '°„„„e, • c.p

LeffePln---'-"-''"„ip„ mn.tMP'""'
FisherievCoinniisvion-
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•  ■ „,ctspriousIv consider the idea of imposing
2 The Fisheries Conim.ss.on must senousiy

. nf iiD to six months in a year to cut down on fish.ng
closed fishing seasons of p

.  , on is easier to implement than the dtrect approach ofeffort, as th.s opt.on .s eas.e

reducing the number of canoes.
hes-TAC-set around the MSY level must be

3, An annual ^ j^jggion This has the effect of drastically
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and linear-quadratic regulator models. Of additional interest would be the skewed-
logistic model and the logistic model incorporating minimum viable population
(MVP), as well as the application of Green's theorem to the determination of the
optimality ofamodel.
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appendix

A CALCULUS OF
variations approach for determining
OPTIMAL STOCK SIZE

max
E

dx _ (^_L\-qEx
subject to K)

x(0)=xo.

Applyj,„p ecu-

,,ave the following:
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